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INTRODUCTION

This book is designed to serve as anintroductorytext onthe concept of 'reporting' .

Reporting is a valuable topic in media studies thus requires a thorough analysis in
the context ofvarious media. Even though media as an industry is undergoing
rapid changes, the basic principles ofgood reporting, accurate writing and ethical
behaviour stillhold their essence. The book emphasizes on the basic structure of
news and the tools and techniques to create suitable news by incorporating
fundamental news values and principles. Elaborate coverage of methods and
principles ofwriting a news story prepare the students for a good career start in
media.

This title covers the basic information about reporting techniques, qualities
and traits ofa successful reporter, and the possible problems faced by a reporter
while developing the news story. To make things clearer for the young budding
journalists, the concepts of attribution, oflthe-record, embargo, pool reporting
and follow-up have been discussed. These topics further elucidate the overall
reporting hypotheses andprinciples byproviding suitable links and context with
real life scenarios.

Written in an instructional manual style, this book follows a simple and
personalized style. Since reporting forms the fundamentalbase ofanypublication,
it becomes imperative to discuss its overall aspects. Reporting covers most ofthe
areas ofour socio-economic and cultural aspects. To elaborate on the distinctive
roles and responsibilities handled by the reporters in different beats, reporting for
crime, healtll courts, civiladministatiorl civic society, culture,politicsand education
have been discussed. Allthis information throws light on the different angles ofthe
profession to portray it in a unique numner.

Interviews are a very important source offirst-hand information for media.
The art ofmanaging this first-hand source ofinformation is a sophisticated one. It
requires a cool and calculated approach. We have included a detailed account of
the types, purposes and techniques of interviewing.
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1.0 INTR.ODUCTION

Inthis unit, we shalldiscuss the meaning and significance ofnews;how different

scholars have defined it; sources ofnews and the structure ofa news story.

It is important to know that reporting is a much coveted and sought after

aspect ofjoumalisrn It is the reporter who is the known face ofthe newspaper or

news channel. He comes in contact with people and represents their opinion.

Generally, reportersare accorded a specialtreatmentbythe public andGovernment

alike. It is the reporter who is given a ringside seat in a special enclosure along with

other media persons in any evant, public function or even in legislative proceedings.

This does not mean that other aspects ofjournalismlike editing or page

nraking are less inrportant or cornrnand lesser respect. However, a reporter occupies

a specialplace in the process because he goes out in the field, gathers news and

submits it to the news desk for further processing. It is the reporter who deals with

people outside the newspaper office; it is he who represents the paper to the

. people or newsmakers.

Self-lnstructionalMaterial 3
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1.1 UNTT OBJECTIVES

After going throughthis rurit, you willbe able to:
o Understand the definition and meaning ofnews

" Anabse various elements that fum anevent into news
o Explainthe sources ofnews

o Elucidate the structure ofnews and its basic components

4 Self-Instructionol Material

I.2 DEFINITION OF NEWS

I 
Oiferery scholars have given their own interpretations about the meaning ofnews.

I 
According to John Bogart of New york sun,,when a dog bites a man, it is not
news but ifa man bites a dog, it becomes news,. He pointed out that unusual
events fall under the purview ofthe news. Similarly, williamHearst has defined
news as '. . .what somebody somewhere is trying to suppress. Everything else is
advertising'.

Walter William, who has been credited with founding the first school of
journalism, defined news as, o. 

. .news in its broader sense, is that, which is of
interest to the readers - the public'. According to another scholar G. Johnson,
news is what interests a newslnan.

The well-known publisher of New york world Joseph pulitzer, whose
name is now synonymous with a prestigious journalism award, defines news as
'original, distinctive, dramatic, rornantic, thrilling, unique, cwious, quaint, humorous,
odd and apt to be talked about'.

The Funk &Wagnnll b Dictionnry defines news as: 'Information ofa recent
event, development, etc., especially as reported in a newspaper, on the radio,
etc . . . any new or unftmiliar information. ,

News is the timely report of events, facts and opinions, and interests a
significant number ofpeople. It is a new piece of information about a significant
and recent event that affects the readers/audience and is ofinterest to thern The
definition ofa news item is dependent on the following:

o The size ofthe community(audience).
o Theperiodicityofthepublication(daily, weekly, fortnightly,month$, etc).
. The social character and economic strata ofthe community.
o The enrphasis ofthe commrurity(e.g. the elections tothepanchayatn

a village do not become the headline of a provincial or national
newspaper)

Tumer catledge, former managing editor of New york Times said that news
was' . . . anything you can find out today that you didn't know before,.



In brie[ the main characteristics ofnews are as follows:

o It is perishable, i.e., the moment it is known to the readers, it perishes.

Once known, the news loses its value and becomes apart ofhistory.

o It is ofinterest to a considerably large number ofpeople.

o It possesses anunusualnature.

o It is something that is new to the people at large.

o It is provided by a reporter; it does not exist without a reporter.

However, here one should keep it in mind that the general idea ofnews

differs withpeople and situations. Ina commonperspective, some ofthe defining

elements ofnews rnay vary,but their essential components are same throughout

theworld.

One must try to find out what exactly is the meaning ofnews? After reading

the definitions and opinions ofvarious scholars on the issue, it is better to ponder

over the nature ofnews? Most ofus watch television news bulletins, listento radio

news bulletins or leafthrough newspapers a number oftimes. Why do we do this?

One may say, 'to get information'. But why do we need to get information in the

first place? One may feel that something is amiss. Without knowledge and

informationaboutconterporaryhappenings, anindividualwillnotbe ableto connect

with the society at economic, social and political levels. Further, one does not

generallyreadMonday's newqpaper onFriday. One rnayreferto an old newspaper

to recheck certain information but this is rarely done on a daily basis.

To begin with, anyunusual happening falls under the category ofnews.

News is what you do not know. People tumto mass media like radio, newspaper

andtelevisionto getinformedaboutthe latesthappenings aroundtheworld. Without

this information, one may not be able to relate and keep pace with the society.

News is basically the report of facts. It is anything out of the ordinary. News is

what anewsmanmakes it. Anessentialfeature ofnews is that it is'new'. There

are no rigid rules to define news. It is unpredictable. In case of political news,

prediction depends more or less on educated guesswork. Remernber, the best

way to learn about news and reporting is to develop an ability to analyse a news

story.

A news story in a modern society reflects on various aspects ofeveryday

life. For example, the prices of onion have skyrocketed. Why are media

organizations giving so muchprominence to this news? Whyis it making headlines?

Whyis itconsuming importanttime slotsindifferentnews channels?This isbecause

onion is an essential commodity in kitchens throughout the country. It is also an

important component in the menu ofpoor people. In our country a considerable

percentage of population consumes raw onion as a substitute of expensive

vegetables. Here, poor people cut it or crush it, put a little salt and pepper on it
andeatitwithbread. Giventhisbackground, skyrocketing ofonionprices makes

inportant news. It was on the issue ofonion prices that a political party like Congress

had dethroned Bharatiya JanataPafiy in 1999.

Concept of News
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from otlier pieces ofwriting.

The fcll*r,;irg *ervs itern is extracted ftorn the froffpa;s o
{ndia,Iriew Deihi. trtrrednesday, l7 Nalember 2010. Gs through it:
andlstthereasonsastowhyyotrconsideritanewsitem'

have a ,.,ague idea ebout the nervs ancl its elements which di

Ilei-Murn airf*res j ump 300%
Saurahh SinhalTNN

avoid, leading to a rush for other airlines.

date of travel or a day or two earlier on this sector in the past f** '

days have seen one-lvay ftres on full sen ice carriers skyrocket toffi."*,, 
:r _.'. :" :I ::,::: 

\M rv.Ll r iet 3 sAJl u.-e.6.rEr,, drtiiii.ij:i:;l,.i'I;

t. 16,000-20,000 in economyand T.20,000-35,000 forbusiness classl.,ti;;..,1
.. ,:jl:riii:i:+li+

while airfares acrcss corrrestic networks are lS-zlo/ohigher
ihis peak travei season. the Delhi-Murnbai sector has seen a z0&
3009/o iumo. tha,ks ro a nurnber of i'actors praguing trre two airports
that together account for almost 70o/o of alldomestic flights.

Low cost carriers are only marginally cheaper with spot erdalr
before travel date fares (one rvay,) ranging from {" I 3. 000- 17,000;
some budget players, however, are charging eveu up to {,?2, ffiCI.
only tickets heing bought ar least three or to four days before fiavel
date on this sector begin at a slightly rncre ncrmal rate oft,6, 0fi0
but vrith only a lbrv seats available, even that gets uoro ou, t *t-,.. ,

The main mnway in Mumbai is closed for eight hours a day
from Monday to Saturday, leading to a rxassive drop in capaciry
trvith dornestic havel growing in double digirs postslowdowq airlinrli'
wanted 573 daiiy slots from the airport there but got only 49s. The ,

peak dernand season saw suppiy getting recluced, leadiag tc huge
fare hikes, particularly on the super-busy Delhi-Mur*bai route. , ::

Delhi is facing huge schedule uncortainties and baggage delap ,,,*,,;
at IGI Airpr:rr's new T3 from whcre Air India. Jet andklgfislrer
no\+ opcrate. Calchlng a flight fi.onr T3 means a walk of l-1.5 km, " ",

something that old passengers and family traveuers are keen to .

,rriri;iijiil:



i,

..Sxefeise I
Scan any newspaper of the ciay and find out ivhich news story appeals to you

l'iii1"i.$lst'Thenpickup your exercise notebook arrd tryto ans-ryef tl'ie follow'iag

!i.;ffi',ffi the reasons why it appeals to ycru the nrost.
r;ll;li ,,' ,'rr. ',,' "

(iv) Do you find any element of Crarna in it? Do titc worCs ;crtjiire ui) an-Y

rnsviirg piciure before you'l

" 1.. -..

;:sa-} 
ilo*t it tluili Y*u in an}'waY?

Ilo 1au fiud any eletneni ofl-nxit';i: in it?
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1.3 CATEGORIES OF NEWS

There are two main categories in which the news is mainly divided: hard news and
soft news.

Hard news

It is mostly event-centered. It is the narration of an event. Hard news items are
centered on'what, when and why'. consider the following news itemtaken from
the front page of Indian Express , Delhi, Saturday, 20 N&embe r 2010.

Terror Probe: CBI arrests Aseemanand in Harirlw.ar

Apurva

Jaipur, Nov. 19. In a breakthrough for investigation agencies
probing tenor incidents involving right wing Hindu outfits, *re cBI
todayarrested SwamiAseemanand from an ashram in Haridwar in
Uttarakhand.

officials said Aseemanand had been in Haridwar for weeks, using
forged identification papers. He is considered one of the main
conspirators in the Malegaon, Mecca Masjid andAjmer Dargah
blasts cases. The Rajasthan,{rS maintains it was Aseemanand,s
plan to target Muslim places of worship across the counky.

The uttarakhand police confirmed Aseemanand's arrest in
Haridwar. "A team from the cBI was here and they have arrested
Swami Aseemanand from an ashram in Haridwar. we believe they
have taken him to New Delhi," a senior officer told The Indian
Express.

RajasthanArs chief Ifupil Garg said a team would soon be sent to
questionAseemanand in connection with the Ajmer Dargah blast
case.

"He is a vital link in this investigation. we hope to question him. we
have also been on his trail since the first arrest in this case inApril,,'
Garg said. He pointed out that the AIS chargesheet -.niio^
Aseemanand as the main conspirator and ideologue behind the2007
Ajmer Dargahblast.

Sources said Aseemanand went underground soon after the
Rajasthan ArS made the first breakthrough in the case with the
arrest ofDevendra Gupta onApril2g inAjmer. During the course
ofhis interrogation, Gupta mentioned that it was Aseemanand and
Sunil Joshi whohad brought him into their fold and convinced him
to carry out attacks inAjmer and Mecca Masjid, the sources said.



Aseemanandremained inthe Dangs in Gujaratwhere he was based

for a few weeks after Gupta's arrest. A team from the Rajasthan

AIS had been tracking Aseemanand ever since. According to the

AIS, he was spotted in Gujarat a few times but then fled to South

India.

"Aseemanand had syrnpathisers who probably sheltered him for a

while. We believe he kept moving to keep his location secure. We

also believe he went to certain areas in the NorthEast before settling

down inHaridwar," a senior offrcial said.

According to senior AIS officials, the plot to target Muslim places

of worship was intended to "avenge" attacls against places like

the Akshardham temple and Raghunath Mandir.

"We believe itwasAseemanand's planto startthe series ofattacks

across the country. He was not only responsible for choosing targets

and making plans, but was vital in supplyng logistics and financial

aid to those who would execute the operation," an official said.

It is alleged that Aseemanand also harboured Sunil Joshi-prime
suspect in the Ajmer blast case, he died later-and other accused

in his ashram in the Dangs.

No doubt, a daily newspaper focusses more on hard news. It is its main

thrust area. The principal task ofthe dailies is to provide ffirmation to readers. A
mere account of events however does not satisff readers. They would like to
enter beneath the upper layer of news.

Soft news

Soft news is beyond what has happened. It analyses and interprets in order to

arrive at logical conclusions. This is becoming a very inportant segrnent ofmodern

newspapers. The following is a sample ofa news itemthat has been quoted from

Times of India, Deliri. Friday, 26 November 2010:

From Jan 20' 

T:].H::;ffi:I 
but keep nurnber

New Delhi : Exasperated with your present mobile service

provider but unwilling to switch because that would mean changing

yournumber? Soon, you'llbe free to change operators atwill, for a

nominal transaction fee of t 19. On Thursday, telecom minister

Kapil Sibal launched mobile number portability (MNP) in Haryana.

Nationwide implementation is expected to be completed by January

20.

Concept of News
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of course, the implementation of MNp has miss ed many deadlines.
h March 2006, TRAI had recommended that MNp be implemented
byApril 1,2007 .In December 2009, the government set a deadline
ofMarch 31,2010 for its implementation, whichwas extendedto
June 30, 2010 and laterto October 3l,2OlO.

From Friday, mobile phone customers in Haryana can port their
numbers provided at least 90 days have elapsed after subscription
to the service of the current provider. For change of service provider
or porting, a subscriber has to send an SMS (pORI followed bythe
mobile number) from the number stre wishes to be ported, to number
1900 whereby a Unique Porting Code (UpC) will be received on
SMS from the current service provider. The subscriber will need to
apply in the prescribed application form to the chosen new service
provider quoting the UPC.

The new service provider will then take action to get the required
prooesses completed to enable the subscriber to get connected to
his network. Porting has to be completed within seven working
days. Before making the porting request, subscribers will have to
make sure their last bill has been paid failing which the change
request will be rejected. In case ofpre-paid subscribers, anybalance
amount left will not be carried forward when the number is
transferred.

CrmcrYoun Pnocnnss

1. What are the factors on w,hich news is dependent?

2. Why does news perish so fast?

3. State the features ofthe following:

a. Hardnews

b. Soft news

.4.

.,1,
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1.4 FUNDAMENTAL QUALITIES OF NEWS

There are certain parameters on which any news has to be tested. News have
certain fundamental qualities, which are as follows:

o Accuracy : Accuracy is basic to any news itern It will not be an exaggeration
to say that it is the backbone of any news story or news item. When a
reporter fails in accuracy, sllre loses credibility. Before writing the news, it is
absolutely must for a reporter to crosscheck the facts and ffirmation. S/he
has to check facts, figures and names to make sure that the meaning is not
changed and the statements are not quotedout ofcontext.

o Balance.' Anews item, report or story has to be balanced and this is as
important as being accurate. while writing about a controversy, both sides
ofthe story should be given. Astory may appear to be 'imbalanced'and
thus biased, ifit has too muchof government views, ortends to give too
much of foreign news which has little relevance to readers.

o objectivity.'The reporter's opinions should not creep into the story. only
facts and other people's opinions should be reported. The reporter should
be adisinterested obsener, reporting eventswithout taking sides.

c Clarity: The opening sentence should be short and in active voice to the
maximum extent possible. The ideal length of each paragraphmaybe 34
lines containingone-to-three snrallsentencesto frcilitate easyconprehension

c Impact: Whenever a reporter does a news report, s/he should consider
the impact the story will make. will it induce some changes for the better?
S,/he willhave to develop a 'nose for news', particularlynews that will leave
animpact.

Sef-Instructional Materia I
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.:tr-B,Il16 sesk the sanction to investigate Member (Projects) Patel too.

fiffiffi$4yinenewsstoryappwredtnlndirra.E'-rpress,NerruDglhi;Th ii

' 

I },{overser 20 t 0. Since we have jus finished a dbcussion on t}re fimdanerfial
ies ofnews, now, read the news item carefrrlly. You mayhaveto read it
rfh&*ffr$o;';

CBI tells Govt to shunt out top NHAI officer

i; ' "' 
ane'*H:r.;:**'Probe

i, November I 7. The Union Minisry ofRoad Transport ad Highwqs
underKamalNath, has refused the Central Bureau of Investigation

sarrctbn to initiate an enquiry against a top official ofthe National Highway

Authority oflndia (NHAI) in connection with a cornrption case registered six
rc*hsago inwhichtwo topNHAIofficials werearrested. 

,

CBI officials said the denial of sanction came early this month after it seat.

several reminders to the ministry and to the Cabinet Secretary underlining that

it was Union Minister Kamal Nath who was the "competent authori$' to Jake

decision in the matter.

himto transferout S I Patel, andAdditional Secretary-levelofficerwho is now
postedas Member (Projects) in the NHAI.

,She cabiretsecretary is wrderstood to have scheduled a review rnee'ting with ,

CBI offcials later this week.

Tb cqse in question is a controversial award of conffact in the I 20 km Nagpur
Highway (NH 69) to a Delhi based private firnr, Oriental Structuratr

!ir,'1.':r.a.:r.. Y : .

Engineers P\rt. Ltd. (OSEPL). The contract value, over an l8-yearperiod is

:.ffils8$0crore, and, the CBI has alleged several irregularities mtre irmrurerinli
*hich itwas awarded.

Ilwasin Maythis yearthat the CBI registered a case afler it rrceivd conplaims
,ftqm emong the 12 other bidders and put telephones of NHAI and OSPET ,

rrnder surveillance. Cash totaling t.l.86 crore was recovered by the CBI tom
officials d*ing searches.

:

flru Cgt called it a case ofcriminal conspiracy and comrption in which while
awarding a contract, the NHAI had tried to "eliminate allpossibh contenders.

rcn,:oaqprete:rt:of &r$th€r and favoured the accused conpany erslning hugsi;

Those arrested were a Chief General Manager and General Manager ofthe
NHAI and tvro top OSEPL bosses, including its nunaging director. An anallais

i, av*confirmedta The lndian ExpressthattheCBI, after,w ing.;
lqatadvice, has written to the Cabinet Secretary KM. Chandrasekhar asking

,${evid+ucq. urcluding telephone transcript ofconversatbnsbetweentne Ery$,:

1,r@,arid mnails exchanged between NHAI and OSEPL officialq;1led tk.



,:',1l,..1{owev*luate and write your comments on the following aspoct* *f ,

the news item. Tick I{l tor the appropriate answer and assign
fnnponsto,ifr .'

',t'$rAo. j

'Rea$o. n

e -:CI63***Oo*

Reasou

[ ] accurate

[ ] somewhat accurate

[ ] inaccuratc

[ ] balanced

[ ] somewhatbalanced

[ ] unbalanced

[ ] objecti,u'e

[ ] somer,vhat objective

[ ] subjective

Concept of News
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2. Why is it important for an lndian journalist to considerthe possibG
' 
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1.5 NEWS SOURCES

Since we have discussed several points concerning news, news stories and news
reports, one question that is bound to emerge in your mind is that where does the
news come from. Now we shall discuss various sources ofnews.

Generally, news comes from the reporter's eontacts. When a reporter covers
a regular beat, he visits the places that fall within his specific beat. For example, a
crime reporter regularlyvisits police stations and poiice headquarters. Since he
visits these places every day looking for a news story., he comes across several
persons who share the intbrmation with him. They can be senior police officers,
stationhouse officers, beat officers and even consiabies. See thesepeople constitute
his sources of information. The beat assigned to a reporter may include politics,
municipalities, municipalcorporations, metropolitancouncils, education, etc.

Areporter, to be successful, should have a variety ofreliabie and highly
placed contacts which canbe usefulto get information. Among the news sources,
some are available to all reporters, for exanple, public meetings, radio arid television
programmes, press conferences, news briefings, seminars and other functions.
However, personal contacts are sources ofexciusive information for a reporter.
They maybe tr the Government, public or private sector and so on.

An important thing to remember is that some ofthe contacts may like to be
quoted forthe storyas it gives thempublicity. However, in case ofacritical story
they may not risk their neck. In that case, the story may have to be attributed to
'sources'only. It is the responsibility ofa reporter to ensure the truthfulness ofa
report. In such cases, it is advisable to keep some documents, audio tape or
digital recorder to substantiate the story.



A joumalist chronicles daily events, places and facts before the public; s/he
tries to commtrnicate u,hat s,/he considers truth. This maynot suit some individual,
institution or the system all the time. Thus, there are chances of confrontation as
well. In case a confrontation becomes inevitable, the reporter has to tackle the
situation byusing personal and professional traits. S,tre should also treat his sources
as 'sacred'. There rnay be pressure on the joumalist from the Govemment and the
judiciaryat times to disclose the sources. Nonetheless, protecting one's source is
a cardinal prlrciple ofjournalism.

You should remember that there is no role ofimagination in news as it has to
come *'om'somebody'. This 'somebody' is the source ofnews. There is no news
without a 'source'. It always flows through a charurel. Sometimes there maybe a
number of sources. since a newspaper carries 130 to 150 stories every day, it
needs to have a number of sources.

1.5.1 Classification of Sources

The news sources have been classified as:

1. Primary sources

2. Secondarysources

3. Tertiarysources

1. Primary sources: These include the sources which a reporter cultivates
while working on a regular beat. For instance, a crime reporter develops
sources inpolice as well as among the 'underworld' ifhe qpends considerable
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time on that particular beat. hl case of spot coverage, he has to gather most
ofthe intbrmation on the spot. All these sources are primary sources of
information.

2. Secondary sources: Nationaland internationalnews agencies are the most
important secondary sources in the newspaper industry. At this juncture,

we will define a news agency.

According to UNESCO anews agencyis

'an undeftaking whose principal objective, whatever its legal form,
is to gather news and news material of which the sole purpose is to
express or present facts, and to distribute this to, a group of news

enterprises, and in exceptional ckcumstances toprivate individuals
with a vierv to providing them with as complete and impartial a
news senice as possible against paynent, and under condition
compatible with business laws and uses'.

ln simpler teffns, a news agency can be defined as a professional organization
that collects the content from various parts of the courtry or world, as the
case may be, on various beats and then transmits the raw content in the
form ofa news storyto its subscriber newspaper organizations on a regular
pa;.rnent basis.

In India, Press Trust of India (PTI) and United News oflndia (JNI) are the
most prominent news agencies. They also cater the news in Hindi. UM and

PTI provide Hindi news services known as [Inivarta and Bhasha
reqpectively.

Internationally, the news agencies ofimporlance are Reuters ofBritain,
Associated Press (AP) and United Press Intemational (tlPD ofUSA, Agence
France Press (AFP) ofFrance, Deutesche PressAgentur (DPA) ofGermany,
Itar Tass ofRussia and Middle East NewsAgency (MENA) ofEgypt.

3. Tertiary sources: Press releases, statements and press notes are classic
examples oftertiary sources. Every day in a newspaper office, a stream of
such material keeps pouring in. This includes press releases by local leaders

about civic problems, statements of leaders on any particular issue, or
petitions by general public on lack of civic amenities in the area.

Announcement stories emanating from companies and individuals pour in
bulk into newspaper offices. As one editor put it, 'Press releases arrive as a giant
snowstorm each day.'Obviously, a newspaper can use very little information that
comes into the office on a dailybasis----even ifit is high quality-because of space

limitations.

Nonetheless, most releases are valuable for setting up a directoryofpotential
sources. Aprofessional release has the name and address of the PR officer and
the companywhich canbe contacted, as canbe the office bearers ofthe divisions
and other persormel mentioned in the releases. The reporter should not throw
away such items without giving at least an evaluative glance.16 Seltlnstructional Material



Some smallweeklies functioning with a limited staffdirectly use zuch releases.

Most newspapers, however, rewrite the releases they decide to use. This is done
for several reasons. Certainly, many releases are incomplete, too lengthy or too
superfluous. For example, a good reporler will want the reader to know where an

event will take place, a point that a release may overlook. An announcement of a
campus event bya university may make sense to campus readers, but the general
readers will need to know the address ofthe lecture hall as well.

Most standardreleases have a release date, or 'embargo' line, whichtells
the paper when to release or print. Conventional newsroorns almost always put
embargoes on stories until the time ofthe speech or event. For example, a national
non-profit agency had prepared grandiose pians for reorgarnzation. The board
officers had heard much about the plans in a general meeting two days before the
scheduled annormcement in Mr-rmbai. Reporters fromNew Delhi, Chandigarh
and the wire services gathered forthe 7 a.m. announcement breakfast. However,
to their amazemenl the local morning paper was already on the street with a
banner headline on the story.

The difference betw'een tertiary sources and other two types ofsources should
be clearlyunderstood. ln the first two, the reporter searches or looks forward to the

sources ofnews while in tertiary sources, information comes to him on its own.

1.5.2 Other Sources of News

Apart from what has been already explained, there are some other sources of
news as well, theyare as follows:

Speeches

Speeches are a major source ofnews and every day iltany news items that appear
in newspapers can be traced back to some speech or the other. Sometimes several
speeches formpart ofone report. This happens in reports of seminars, syrposia
and legislatures.In such situations themost important speech, normallyfromthe
most important speaker, gets prominence.

While covering political party conferences and intemational conferences on
various subjects, one has to deal with several speeches in a row. Depending on
the content and the speaker, a reporter has to decide who should come first.
Effort shouldalso be maCe to generalize observations ifpossible andthenmention
who said what. In such cases the most important thrngs said by different speakers
should be mentioned and there should be no repetition ofideas. Ifthere are contary
opinions expressed by different speakers they should be mentioned and then
supporters ofdifferent schools ofthoughts, which shouldbe quoted. Here again
repetition ofideas should be avoided.

If in a special debate in a house ofParliament, the speech of a minister of
state getsprominence in case the cabinet minister ofthe same department does
not speak. Ifthe cabinet minister also speaks then the state minister is normally
pushed out ofthe story. Ifthe prime minister intervenes during the debate and says
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something on the subject even the cabinet minister is mentioned later in the body
ofthe story. So while reporting multiple speeches the reporter must evaluate all
these factors.

Libraries

Time spent browsing in libraries can turn up prospective story ideas. You rnay find
an author who has been so far overlooked. You may also find consumer reports
which you can localize. Glance through rrraguine articles. They deal with the relevant
themes in contemporary life, many ofwhich you can adapt and discuss for the
readers in your localit,v. You can also pick up a few ideas from out-of-town
newspapers. Libraries not only contain resources for story research, they can also
be the source ofnew ideas, background information, and fact verification.

Libraries also have books and reference materials. Usually, media
organbations have a research and reference section where a reporter can access
newspaper clippings and pubiished material on a particular topic. Many a times,
sinplywading throughthe files, one comes across a lot ofinforrnation and innovative
storyideas.

CrmcxYouR PRoGRESS

4. List at least five 'news sources' a newspaper reporter should have at his/
her disposalat any time.

5. What kind ofhelp does a digital recorder provide to a newspaper
reporter?

6. Why should areporter maintain the confidentialityofhis sources?

1.6 NEWS REPORTING

we willnow discuss newspaper reporting and the main components ofa news
report: the intro, the body and the lead. The news items appearing in newspapers
are also known as news stories. Actual events may not form the basis of literary
stories. However, a news story almost always stands on the basis of facts. History
also stands on factual basis, but it concems things ofthe past. News stories, on the
other hand, are based on current events. Furthermore, a news story is generally
written in the inverted pyramid style. It means the most inportant facts come in the
beginning followedbyother facts according to their significance.

Anews story is never reported in a haphazard manner. There are established
norrns for writing a news item, news story or news report which are followed
internationally. The following are the components ofa news report:

o Intro: Anintro or introduction is the opening paragraph ofa news story
that provides the main angle ofthe story. while writing the opening lines, clarity of
expression should not be compromised. Ifthe reader is forced to re-read a sentence
to understand it, then it does not qualify as a good lead or intro.



. Key: Following is a test for elements ofnews and their appropriate order.

It involves the four letters fromthe word onews' 
as keys:

N News worthiness, i.e., does the storypossess news value?

E Emphasis, i.e., doos the intro include the most significant and

remarkable fact?

W The five Ws and the H, i.e., does the storypossess answers to them?

S Sources of information, i.e., are the sources of information identified

inthe storywhere it is essential?

c Lead: The lead should containthe essence ofthe story. It should give the

reader an idea ofwhat the story is about and help the copy desk to pick a suitable

headline for the story. Agood lead should arouse the reader's curiosity and force

him to read the rest ofthe story. It should be precise and comprise of short, srnple

sentences. The lead should ideally answer the five W's: Who, What, Where, When,

Why and How. As far as these Ws and H are concerned, there are no fixed rules

about their inclusion in the lead or the intro. It is not necessary for a story to
provide answers to all of these. However, these questions must be probed to
identifz the fundamental elements in a news story. Afterwards, as per the news

value, themost significant element shouldcoverthe intro.

However, inmanycases, depending onthe dimensions ofthenews story
all these five W's and one H comprise two paragraphs.

c Body: While the lead should arouse the reader's interest, the body should

sustain it. The body should flow smoothly and logically from the lead. The body

should be as complete and as tight as possible and should provide all the relevant

information within the shortest space possible.

1.7 NEWS VALUE

News value is determinedbypublic interest. It differs frompersonto personand

societyto society. News value is the significance and inportance ofanews item.

It determines how much prominence the news story should be given by the media

organization. In practice, such decisions are taken by the news editor on the basis

ofhis experience and knowledge as well as the media policy ofthe organization.

Following arethe factors that determine, affect andinffuence thenewsvalue

ofanynews story:

(i) Timeliness: This is an important frctor that decides the news value.

If the news is not timely, it has little or no value. There is a fierce

competition itmong newspapers to publish important events as quickly

as possible. Strict watch is kept on news events till the eleventh hour,

i.e., the deadline when the finalpages go to print. In case something

really important happens, other stories are pushed to the backpages

or dropped and the important storyis flashed on the front page. This

is done keeping in view the reader's desire for information on the latest
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happenings. Ifthere is anydelayin the coverage ofnews, the reader
miglrt lose interest in the news or the news element itselfmight diminish.

(ii) Proximity: Human beings are inclined to know about the news events
as soon as possible. Things that happen at faraway places like other
countries are ofrelativety lesser interest to people. Sonrething happening
in the localitydraws more interest than something occurring in thi
other town or for that matter, in another country. For example, a crime
incident in the city evokes more interest than something that happens
in a neighbouring country.

(iii) Eminence: Ifthe focus ofthe news is someone ofprominence like
the President or the Prime Ministeq the interest of the reader
automatically shifts to him as compared to people of little or no
eminence at all. For example, many ordinary people die in road
accidents and hardly anyone bothers. Even the passerby thinks twice
before stopping, particularly in metropolises. Moreover, the utterances
ofeminent people also make news; their speeches decide the leads of
newspapers.

(iv) size: Different angles to a story decide its size. This happens
particularlyin crime-oriented stories. The more the anglesto a story
the more will be the interest ofreaders in it. So at times. size also
determines the news values ofstories.

(v) News policy ofthe news organization: The spectrumofcoverage
that a news organization decides in accordance with the readershipit
wants to cater news to is also an important determinant ofthe news
value. For example, Indian Express enjoys a special readership
because ofits, what some people say, 'anti-estabrishment stance,.

(vi) Human interest: People are always interested inknowing what is
happening to other people. Something that deviates fiom ordinary
course oflife is always interesting. The uncertaintyofhumannature
and oddity ofcircumstances normally contributes to such stories. For
example, n2006 a boy named prince fell into a deep bore-well pit
and this prompted the media to go after the story. Human interest is
much in demand as far as news value is concerned.

(vii) Novelty or oddity: Anything that is new or odd in a way adds to the
value ofthe news. For exampl e, n2006 pravin Mahajan, brother of
then prominent BJP leader, shot his elder brother in his flat. It was
something absolutely unusual with no other parallel in Indian politics.
So it made banner headlines throughout the country.

(viii) conflict: Like creative stories, conflict plays an important role in
determining news value. conflict ofanykind is news, whether it is the
family squabble ofAmbani brothers, agitation ofGuiiars in Rajasthan
to be included inthe list ofscheduled castes, Telanganamovement in
Andhra Pradesh or the scourge ofNaxalites in many states oflndia.
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(ix) Weather and sports: Both categories ofweather and sports carry

considerable news value. Monsoon arrival, cyclones, soaring (or

plummeting) ofmercury, icy chillywinds or dust storms make front

page news rnaterial. Many newspapers dedicate entire page or a couple

ofpages to sports.

(x) Follow-up: News items carryalot ofinterest forthe generalpublic

when the issues are followed up and updated. Follow-up of news

events keeps the interest ofreaders alive. Every good news story has

follow-ups as it does not end at the first reference only.

CrscxYoun Pnocnnss

7. 'Every news item that you read in the newspaper is potentially new because

some purveyor ofthe news or other gives an account ofthem.'

Do you agree with the statement?

( )Yes ( )No
If yes, whye If no, whY?

8. The following are some news headlines. Write why each ofthese merited the

pages ofthe newspaper.

a) Poor qualiry high cost mar CWG projects: CVC

b) Asignal-free drive to Taj in 3 years

c) PrivilegeMotionagainstcM

d) Congress hopes ride on Reddy replacement

e) Radia links have CPM red faced

0 China funded Indian team to win water polo gold

g) CBI probe last resort: Pawar

h) Bandh cripples life in valley

I Price rise makes sugar bitter
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1.8 NEWS STRUCTURE

So far we have discussed a lot about news including its definition, categories.
fi.rndamental qualities, sources, reporting ofnews, values attached to it, etc. kr this
topic, we shall discuss the structure ofnews.

In print media, the pattern of inverted pyramid is usually followed. The
Egyptianpyramid is broad at the base and is tapering at the top. Now. just imagine
an inverted pyramid. The broad base ofthe pyramid.o*.r rrp and its iaperinglop
becomes the bottom. Or you canjust irnagine u ,qrr*. .on .

The structure ofnews is just like an inverted pyramid. The most inrportant
part of a news item, as we have discussed earlier, is the lead or the intro. The rest
ofthe paragraphs are arranged in the order of diminishing importance. It means
that the paragraph that follows the lead or the intro is the second most important
part ofthe news item. The less important one willbe the thirdparagraphand so
on. This is done with a r,.iew to adjust the length ofthe news item in the tir*t pug..
A need may arise to cut the last trvo paragraphs for the sake ofits adjustmeniin
the page, so the least important paragraphs can easily be chopped ofl

This pyramid basically consists ofthree segments. The first one is called the
lead or introduction (intro in newspaper parlance). second is body and third one
is conclusion.

Headline is said to be a news story in briefl The aim ofheadline is to give the
reader a broad and overall idea about the main contents ofthe story. It is said that
a headline should be long enough to sustain the interest ofthe reader.

Every news story or report should necessarily have an introduction. It is
said that the first paragraph of a report or a story should answer six questions.
These six questions in a lighter vein are calred one husband and five wives. The
one husband is How, and five wives are what, when, where, who and why. Though
this istheprinciple, but inmodemusage two ormore wives canbe shiftedto next
paragraph, even the husband as well.

The basic idea behind the intro is to catch the attention ofthe reader. One
can call it the USP ofthe news story. once it serves its purpose-attracting the
reader-the body should be able to sustain that interest generated by the intro.
There should be tinks between the introduction and the body so that the reader
makes a smooth transition from the former to the latter. The body should provide
all the necessary facts, details and information without being lengt'hyand boring. In
newspapers, there is always a space constraint and often a detailed storymayget
only two three columns, hence brevity should be the watchword ofthe body.

A news item ofthe story should not end ortaper offall ofa sudden. The
conclusion shouldnot onlysumup the entire news storywithout being repetitive
but also leave the reader with some food for thought. However, the conclusion
should be so formulated that ifthe storyhas to be deleted while editing due to
space constraints, it does not have anysignificant bearing onthe story.



A reporter is supposed to take care of some basic principles ofwriting a

copy. First and foremost, it should be a neat copy with clear indication of editing

symbols and marks. Even while giving fresh paragraphs and marks to show the

end ofthe story the editing symbols should stand out prominently so that there is

no confusion at the time ofcarrying out the corrections.

The slug ofthe story should appear on each page ifthe story runs into more

than one page. If a story continues on the second page, it should be indicated on

the right hand bottom ofthe copy. A copy should usually be typed in double space

so that there is anrple space for carrying out the corrections and rnargins should be

left at the top and bottom. An ideal sentence or aparagraph should preferably end

on a page and fresh line or paragraph should begin on a new separate page.

Newsmen have to deal with a wide range of subjects. Every newsman has

his unique way ofpresenting the story. Hence there are several means ofwriting
leads and intros. This fact is clear to all those who carefully read newspapers.

They can notice that different newspapers present the same news story in different

ways. Also, a particular newspaper presents various stories in dissimilar ways.

Furthermore, two reporters doing the same story write it in different ways.

Depending on different criteria, intros or leads can be classified in different

ways. Onthe basis ofnumber ofincidents involved, the intro maybe complex or

srrple.
(i) Simple lead: It concems a single incident. Even ifthe happening or

event comprises several separate incidents, the intro focusses on the

most significant incident. Usually, rrew'spapers pretbr simple leads.

These are normally favoured because it is easy to write them clearly.

In case ofa complex and critical event like the armed force action in
the Golden Temple, Indian Express, Chandigarh, came out with a

sinrple, straightforwmd lead :

Express News Service

Chandigarh, April 30. The Punjab Police andparamilitary forces entered

the Goiden Temple complex at Arnritsar this afternoon to clear it of
'terrorists. s'=f ariit ists and anti-national elements".

(ii) Complex lead: it includes more than one incident in the intro. It is generally

used when a tbw related incidents are collectively presented in a single

story" Writing thi-s type of intro requires a lot ofcaution because usually it is

iong and sometimcs very confusing.

o Direct uddress lead: It is straightforward focussing on some interesting

subject or one having a universal appeal.

o Descriptive lead: It is also called situation or picture lead. It aims to paint

a worci picture cf,some fascinating personaliry place or thing to generate suitable

atmosphere foi tire story.

. Parcdy lead: It comprises playing with words through the use ofcorrunonly

known quotations. proverbs, song titles, book titles, currentlypopular sayings and
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other expressions to establish instant identification with the reader. It is an attempt
to add some sparkle to what otherwise would have been an outline story.

o staccato lead: rt involves short clipped words, sentences and phrases,
which arc at times separated by dashes and dots. It is disruptive and casual in
nature andhence should not be brought into use ifthe story's facts do not justiff
and warrant it.

c Interpretative leads : These generally do not quote anybody in particular
and start with a statement by the story's writer. This type of lead provides the
reporter's assessment based on situational facts.

1.8.1 Body

once the intro is written, the bodyoithe story follows in the logical sequence of
the inverted pramid style. If-the news point is controversial in nature, it is necessary
to revealthe news source inthe lead. The verysame applies to the instances when
the news story is not indisputable. However, ifthe fact is unchallengeable, the
starting paragraph may well present the news straightaway, keeping the source to
be mentioned in the next one.

In such cases, one should avoid starting the next paragraph with: 'This was
announced (or stated) here todayby. . .' It is because such a sentence coming just
after the lead restricts the story's momentum. The second paragraph may proceed
directly to the next significant point in the story introducing the source in a simple
wayto ensure that the storymoves smoothly.

To ensure accuracy and better readabiliry it is necessary to use appropriate
words in the body of the story. The body must be succinct and should avoid
verbiage. It must take into account all the material points related to the news
event. Ifnecessary it should elaborate on the background, but should be free of
the burden ofdispensable details.

1.8.2 Language

Regarding the language of a news story one should keep it in mind that it should
be very simple and must be effortlessly understood by the common reader. It is
preferable to use simple and direct sentences. These are more effective than long
and sophisticated ones. Furthernore, the simple style facilitates translation ifthe
copy is to be used in a sister publication in a different language. This can be a great
advantage in multi-language societies like India.

It is notjust sufficient to gathernews. To complete the process, news has to
be put across as well. Its meaning must be instanih, recognizable and it should be
concise. lt must be realized that the readers do not possess time and inclination to
look for help in dictionaries and newspapers. The common reader should be able
to comprehend most ofthe rvords used in the copy. So it is needless to say that
every sentence should be alid concise clear.
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A reporter should not try to impress the reader with his knowledge of The

language. Also the reporter should not have the motive ofproving the depth ofhis

investigation. Some people use long and winding sentences comprising many

dependent clauses, exclamations, quotations, interjections, allusions; metaphors,

Latinterminology, etc. Suchnewsmenassumethat thereaderpossesses sufficient

time andknowledge.

trt should be kept in mind that a short sentence is more likely to be clear.

This easi$ communicates one's thought and the relatedperceptions' The simple

tool of 'full stop'provides a substantial help towards clarity

Ifthe reporter prefixes a subsidiary clause involving one or more ideas in

precedence ofthe key idea, it results in a long and confusing sentence. The readers

face fficulties rvhen they find a sentence opening with a subsidiary clause because

there are chances that the two ideas may develop in separate directions. For

clarity's sake, it should be ensured that the sentence carryrng the key idea is given

instant and direct identrty ofits or,vn.

Nonetheless, it should not be taken to mean that newspapers are supposed

to use simple sentences only. The economy of space and flow need all types of
sentences to be used in the copy. For instance, it might turn out to be a wasteful

exercise to introduce the subject and predicate for all ideas. Sometimes in a complex

Sentence, a subordinate clause expresses more precisely than a Sequence of simple

sentences or compound sentences connected by 'and', etc. All in all, we can Say

that ifyouhave something to saythen say it as clearly as possible.

Do your best to avoid jargon, unfamiliar words and unusual expressions

prevailing in the fields of special knowledge. The words used should be elegant

and shnple. Further, to make it convenient for the readers, unfamiliar words should

be explained to clear their meaning.

In cases r.vhen it is unavoidable to use these expressions, an interpretation

or an explanation should accompany for the benefit ofthe commonreader. Just to

create false impressions, some media men use foreign expressions. This should be

avoided. Also, keeping in mind the cultural traits prevailing among the target

audience, obscene, profane orr,ulgar language shouldbe avoided. Suchpeculiar

expressions shouldbe cut out evenwhen the rvriter is using direct quotations.

Preferably, active voice sentences should be usedbecause the expressions

inpassive voice leave a deadening effect. In tact, the active voice style makes the

writing vigorous and economical. For example, it is advised to use 'The directors

will meet next week' in place o f ' A meeting will he held by directors next week ' .

Generally, the grarnmar ofthe language is as much applicable to newsmen

as to others for different purposes" All publications have their unique style, which

make them distinguishable from othcrs. These finer points ofusage are included in

the style sheet ofthe publication. The media men are supposed to be thoroughly

conversant withthe style sheet oftheir respective publications.
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1.9 SUMMARY

. News is the timely report of events, facts and comments that interest a
significant nurnber ofpeople. The theoryofrelativityapplies to the concept
ofwhat news is. News differs with people and places. what is ,.*, fo,
one maynot be the news for another.

o Some ofthe factors that decide newsworthiness are timeliness, proximity,
conflict, prominence, government action, human interest, weather, sports
and developmental actir,{ty.

o The news values differ from communityto community; what is news in a
literate societymaybe considered information inader.'eloping coturty. News
that is sensitive in nature should be handled carefully: Arepofter should try
to tell what happened exactly and should avoid sensationalism.

o There are two types ofnews sources. First, sources which are available to
everyone. These include: public meetings, press conferences, press briefings,
radio andtelev-isionchannels, seminars. shows, etc. Second, sources rnhich
are available only through the personal contacts ofrcporter. These result in
exclusive stories, some attributed to people by names, others without
identiffing the sources. whenthe source is not named, extreme care should
be taken to verify the story. use the story onry if you are sure of it, but
protect your source at all cost.

o Anews report should be accurate, balanced, objective and clear. Anews
report comprises ofthe lead or the intro and the body. The intro ofthe news
should be such that the reader is compelled to go through the rest ofthe
body.

o Print media follows inverted pyramid structure of the news in which
paragraphs are used in accordance with diminishing importance. This is
done with aview to adjusting the copy in the finalpages ofthe newspaper.
The language ofthe news storyshould be simple and easilyunderstandable
to an average reader. All efforts to flaunt ones knowledge ofthe English
language should be avoided.

1.10 KEY TERMS

News: Information about current events and developments as it is reported
inthe mass media

cover story: The nrost important article rnamagazine that is featured on
the front cover

o Hard news: News reported using merery facts and quotes with tittle
descriptionor opinion

o Soft news: News reported in a c\taty,colourful style with less enphasis on
straight facts and quotes



Spot news: News coverage that is not planned, because it is covering an

event which is still unfolding or has only very recently happened

Coverage: The percentage ofthe public who are reached by a newspaper

or radio or television station

Diary piece: An article which has been scheduled to be covered, like an

event which has happened and needs to be written, or a follow-up to a
previous article

1.11 ANSWERS TO OCHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. The factors on which news is dependent are as follows:

(i) The size ofthe readers

(ii) The socio-economic character and background ofthe readers

(iii) The frequencyofthe publishing newspaper

(iv) The focus of attention or emphasis ofthe readers

2. Anevent becomes news when it is reported before it is knownto a large

number ofpeople. With the passing ofevery minute, more and more people

become aware of it. It loses its value as people learn about it and after a

considerable period, it is no longer considered news, nor does it have any

interest left. It becomes history. One can say that news is history that is

created at a very fast speed.

3. (i) Hard news naffates an event or a happening. What has happened a

short while ago is narrated bit by bit in hard news.

(ii) Soft news goes beyond what has happened. It analyses, interprets and

draws logical conclusions.

4. The following are five news sources required by a reporter:

(i) Radio and TV prografllmes

(ii) News agencies

(iii) Press conferences

(i9 Seminars

(v) Press releases

5. A digital recorder can rn ork as evidence when required. Besides, it is difficuh

for a reporter to rely on memory on an issue ofl.ital importance. On such an

occasion, a reporter can always rely on a digital recorder and verify the

information. In case, a source denies a fact, the reporter may establish the

truthwiththe help ofa digital recorder.

6. The relationship between a reporter and a source is that oftrust and faith. A
reporter should, under anycircumstances, not jeopardize this relationship

or let any doubt emerge about its sanctity. He shouldprotect his sources.
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Therefore, this special relationship between a reporter and the source is
termed'sacred'.

7. Yes. No newspaper can carrlz events as they are because they do not have
a life oftheir own. Someone has to collect thenr. put them together and give
anaccount ofthemas theyhappened. So, it is the journalistwho gives life
to an event and makes it 'the news'.

8. The reasons forthe significance ofthese events are as follows:
a) The commonwealth Games were in news for the comrption involved

in their organization, so the news evokes a lot ofcommon interest.
b) Taj is one ofthe Sevenwonders ofthe world and a signal-free drire

to it from Delhi would generate a lot of interest.

c) Privilege motion is an important weapon for the opposition and is
exercised in parliamentary democrac,v.

d) There is political instability inAndhra pradesh which is an important
southern state of India and congress hopes to stem the tide by
replacing Reddy.

e) Neera Radia episodehas rocked the countryrecentlyand her links
have caused embarrassment to cPM, aprominent oppositionparty.

f) china's firnding ofthe Indian team to u,'in water polo gold merits front
page as Sino-Indian relations have, of late, taken a beating.

g) when the prices offood grains and vegetables are skyrocketing, the
minister still refrains from a cBI probe into the causes of food price
escalation.

h) It is a very sensitive national issue for the Indians.

I sugar is an essential commodity and a rise in its prices makes a lot of
difference forthe comnon man.

t.t2 QUESTTONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer Questions

I . What is meant by the term 'news'?

2. What is the difference between soft news and hard news?

3. Write a short note on the flurdamental qualities ofnews.

4. What do you mean bythe practice of 'ne$,s reporting,?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Give a detailed description ofthe sources ofnews.

2. Wbat is meant by news value? Explain the fictors that determine news value.

3. what is news structure? critically evaluate its different components.

4. Explain the various elements that turn an event into news.
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2.16 Further Reading

2.0 INTRODUCTION

In this unit, we are going to discuss what it takes to be a goodnews writer and

what things anews writer shouldkeep inmindtoproduce a good copy. We shall

revisit the topic ofnews story and discuss what it means. The techniques ofgood
writing now stand on a solid academic platforrn We will discuss such techniques

in detail. It is evident that the success of a newspaper is mainly decided by the
levelofreports sentbyitsreporters, who capture the intoestingmomentsunfolding
inthe contemporaryworld. Theyportraythese stand-out events in a format that
informs the readers without leaving any scope for ambiguities. To make the copy
as simple as possfule in the common man's words is easier said than done. In frct,
writing news reports is a very sp eciallr,ed art defined by many general as well as

media house specific style points and instructions. It is needless to saythat nicety
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written news reports are the building blocks to the success and popularity of a
newsp4per.

2.I UNIT OBJECTIVES

Aft er going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Discuss the methods and principles ofwriting a news story
o Learn the basic qualities of a successfu I reporter

o Evaluate different news elements

o Examine the pitfa[s and problems in reporting

o Explain lrnportant concepts in the domain ofnews reporting

32 Self-Instmctional Material

2.2 EFFECTIVE WRITING SKILLS

I 
Eminentjoumalist M.V. Kamatb who held severalhighpositions inthe profession
ofjournalisrn, opines that 'a good write-up is a study in effortlessness. It must flow
freely. It mustbe knowledgeable without beingpretentious, entertaining without
being vulgar and informative without being newsy'. This statement summmizes the
requirements ofa good write-up, be it any form ofwriting including reportage,
article, essay, comment or even editorial. In fact, this statement is the sumtotal of
Kamat's lifetimejournalistic endeavours. For those who aspire to be hotshot news
reporters and make a name for themselves, it is not possible to achieve the goal
unless they groom the basic skills to write a good copy by mastering the basics of
news writing tkough repeated practice.

Before you start, the fust thing to keep in mind is that nobodycanbecome
a good writerwithout being a goodreader. The question obviouslycomes to your
mind as to what should you read. One may suggest a novice that s/he should start
reading and eventually Vhe would know what to read. S ince every human being is
a separate individual, interests of every individual vary. Though everybody is a
regular reader, the answer to the question as to what to read is not easyto answer.
Most ofus read everydaybut we are not aware ofit. Don't youread newspapers?
Don't you flip through the pages of magazine at a haircut saloon till your turn
comes? while waiting to see someone in some office, don't you leafthrough the
magazines till he comes to you or you are called? So you know that conscious$ or
unconscious$ you are a reader. What you need to do is to channelize this habit of
yours into a more purposeful exercise.

You must have visited a number oflibraries by now and seen shehes stacked
with lots ofbooks. You must have gone through catalogues as well. However,
before choosing for anykind ofbook, first of all you will have to ask yourself
where your interests lie. Ifyour interest is in crime fiction then there are several



choices. You cango for Sidney Sheldon,Agatha christie or, forthat matter, Earl
Stanley Gardner. For those whose interest lies in Indian writers, Vikram Seth,
V. S. Naipaul, Ghumpa Lahiri, Anita Desai, Chetan Bhagat and ArvindAdiga are
highlyrecormnended.

Initially you may wonder what you should read amongst on the various
sources given above. Nonetheless, just read any ofthem and in the end you will be
surprised to find that your way ofthinking is changing a bit. Your approach and
your imagination will be somehow different from what it used to be before you
started reading. Everywriter has his own style. When you start reading, you may
find it a bit boring. However, as you go on, you will find yourselfat an altogether
new path. As the habit grows, you will gradually want to read more and more.
Further, it will also be clearer to you what to read.

At this juncture your objective is to leam and you can start from anywhere
to meet this purpose. It maybe bedside stories or fairytalesltkeAesop's Fables.
A writer has to go through an ordeal before s/he is published and this is something
which you are yet to start. Ifyou develop yourself as a good readel you will
be able to differentiate between good and bad writing. Once you know the dos
and don'ts, you will learn your first lesson-what is to be adopted and what
is to be discarded. Your curiosity is bound to lead you to the betterment ofyour
skills.

Note that this principle applies only to English; rather it applies to any
language in which you want to take up writing as a profession. Remember, the
basics remain the same. Language may differ but the basic concepts never
change. Ifthe classics like the works ofMirza Ghalib orplays writtenbyKalidasa
are translated into any language, their inherent style and essence remain the same.

Ifyou go through thenr, their simple and attractive style is bound to captivate
you. It is important to write in a simple manner and give the narration ofevents
or the advocacy of your arguments in the sinplest of manner so that readers like
it immediately. As a reporter, the first reader ofyour piece willbe the sub-editor,
so try to ensure that he is required to put minimum effort to pass your copy.

So far whatever has been communicated to you is with a view to draw you
to the desk. You should also remember that writing needs patience, concentration
and an understanding ofwhom you want to cater your writing to. Who will you be
writing for? Whichsegment ofthevastreadership willyoubetargetting? ofcourse,
this will come later in this unit. Let us first understand what exactly writing is. It is
fun, excitement and rewarding but it is definitely not easy. However, not to be too
mindful offailures, just sit down and start writing.
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2.3 ESSENTIALS OF GOOD WRITING

A good piece of written for mass media in particular has to be direct, crystal clear

inmeaningandcrisp.It ismeantto conveyinfornatiorq thoughtsand sentimentsto

the reader openly in minimum possible words without any kind of exaggeration. It
is writing thatprovides an imaginarypicture tlrough its words inwhichthereader

fills the colours ofhis/her own imagination.

The words in a good piece ofwriting are limited-minimumto the extent

possible. Crispness is the fundamental rule applied to all forms ofmedia writing.

Thewords-withoutanykindofanrbiguity-areusedto conveytheirexactnreaning.

Superfluous wordage has no place in media writing. Good writing is hurnble. It is

not meant to draw attention to itself. It is devoid ofthe wanton display of the

writer's intelligence, or, for that matter, the lack ofit. In a good piece, the words

speak for themselves and the reader receives the message straightway. Mind you,

the people who like to read are quick to discard any superfluous writing.

Surely there are ways and means to achieve this. The writer is supposed to

know his subject thoroughly and has to learn how to put the piece on paper and

then rewrite it. We shall discuss these subjects one by one. The basics ofall these

willbe explainedto youbut itwillbeyou who willhave get into the act ofwriting.

It is advisable to go through William StannardAllen's llving English Structure

aft er completing this unit.

2.4 ELEMENTS OF A NBWS STORY

People working in media get a chance of expressing themselves through mass

media. It is the medium through which they show their creativity to the world.

Thus, it becomes essential for t,s to discuss the subject ofnews story once again

so that you are able to leam how a news story forms the basis ofall media writing.

The ability to write well arises only when the writer has a thorough

understanding ofthe event in question. After this, the next challenge is to descnlbe

it to readers through writing. This means you have to understand an event before

y,ou put it in your own words. However, this alone is not enough. You will have to

understand the basic structure of news along with the customs and traditions of
news writing as well. Only this will complete the process ofnews writing and will
pave the wayfor creative writing. Youhave alreadylearnt thebasics ofreporting

in the previous unit. Here we willbriefly recollect it so that you can understand

how the same principles are applicable to aknost any kind ofwriting thus widening

the scope ofwriting beyond mere news story.

The focus ofthis unit is on writing a news story. As we have learnt in the last

unit, a news event is also known as a news story. Some people like to call it a

news item as weil. So whatever appears in a newspaper or news magazine in this

form is a news story. It is absolutely imperative for the students ofmass media and
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nuss cofllmunicationto understand this format as it is anunavoidable step towards
understanding mass media. It is imperative to rememberthat understanding news
storyis the first step towards mastering mass media writing.

what exactly is news inreality? It is not just something that appears in a
newspaper or is not just what you see on television. If someone assigns you the
task of finding a synonym for news, rvhat will it be? you read a newspaper or
watch the news bulletin on television only to get infonnation. you want to keep
yourselfup to date to what ishappening aroundyou.

A journalist is called a ne\.vsman and is required to look for information
everywhere. He looks for it in verbal communication. His job is not restricted to
converse with the top people only. Even when he talks to the common people, he
looks for information. whatever he does, be it travelling in train or bus, going
through the press releases ur his office, pR builetins or an! other such innocuous
docurnent, his mainhunt is onlyone-informatiorr-whichhe intendsto conveyto
his readers.

Ifyou nurse an ambition to become a good writer for mass media, you have
to acquire two most important tools. First ofa[ you will have to leam how to look
for the information and gather it and then you will have to learn how to transform
this information into a format that clicks with your readers.

once you know this format, the first hurdle towards becoming a writer is
crossed. The prose ofa news story is simple and straightforw,ard. It requires clear
thinking and complete understanding ofthe event/subject as well as conciseness
and precision in the use oflanguage by the writer. This rule applies to all forms of
writing for the mass media.

Here it is preferable to leam some ofthe points that editors consider for the
selection ofa story. These point s are: impact, timeliness, prominence, proximity,
con;flict, bizan"e or unusual and currency.

Inrpact is the effect that a storyleaves on its readers. There are manyevents
involving a fewpeople onlybut theirnnpact can inffuence thepsycheofthe masses.
The price rise ofany essential commodity can affect public ui ln g. and the impact
ofthis story may lead to mass agitations throughouithe country. whatever topic
you may select to write or1 it will always be evaluated on its impact value. A story
on the gangrape of a girl student would definitely lead to sharp reactions and
agitationbythe feminist groups inthe city. Similarly, there wouldbe some topics
which, when appeming in the newspapers, force the govemment officials to reverse
their decisions.

An event creates impact onlywhen it is published at the proper time. This
makes timeliness an important factor. The follow-up ofa controversial issue is
useful only when the controversy is still on. Ifthe .ont or.rry has died down, and
you are writing a follow-up, it will be like aimlessly beating about the bush.

You know that prominence meatTsanyhing related to prominent people. It
is this factor that is responsible for the growing number ofp iparazzi mthe west.



The most trir"ial of actions by prominent people make news. It may concem prime

ministers, top bureaucrats, or celebrities belonging to the sports and entertainment

industy.

Proximityisdecidedbythe distance factor. How close the event has taken
place is important. Any event that occurs at home, in town, state or nation is far
more important than the one that occurs thousands ofkilometres away. When ten
persons perish in a building collapse near -your city, it makes front page item.

However, the news item about 2000 persons dying inAustralia in floods gets

tucked away in a corner on the inside pages.

Conflict always sells; not necessarilybetween two countries, but even a

group fight in a political party makes news. Ifpeople begin to fight in UP assembly

injuring each other, it is big news. IfCongress General Secretary Digvijay Singh

takes a dig at Union Home I\{inister Chidambaranr, it beccmes news. Conflict has

a big USP for newsmen and many of them always try to smell it. It makes an

interesting story.

Even ifthere is a fight betweentwo neighbours leading to the casualtyward
of local hospital, it rnakes a worthwhile story for the local news pages ofa local
newspaper. So the journalists, who are assigued to cover elections, have to wade

through small local newspapers. They have to look for some lead which they can

develop into abig story.

It goes for bizarre or unusual events also. They always attract eyeballs.

Going by the definition that we discussed in the last unit, if a dog bites a marU it is

no news. However, ifa manbites a dog, it is outright news. Normal hospitalization
is no news but if a newlywed was brought to the hospital wrapped in a carpet

along with her dog is news that gets splashed across newspaper pages throughout
the country. It is bound to get a prominent display.

Currcncy isthe sister to timeliness. The ongoing events that have continuity
arecurrent. These issues are not mere in the pan; they prevail over a period of
time and continue to engage people through a chain ofrelated events. For example,

at this juncture, the exorbitant prices ofonion is the current hot topic. Every day
you read in newspapers about the measures that the Government has taken to
bring the prices down. Not a day has passed when you did not read about the
ongoing rates of onions.

All these points are worthy of giving you an opportunity to write a good
story. The onlything you should know, at this juncture, is howto structure the

story to enable the reader to access the information in the order ofimportance.
Further it should be represented in such an interesting and arousing manner that
the reader is compelled to finish it.

Here it becomes imperative to recall the proverbial one husband with five
wives rule, i.e., five W's and one H. We have brieflydiscussed these in Unit 1.

These five W's and one H are the basic questions that arise in anynews story. A
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reader invariably seeks answers to them. We expect you to know thembut in case
you are unable to recall, we again briefly informyou abut the rule:

Who means the doer(s) inthe story the main character(s).

What basically related to the action the story is all about.

Where means the place of action or the location ofevent.

When denotes the time ofoccurrence ofthe event.

why means the reason of the event, an obvious question in a reader's
mind; explanation to this is a must.

How is the modus operandi ofthe main character(s).

2.5 INVERTED PYRAMID

To create a news story a reporter has to go through several stages ranging from
identifying sources to gathering information. when you finish gathering the
information, you have to decide on the structure ofthe story. It is absolutely
imperative for a reporter to present informationto the reader in an orderlynxmner
so that everyparagraph graduallyunfoldsthe story. This cannotbe achievedunless
the storyis strucruredproperly. The structure ofa storymakes a subeditor, who
happens to be your first reader, decide whether to accept or reject your piece
from among several pieces submitted byyour competitors. There are times when
subeditors reject reporter's piece and prefer to use stories wired by news agencies.

Inverted pyramid happens to be the most common structure ofwriting a
story and is the commonpractice prevalent in larger part ofthe world as far as
news writing is concerned. In this structure, there is one lead or intro which marks
the first paragraph ofthe news story and contains the most irnportant information
ofthe story.

The rest of the story is called the body and consists of the remaining
paragraphs which go by the descending order ofimportance. The importance of
information decreases by the paragraphs as the story unfolds. However, all the
paragraphs are interconnected as ifpearls in a thread. The coherence between
words in general and paragrapls in particular is a must in order to hold the attention
ofthe reader.

A lot of debates exist about the traditional inverted pyrarnid structure ofthe
story. Its supporters argue that it enables the reader to get maximum ffirmation in
minimumtime. Ifyou invert the pyramidbettet the interest ofthe reader will increase.
Almost all the writers of crime fiction adopt this technique. The perpetrator ofthe
crime is exposed in the last, the mystery gets solved at the end and the reader is
forced to go through the novel till the end. This makes the book unputdownable
which means one s/he starts reading, the book in not to be put down till the end.



This technique is also adopted in cinema in which many queries ofthe viewer

are satisfied with the use offlash back. In between putting a shot ofthe event that

takes place in the end the cinematographer succeeds in keeping the viewer chained

to his chair, who, in turn, has developed a curiosity to know how the particular 
,

event took place at all. Inverted pyramid leads the reader exactly to the same 
I

thing. It arouses the reader's curiosity and takes it to a peak and then satisfied it in

the end. 
r

In any case, today's reader is short of time. He does not have patience to

wade tlrough unirnportant or less important facts to get a complete picture ofthe

event. So a news story has to be structured in a manner that it begins in the end

and ends at the beginning. This is by and large the inverted pyramid style ofwriting
the news stories.

When you write, the first thing to be kept in mind is: Do not tax the mind of
your reader. It means do not put much burden on the mind ofthe reader by writing

complex sentences or using ponrpous words. The sentences should be short and

to the point. Do not tryto expose your knowledge ofEnglish or for that matter

your vocabulary to the reader by using difficult or uncofirmon words. You are not

to impress him but to provide him information in an interesting way. Remember,

simple words conveythe meaning strongly.

Like sentences, paragraphs should be short too. They should not be more

than four or five lines of aprinted newspaper, i.e., maximum 100 words or so.

The sole idea is to provide information to the reader in an easy manner. Besides,

long paragraphs should be avoided because it becomes a daunting task for the

reader to go through a long paragraphbecause the width ofa newspaper column

is quitenarrow. JanardanThakur's boakAll the Prirne Ministerb Menishelpful

to iearnboththese styles because it makes the art understandable at the operational

level.

Stories read good when they are written in third person. The writer remains

invisible in the story and first personpronouns should be used onlywhen they are

apart ofanydirect thirdpartyquotation. Asimilar suggestion is to avoid addressing

the reader by second person pronoun 'you'. Further, do not preach or give your

personal opinions to the reader in your story. You are supposed to only give him

information about what you see and hear about a particular news event. The reader

is not bothered about your feelings onthat particular issue as it would definitely

count as a bias. Your opinions have no meaning at all in the news story. All you are

meant to do is to put raw ffirmation before the reader in the format ofthe news

structure. Besides, dozens ofnews writing also advise not to distort the facts. The

copy becomes flawless and is considered best when information is put across as

sinrply as possible. The facts vividly presented in minimum ofwords make a copy

livelyindeed.
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CrmcxYouR PRoGRESS

I . what are the three most important things that one should keep in mind to
become a good writer?

2. Mention sorne essential qualities ofa good piece ofwriting.
3. what are the four points onwhich editors insist while selecting a news

story?

4. what are the advantages ofinvertedpyramid structme? whyis it a common
structure for news stories?

2.6 TECHNTQUES OF GOOD NE\YS WRITING

So far you have leamt about various forms of writing. Now you know w-hat is
required to become a good news rvriter. you also know the basics of a good
write-up. Wewillnowexplore some qpecificities ofwriting.Writingisnot something
that is inborn or inherent. Writing is a skill that needs development and evolution
through practice.

writing is a process. There are set rules. techniques and norms; however,
you will need to add your individuality to it by developing your own style, ideas
and ways. This addition will have to be done with the srrbject ofyour writing and
the form ofpresentation. A good write-up is a cornbination ofall these factors.
This can be compared with a well-prepared and well-cooked <lish in which all the
ingredients, when put together, make it delicious.

writing is anuphill task;hardwork is the realsense ofthe term. There are
no short-cuts. Manypeople start writing with boundless enthusiasm and quit
midway. This is because writing is capable ofdraining you emotionally, mentally
and physically. Good writing does not happen suddenly. The process ofwriting is
usually slow, at times monotonous and often exasperating. First ofa[ you har,.e to
collect the facts physically by doing some research. Then you will have to look for
proper words to present them before your readers. However do not get frightened
or discouraged bythis revelation. This is simply meant to make your stand strong
when you come across a situation like this. Like any other art, it requires
perseverance and persistence.

Here are some ideas for you to improve your writing. writing is a technique
comprising a step by astep approach defined by some basic inviolable rules.
However, all these ideas are not completely rigici rules as they vary with every
piece ofwriting. These me just some guidelines that ensure that your writing acquires
a level of standardization.

. simplicity: The fact has been repeated before you a number oftimes
that simplicity is the best way to achieve clarrfy. Many talented writers
make aname forthemselves because theyare easyto understand. It is



indeed not that easy to be simple in writing. Ideas come in complex
forms inourmind and it requires sheerhard work to make themtangible
and crisp for the readers.

Simplici(v of words: lt is useless to make your reader fetch a dictionary
by using difficult or absolutely uncofltmon words. This gives the reader
an additionaltask of finding the meanings ofthe words you use. Let
alone getting impressed, he will drop the idea ofreading your piece. So

use simple words and the meaning will be conveyed. Do not try to
impress the reader with your knowledge or, for that matter, your
vocabulary.

Simple sentences: Instead of one complex sentence with its entire
main and subordinate clauses. it is far easier to write five short and
simple sentences. Long sentences tend to become incoherent and the
reader has to revise them repeatedly. This is also something that readers

hate. So do not compel them to quit reading your piece by using long
complex sentences.

Discard verbosity: Many writers think that using too many words
enhances theirwriting. However, it is just the opposite. Acareful editor
deletes allthe extra andunnecessarywordageatthe time ofediting or
simply'edits it out'. The prose should be simple and straightforward.
You should leam 'one word substitution' in this regard. For example,
'His handwriting was incapable ofbeing understood' can be written as

'His handwriting was tuintelligible'. This Ls how one word can save four
words. You should leam such terms that can help _vou economize on
words.

Discard jargon: There is a set language of every person, every
profession and elery strata of society This is known asjargon. Certain
peculiar rvords. abbreviations or names are bound to become your
favourites right fromyour childhood or early schooling days. There is
hardly- aaything r.vrong with this except that only a select gxoup ofpeople
understand jargon. Fr:r exarple, people working in a govemment office
use a jargon which is fuil of clEce terminologies. People working for
me<iia use a different type ofjargon. So when a personbelonging to any
ofthese groups takes up writing, the jargon invariablycreeps into the
owitrrg.

As a r,vriter for the mass media, your job is to provide information
to masses at iarge, not just to a select group. Thus, you have to avoid
jargonbyalimeans inyourwriting. Ifat allyouhave to usejargon, you
should explain it for your reader. Overused words, phrases or expression
are also to be avoided. These are called clichds. Aclich6-riddenpiece is

not considered as a goodpiece ofrnriting. Some columnists become
boring simplybecause they cannot avoid clich6s.
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Do away with adjectives: There are two enemies ofgood writing:
adjectives and adverbs. In their place, you should construct your
sentences around nouns andverbs. Adjectives, whenused, dilute the
message. As experts of good writing put it, you can write two sentences

in place ofusing one adjective. In piaces where descriptions are clear
andvivid, adjectiveshave no meaning. You shouldconcentrate onthe
use ofgood active verbs which make the copy lively. It is said that verbs
expand thoughts while adjectivs and adverbs compress thern

Tie together and tighten: In normal cases, writing is spontaneous.
.However, spontaneity sometimes leads to the emergence of different
thoughts at the same time" So while writing these thoughts they oft en get

intermingled and become healy and incoherent. There should be no
jurnps andjolts in writing andreaders should have a smooth sailing from
the beginning to end. Sudden jumps jolt a reader and throw him off
balance. A new piece of information or new idea should be tied to the
previous one.

In a story a new element should be linked to the element that had
already been introduced. A sentence shoulci be revised again and again
till you come up with a better explanation than the one already given in
the copy.

Be focussed: Never repeat something which you have already said
just for the sake oflengthening your copy. People avoid talkative persons.

Similarly, people avoid reading roundabout expressions and too many
words in anypiece ofwriting. Clarity is irrportant in a story and it should
not be sacrificed for the sake of brevity. Come ro the point quickly.
Decide on the focus and weave your facts around it. This is the easiest
wayto stay focussed.

Watch out for repetition and redundancies: These two are often
repeated mistakes that writers commit. You should avoid them at all
costs. Sometimes it becomes necessary to repeat facts but such cases

are rare.
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2.7 ACCURACY AND ATTRIBUTION

Areporter's reputation depends on the accuracy of his writings. Accuracy means
exact account ofthe events and happenings. Besides, accuracy in language, format,
style and usage in writing is also equally important. By and large, accuracy is just
not a technique ofwriting; it is a state ofmind which you should adopt as a reporter.
You should double-check your facts and ffirmation before you submit them to
the desk in the form ofa news report.

For the sake ofaccuracy, you should revise your copy repeatedly and
evaluate it as a detached reader. Forget that you are the writer ofthe copy: Read



it like an average reader, a layman and satisfy yourselfthat all the queries have
been answered in it. Re-read your copylike a subeditor and look for snags and
loopholes in it. Eliminate them one by one and submit your copy only after you are

satisfied withthe work.

Pay special attention to dates and identifications. Ifthere are figures in the
story they should add up properly and places that have been specified should be
correct. Do not try to befool the reader. If he writes a single letter to your editor
after digging holes in your story your credibility as a reporter will be in danger.
Readers these days are very aware and write lengthy letters to point out slightest
of mistakes. Once you lose your credibility, you may lose your job and your
market value as well.

What reallyendanger the credibilityofa reporter are the mistakes in spelling
the names ofpeople. This happens becarse many people have unfimiliar surnames

and novice reporters do not take enough care to get the names right. The best way
is to ask the person concerned how he wants to be identified in the report. The
founder of Bahujan Samaj Party late Kanshi Ram wrote long letters to some
newspaper for misspelling his name. Some newspapers wrote his name as Kashi
Ranl others called him Kushi Rarn It did take some time for reporters to correctly
spell his name. So do not hurt the source or quoted person or fbr that matter yotr
reader by misspelling a name.

There are certain world leaders whose names are qpeh differently in different
countries. Many Hindi newspapers spelt the name of former US President Ronald
Regandifferently. Some spelt it likeRee-ganandothers speltRay-gan. Similarly,
Libyan leader Colonel Gaddafi's name is spelt as Kaddafi or Qaddafi in different
countries. In such a situation, experts advise that the reporter should stick to the
stylebook ofthe newspaper orpublication. Incase ofconfusionaboutthe spelling
ofhis name, it is preferable to ask the person concerned. If s/he is not available, it
is advisedto contact his/her secretary. Ifthat is also not possible, it is suitable to
check the telephone directory or Google it on the Internet.

What newsmakers and news sources dread most is to be quoted out of
context. However, the shrewd newsmakers use this to backtrack after the story
hits the headlines. The blame squarely falls on the reporter in most of such cases.

So you should be attentive while talking to a source and keep your ears open. Try
to catch the emphasis ofhis words, what exactly s/he wants to convey. Ifyou are
not clear, ask the question agan.In any case, it is better to keep your credibility
intact with a host ofreaders and keep your editor in good humour than bothering
about the displeasure ofa single person.

What newsmakers and news sources dread most is to be quoted out of
context. Howeveq the shrewd newsmakers use this to backtrack afterthe story
hits the headlines. The blame squarely falls on the reporter in most of such cases.

So you should be attentive while talking to a source and keep,vour ears open. Try
to catchthe emphasis ofhis words, what exactly s,4re wants to convey. Ifyou are
not clear, ask the question again. Do not bother ifhe gets irritated. In any case, it
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is better to keep your credibility intact with a host ofreaders and keep your editor
in good humour than bothering about the displeasure of a single person.

Sometimes areporter faces the problemofinterpreting the words ofa source

to his readers. Some people speak so faulty English such that the whole meaning
changes. The reporter has a tough task to remember the words ofthe source or
the new'smaker. Iftheir language or the grammar is flawed, it is his/herjob to
correct it, so that others may not make fun of it. Horn ever, ifyou are writing a
humour piece or a satire, the use of faulty grammar in an indirect quotation or
paraphrase is allowed to an extent and you are free to change the words of'the
source's view, provided the meaning does not change.

To a story attribution is as vital as occuracy. By describing the source of
your information, you convey to the reader your story's reliabiiity. However, after
a stage, the ball is tossed in his court. It is s/he who decides whetheryour story is
reiiable or not. The final evaluation is left to him. In the end, you are spared the
discomfiture ofbeing blamed with misleading information. The reader will charge
the source for handing out wrong information, not you.

An attribution bolsters trustworthiness. However, as the sayng goes that
too many cooks spoil the broth, similarly too much ofafinbution hanpers the flow
ofthe siory. You should also keep in mind that as a reporter you have to maintain
the balance between too much and too little of attribution as too little ofit can
confuse the reader. Do not get fed up w,ith using the word 'said'as it works
wonders in a story and that too in a natural way.

Categorical assertion, exclaim, relate, disclose, reveal, add, point out,
explain, etc., are verbs that canbe used interchangeably. Nonetheless, be cautious
as each one ofthese verbs has a different meaning. Do not substinrte themjust for
the sake ofbringing a false variation in your copy. It can have a reverse effect
instead. In case ofany doubts about the meaning ofany ofthese words, it is better
to use 'said' r,r,hich has a direct meaning.

Attribution conveys accuracy. Aecuracyis something like building blocks
of small pieces of information. You should ahvay-s keep this in mind. Direct quotes
from the sources add spice to it when they are properly woven in the story.

You can also ensure accuracy in your copy by cross-checking your facts.
This can be done by approaching different sources for the confirmation of a single
fact. Ifall ofthem tell you the same thing about the event, your job is done. You
can also veriftthe facts in government records. This willcertainlyhelp you to
grasp the ficts better. The better the understanding, the better will be the presentation

ofyour copy.

CmcxYouR PRocnrss

5. Mark excessive words in following phrases:

a. As regards to the fact that

b. Donning a greencololuredtop14 Self-lnstructiotttl l(aterial



c. Chubby face sponing a handlebar moustache.

d. The veryroot cause ofhis demise.

e. Inhis heart ofheart he knew.

f His cousin brother was on top post. .

g. Throughout the whoie ofchilling night..

h. $7as busywithtyping ...

i. During the month ofaugust in 2010

j" A large gathering ofhoodlums

6. Write the techniques that are absoluiei,v must for a good writer.

7 . Whyis so much stress put on accuracy?

8. How do quotes spruce up a copy and add to accuracy?

Exercise 2

Talk to a media person from your list of acquaintances. lf there is no direct

aoq*iiintar,ree rtlrclr approach indirectly tluough a *iend or svffi aft* sg$ hi
from the media catalogues. ..tfter choosing the person, ask him abotlt a typical

day's work involving writing. Follow tlre given steps:

r Make a call to the media person while s/he is at work.

o Introduce yourselfas sorrpone who truly needs this type ofexperience by
clearly stating your requirements and needs.

r Elaborate u'hy you should pay a visit to the media person to discuss the

responsibilities related to a writingjob.

. eonvince ttre media persoo that it will not b€ hid.her waste of time.'

Ernphasize that you will be writing a report based on the discussbn.

r- Be clear in your point that yotr will take just the minimumarrcunt 
-oftirre

from the eoncemed media person's busy schedule.One you have finished

your appoiutment, write a report on the rnain work-related issues for the

writingjob. Categorize the report under specific heads like: requiranents
. to become a good news reporter, challenges, pitfalls, role aad

responsibilities, etc.
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2.8 SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND IDEAS

Journalism is a profession that revolves around ideas. Ifyou nurse an ambition to
become a good writer, you must be rich in ideas and should be able to generate
more and more ideas that can be woven in your stories. When you start reading
newspapers or newsmagazines in bulk, you will discover that every feature or
article is based on a new idea. Besides, you must have known by now what is an
'exclusive' story. An exclusive story is the one that is written on a novel or ofl-beat
idea with recent information.

New ideas do not fall in your lap. They are generated out of voracious
reading. In the beginning, you may be inclined to take inspiration for your ideas
from a story or a book. However, it will be a bad idea to straightway lift ideas
from other sources. It is advisable to build up a habit to arrive at genuinely fresh
ideas which catch the fancy ofreaders with their genuineness. Ajoumalist in general

and a reporter in particular has to read between the lines. There are many things
that are not written, but exist and which can be developed as ideas for separate or
independent stories.

Most ofthe writers'time is spent in looking for ideas. Forthis, writers, visit
places, call sources and meet people. Generally, they come across an idea while
talking to people or sources. You cannot write a good piece on some sketchy
information. You need enough background material to weave it in your story in
order to satisfythe queries ofyour reader. The more stories you write, the more
you will know that you cannot use all the information that you have gathered.
However, getting more and more information makes the task ofwriting the story
easier.

As a reporter, you have to develop a news sense. While wading through
newspapers, you can come across several stories which can be developed into
articles or features. For example, ifyou read about inflation, you can develop an
article on it tkough various angles. You can go into its reasons, how these reasons
can be tackled or how the country dealt with it in the past. You can also write on
how other countries address the problem ofinflation. Again, for this you will need
information as well as background material.

An important fact about ideas is that they cannot be copyrighted. Getting
ideas involves a lot ofreading. Ideas can suddenly strikes a reporter while going
through newspapers. Experts in this field are ofthe opinion that journalists do not
READ the newspapers, they STUDY thern

As a reporter, you should be clear in your mind about what you are writing.
Ifyou are not clear about the idea, how canyou expect your readers to be clear.
Ifyouhave to write ona subject about whichyourknowledge is too little, thenyou
will have to find out what vou need to know. Idea needs a firmbase ofinformation
to buildupon.
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Have you ever wondered about the source of information in a feature, article

or news story? Personal observation, Government records and people at large

contribute most ofthis information. Majority ofinformationcomes frompersonal
sources. Awriter spends most ofhis time talking to people, either personally or on
phone. Ifyou are serious about writing, you will have to meet new people regularty.

Initially, you may feel that you are wasting time with him but this may give you
some interesting ideas.

You willbe surprised to find that most people who possess information
have no problem in sharing it with you. Sometimes, clerks in an office, rather than

the officer, turn out to be better sources of information. For example, instead of
the Station House Officer, it could be the beat constables who may provide you
withbetter information. Even lower staffincluding peons, telephone operators or
ward boys canbe good sources offfirmation. However, to protect them one has

to check their inforrnation with a senior official Besides, there are no fixed rules of
quoting a source in your story. A source, however, has to be protected at any cost.

You should never disclose the name ofthe source who has given you the

information confidentially or in good faittu unless you take his prior permission to
make it public. Besides, information tom authorized sources goes well with the

readers but the basic information or clues can be obtained from the lower staffand
can be developed into complete stories.

Personal observation also proves to be a good source. You should be present

at the events you are writing on. Many things are learnt by seeing and observing.

For example, a reporter attended a big agriculture fair organized by the state
governrnent in the constifuency ofthe ChiefMinister hinrself Reporters were taken

fromthe state capitalto the fair site. When some ofthe reporters observed some

neglected agricultural labourers and questioned thern, they were shocked to discover

that they were bonded labourers on the frrm ofChiefMinster himself The reporten
had a field day on that occasion.

This example illustrates that sometimes your observation during a public
meeting or a function may lead you to a good article, a humour piece or an ofreat
story. The libraries, archives and government offices are the other areas to be

tapped as the sources of information. The records of government offices make

excellent sources. You must have observed that whenever the Parliament is in
session, newspapers are fullofinformative stories. Theyemanate fromthe questions

and answers by the MPs and ministers themselves. Many scandals break out of
government records like skeletons tumbling out of cupboards.

You are at liberty to quote the govemment records liberally though you may

not be at liberty to indicate the source ofthose documents. You may gain access to
most ofthese records through the contacts you have built up during the course of
yourjourney as a reporter. These records can be question and answers records of
the Parliament, old press releases, papers of some famous persons, company
records, museulns, speeches, crxrent books, tradejournals, government bulletins
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and scientific reports. Ifthe information is frommore than one source, your story
willbe more credible and lively.

You should deal with y'our sources carefully, attribute your storyto them
wherever possible, give them due credit and keep cross-checking thern. Try to
obtain maximum information which will help you and your readers both.

2.9 REVISE AND REWRITE

A sentence, a paragraph or apiece ofwriting cannever be perfect. onlywhen a
reporter makes sense to the largest section ofreaders does he or she qualifyto be
aprofessionalwriter. The first draft ofanyrvritermayneed a iot oftightening up.
chipping andpolishing. So rewrite wheneveryour first effort is unsatisfactorv for
the reader's sake.

It requires years ofpractice to express oneself exactly in the first draft and
veryfewwriters are capable ofdoing this. So writingandrewriting is amust inany
news report. In fact, a reporter has to write and rewrite every sentence in the
report. But this is not an easytask. During your early days, you give it to a friend
to read to polish 1,our write-up. s/he is likely to give ,vou arl opinion about it.
Consider the opinion and make changes accordingly wherever necessary. This
does help in the beginning, but as you go on, you have to make a habit of re-
reading your own copyl Learn to be your own critic and find faults with your own
draft. You rnay find unnecessary wordage which you will have to chip off you rnay
find better expressions and better words to use. you will be shocked to find many
silly mistakes that have crept in _vour copy

Some creative r.witers justwrite theirfirst draft andleave it foradayortwo.
However, when theyre-read it, they find many faults with it and correct them
accordingly. It is a standard practice to forget the first draft for some time. But you
cannot do this as a newspaper reporter with a pressing deadline.

There are many stages ofrewriting. During the course ofrewriting, you may
add more information, delete the lesser important or lesser relevant facts, change
or improve the language andmake it more efbctive. Witheachrevision. you are
bound to add nmre 'punch'to your copy. This is because y,ou keep asking yor.rself
ifthe copy is clearer, more precise and more readable. However, you will have to
be extremely critical ofyour own u,riting. It is must to be a good writer though it
maynot be fun at all.

while writing, revising and rewriting you must keep in mind the basic tools
ofwriting. You should be aware ofthe basic rules ofgrammar and spellings. The
qpellings andgranrmarinthe sentences shouldbe thoroughlycheckedwhile revising.
Though these days the task has been made easier in word processing progru**o
on the computers which have in-buiit spelling and grammar checkers.

Check againto see that expressions are not roundabout andthoughts are
not intermingled. Get rid ofjolts andjerks. Even small changes do wonders to the
copy, Arewritten piece can make ail the difference.



You may find during the course ofrevising the copy that certain facts are

missing or there are certain gaps. You can contact your sources again to get the

additional information to fili up those gaps. Had you not revised your copy, your

subeditor would have pointed this out to you. Maybe this would have led to the

rejection ofyour story. Now you can make the necessary changes and brighten
your copy.

The rewriting has to be done at a relatively faster pace than the original
writing because a reporter has to meet a deadline for filing the story. Adelayed
piece ofwriting is ofno use ifit misses the bus.

2.10 EMBARGO,
REPORTTNG

OFF.THE-RECORD, POOL
AND FOLLOW.UP

These are the terms which a reporter must know. Here we shailtake themone by

one.

2.10.1Embargo

Many a times, during a function or in the Parliament, it is common practice that

officials orministers provide advance copies oftheir speeches to reporters so that

the reporters can read them at length and report themaccurately. This practice

benefits the officials or ministers as they can hope for a better coverage and thus

tempt the reporter to use its maximum material. It also becomes advantageous for
the reporter to go throughthe full content ofthe speech.

However, to discourage the reporter to rush to his office with the advance

copy ofthe speech, an embargo is put on it. The embargo clearly states the time

when the text of the speech is to be released for publication. It specifies the exact

time ofpublication. The idea is that this advance copy should be used only after

the speech is delivered.

2.10.2 Off-the-Record

It is awell-known saying injoumalismthat in crirne, science, dfulornacy and politics,

no reporter is fully privileged to write all he knows. In many cases of sensitive

nature, manybureaucrats summon the reporters oftheir confidence and share all
the ffirmation with him but'o$the-record'. That means the information cannot

be attributedto them.

If the reporter feels that being a part of oflthe-record briefing is not in
public good, he can refuse to be apart ofthis briefing. Many senior government

officials adopt this practice, particularly when the person involved is a politician.
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2.10.3 Pool Reporting

On several occasions, it happens that onlyone or two reporters are invited to be
present during the visit of a VIP, particularly a foreign dignitary. There is usually an
unwritten agreement that the reporters thus invited will share the news with other
reporters. This is known as pool reporting. As the word pool suggests, the invited
reporters thus pool their information with other reporters, who, for some reasons
were not invited.

2.10.4 Follow-up

Follow-up is basically further development of a story. For example, a person is
arrested on the charge ofrobbery. So his arrest and the rest ofthe details would
rnake thefirst story. Next daywhenhe ispresentedbeforethejudge andisrernanded
to police custody for a week, this becomes a follow-up story. Ifhe spills the beans
during intenogation, it becomes further follow-up. Follow-up is the chasing ofthe
details ofan earlier report.

2.II TRAITS OF A REPORTER

A right attitude towards the profession is a must to achieve success. This often
requires accurac):, objectivity, general competence, industriousness, initiative and
intelligence. However, many more qualities and traits of one's personality and
character can add to the profession ofjournalism. Following are some ofthese
points.

2.ll.l Excellent News Sense

A reporter is the most important pillar ofa newspaper organization in the domain
of news operations. So as a reporter it is absolutely necessary foryou to know
what news is so that you can get the news. Though this age ofinforrnation explosion
has simplified this task to a major extent, but at the same time it has made it dfficult
as well. Traditionally, the sources ofnews vary from dailypress releuxes or press
notes;theirrange extends frompublic atlargeto press conferences and official
spokespersons to websites, portals and blogs. So today, a reporter has to separate
the grain from the chafi differentiate between the news and the trivia and this is not
possible unless slhe develops a proper news sense.

As a reporteryou have to wade through allthe printedmaterialwhich can
be simplypublicitymaterialor anadvertisement in disguise. You shouldhave a
fairly good idea ofwhat kind of readership do you have and what is their interest.
This should be your guiding force while selecting the topic to write on. Evenwhen
you go for routine coverage like press conference or go through press notes, you
should keep the interest ofyour readers in mind, though these things mayrroi b.
exciting. As a reporter, you maybe assigned less important matters like covering
the localselfgovemment issues likemunicipalityorcivicproblems. Lateryournay
graduate to covermore important matters.



Not that allthe reporting assignments are exciting. Most ofthe time, you

maybe given the coverage ofspeeches, announcements and declarations by VIPs,

persons in authority, politicians and political parties. Getting an exciting newsbreak

willbe occasionalonly. The routine reporting rnaybe boring, but you should atways

be on the lookout for something unusual that may be hidden in ordinary things.

This is not possible unless you develop a keen sense ofobservation. When H.D.

Deve Gowda was Prime Minister oflndia during late nineties, the newsmen had a

field daybecause of his habit of dozing off. Photographers are always on the

lookout foranunusualpicture like someparticipant yawing or scratching his head

or slurping the tea at some important conference. So you have to be a keen

observer to discover exciting stuffout ofthe ordinary. This sense will help you find

interesting sidelightsor snippets foryourreaders andwillmakeyoupopular among

them. Developing this keen sense of observation will make you alert and will
enable you to discover contradictions and problems even on your daily routine

beat.

2.11.2 Extrovert Nature

A professional journalist has to be outgoing, meeting people, making their

acquaintance and winning their confidence. He will have to communicate with

thern For this, he will have to be extrovert and a good verbal communicator. It is

the interpersonal communicationbetween a reporter and his source that enables

the reporter to go for mass communication. So if a reporter does not have good

communication skills, he may not be able to get any ffirmation at all. This is the

reasonwhy introverts make poor reporters.

Readers are interested to know what is going on behind the scenes. Some

newspapers have established insight teams that go for inside stories. So in an era

of investigative reporting, you will have to be outgoing and extrovert with a jovial

tenperament.

2.11.3 Knack to Establish Sources and Develop Contacts

An extrovert nature and good communication skills are the basic necessities to

establishsourcesanddevelop contacts. Duringthe course ofyourroutine coverage

you may come across people who have lots and lots of ffirmation which you are

yet to tap. Or they have contacts with other people who have the information

which you can use. So you have to develop friendly relations with these people

who are the potential sources ofinformation and win their confidence and respect.

This is not possible without devoting some time for them and communicating with

them properly. Some of these people may voluntarily offer you the information.

You may have to work upon some of thern This is particularly true when you are

working on an investigative story. The potential sources rnaybe hesitant in talking

to you. They may want to come out with the information but may be afraid to do

so because it may adverselyaffect their interests. Such individuals maybe ordinary

people or goveflrment officials, operatives ofthe underworld or anybody. Their
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jobs or their lives maybe at stake. So you willhave to assure thernto keep their
identity a secret ifthey so desire.

In future, the task is simplified for any reporter who wins the trust ofhis
; 
sources and contacts. The information and the documents come to him instead of

I 
him going to sources and contacts for information. There are cases when the
photocopies ofgovemment files have come to the residence ofreporters. However,
to reach this stage, you will have to work reallyhard and devoie a lot oftime.

As a reporter you should be able to differentiate between genuine infonnation
and a 'plant'. Genuine information is something you look for as a reporter. you
plan a story and then look for information. A 'plant' is something which somebody
hands over to you to serve hisArer own vested interests. Such information may
comprise halfltruths and even lies. So you should venfy this information with the
help of independent contact s.

Sometimes even ordinarysources are veryvaluable and important sources
turn out to be useless at the right rnoment. So as a reporter you should evaluate
your sources and maintain them accordingly. The Watergate Scandal that rocked
the United States in the seventies was the result ofthe report done by ordinary
reporters andtheyhad acted onthe tip ftom an ordinary source.

The ability to keep an eye on the happenings and to pursue the right sources
to get the right lead works wonders for a reporter. These things do not develop
ovemight but take years. There are several exanrples to show how this combination
workedand severalmajor scandals came to light. Finallyit is thepersistence ofa
reporter on a lead that counts the most.

2.11.4 Capacity of Neutral Observation

As a reporter, you should be neutral in your approach without anyprejudices or
biases. It is your duty towards your reader to present the facts in an absolutely
irrpartial manner. This is necessary to maintain the objectivity. Reporters are usually
charged with mixing their own prejudices and biases in the form ofcomments and
thus becoming subjective. As areporter, you mayhave your ownviews but you
have to take precautions to keep them away from your report. your report should
simplybe a statement offacts.

To maintain the objectivity and balance, the story should be properly sowced
so that your reader knows that what you are passing is simply the news and not
publicity material or your own comments or opinions. Unless they want to remain
anonymous, the sources must be quoted. You should ensure adequate coverage
to all sides ofthe story in order to make it balanced. you should always keep in
mind that what is fair for one goup ofpeople maybe biased for another group. So
you must tryto ensure that both sides get an equal representation in your report.

2.11.5 Precision in Articulation

As a reporter, you may be assigned any beat. You may cover Ministry of Defence
or, for that matter, Ministry of Science and Technology or Department ofAtomic52 Self-lnstructionol Material



Energy. These subjects are complex and specialized in nature. So the complicated

issues involved inthe coverage ofthese subjects should be sinrplified for the sake

ofcommonreader in a layman's language. This is not an easytask. To do this, you

should be able to understand the subject yourseHso that you are able to explain it 
,

to your readers in simple terms. For this, you need clarity in your expression. 
]

Eventhe govemmentpress notes on suchtopics are beyond understanding.

So your task gets multiplied. This can only be achieved by having a proper

understanding ofthe subject. Experts inthis field saythat journalismis aprofession

ofnot knowing the subject, but knowing the person rvho knows the subject. So

you should contact the expert on suchtopics and seek his help in understanding

the subject properlybefore you explain it to ,vour readers.

2.11.6 Team Spirit

Apart fromthe routine beats, whichare looked afterbyindividtralreporters, many

major stories in a newqpaper organization are handled by a team comprising several

reporters. We have talked about insight teams in some ofthe tndian newspapers

inthe previous sub-topics; theyare attributedto the insight teamofthe newspaper.

IvIany major stories are the handiwork of such teams. Even when there is a big

issue before the press, a team of two or three reporters handles it. When the

Parliament is in session, the reporters have to exchange notes among themselves

to ensure a proper coverage ofthe proceedings ofthe house. Thus, by and large,

a newspaper job is a team work and as a reporter you should be able to develop

teamspiril among colleagues.

2.11.7 Endurance against Pressure

For a fair and objective reporter, pressure to keep someone's wrongdoing hidden

frornthe public view is nothing new. Historyis replete with suchexamples. Such

persons are usually quite influential. Very often they leave no stone unturneci to

achieve their aims. Further, they may offer bribes to keep the story hidden from
the public at large. Also, there are manypeople in positions ofpower who need

publicity to discharge their duties. So they seek favourable publicity and avoid

unfrvourable ornegativepublicitlr Iftheyfindout some negativepublicity coming

their way, they can exert pressure onyou through their power and clout. This

pressure could be to dilute your story or kill it completely.

The more powerfulpress groups like Government or the advertisers can

bring pressure on you through your org anlzation itself. Some can take recourse to

legal means, threats or evenviolence. However, there are ways ofdealing with this

pressure.Youcanfight itout; youcangive in; ortakepreventivemeasures visuatizing

it inadvance.

During emergency, manynewspapers fought it out leaving their editorial

space vacant. Some ofthem, ofcourse, gave in, changingtheir editorial stance

completely in support ofthe then Government. Even during those days, some

people like Kuldip Nayar took preventive steps by filing Habeas Corpus petitions
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and taking legal recourses. In the areas suffering from militancy, many newsmen
have fillen to the bullets ofterrorists. Theypreferred to work in tight circumstances
rather than succumbing to the diktats ofterrorists.

Crmcx YouR PRoGRESS

9. Describe the important and credible sources ofinformation.
1 0. why should a joumalist have information from more than one source?

I 1. What is meant by neutral observation?

I 2. State any three qualities which you consider essential for a reporter.

2.I2 SUMMARY

o A good piece ofwriting written for mass media has to be direct, crystal
clear inmeaning and crisp. It is meant to conveyffirmation, thoughts and
sentiments to the reader openly in limited words without any kind of
exaggeration. The write-upprovides apicture through its words inwhich
the reader fills the colours ofhis/her own imagination.

o A journalist is called a newsman and he has to look for information
everywhere. He looks for it in verbal communication with people. His job is
not restrictedto conversing with onlythe top people.

o Inverted pyramid is the most common structure ofwriting a story and is still
prevalent in largerpart ofthe world as far as news writing is concerned. In
this structure, there is one lead or intro which forms the first paragraph of
the news storyand contains themost important ffirmationofthe story.

o The ability to keep an eye on the events and to pursue the right sources to
get the right lead is very important for a reporter. These things do not
develop overnight but take years. There are several examples to show how
this combination worked and several major scandals came to light.

o on several occasions, it happens that only one or two reporters are invited
to be present during the visit ofa vIP, particularly a foreign dignitary. There
is usually an unwritten agreement that the reporters thus invited will share
the news with other reporters. This is known as pool reporting.

2.I3 KEY TERMS

In-depth reporting: coverage that goes into a lot ofdetail and has been
wellresearched

Pool: Asmall group ofreporters who have personal access to an event or
source, who distribute their reports to the wider media



Embargo: Arequest not to release material turtil a particular time or date

Follow-up: Anews story that has been spotted in another newspaper or in
other media and investigated further

Off-the-record: Comments made oflthe-record are not intended to be
published or used by a journalist but only for background or further
investigatiorl protecting the source

Attribution: Acredit forthe original source ofapiece ofnews, quote or
photograph

Newsgathering: The system by which news is obtained from sources,
interviewees, observation, news agencies, etc.

Newsgroup: Anews discussion group onthe Internet

Jargon: Terms that are onlyused in one specialist area such as a profession,

and are notwidelyunderstood outside that

2.I4 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. The three qualities ofa good writer are as follows:
o Reading

. Writing

o Rewriting

The qualities of a good write-up are as follows:

o Focused

o Modest in approach

o Tothepoint
e Written in a simple language

o Clear

The four points to be taken into account when selecting a news story are as

follows:

r Impact: The influence or the consequence that a storyhas on its readers

is knownas rrpact. The editors usually foresee which items have grcater
impact on large number ofreaders. The impact is directly proportional
to the news value.

o Timeliness: Newness and freshness are essential for a news story.
Unknown information attracts a lot of readers as the news becomes
stale with the passage of time.

o Conflict: It has a consequence onpoliticaf economic and social aspects

ofthe society. It has great attraction and always succeeds in catching
the attention ofthe people.

O

a

a

a

2.

J.
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o Prominence: People ofprominence always make news to the extent
that in the West paparazzi risk their lives to get the news. Information
on allprominent people has adefinite newsvalue.

4. Inverted pyramid structure summarizes the news in the fust paragraph itself
and gives the conclusion as well. In subsequent paragraphs, it tapers down
to less inportant paragraphs while expanding on the first one u,hich is usualJy

called the lead or the intro. It is the human nature to know what exactly
happened first of all and then go through the details. Readers prefer this.
The pyramid structure is a traditional one and helps the newspaper to use it
in a creatire manner.

Its advantages are as follows:

I It saves the reader's time who is in a hurry to get the information and
may not be interested in reading the whole story.

i) It fulfills the basic information requirements ofa reader.

iii) It also arouses the curiosity ofthe reader to move deeper in the story
and read.

5. a. infact

b. donning a green top

c. handlebar moustache on a chubb-v face

d. the cause ofhis demise

e. he knew in his heart

f his cousinwasontoppost

g. tkoughoutthechillingnight

h" wasbusytyping

i duringaugust2010
j. a gathering ofhoodlums

6. The techniques ofgcod writing are as follows:
(i) Sentences shouldbe simple"

(i| Avoid adjectives and adverbs and use nouns and verbs instead
(nD Do aw.ay withjargon and technical words
(iv) Use rnaximum simple words

7. The principal responsibility ofpress is to disseminate inforrnation among the
members ofgeneral public. Since press is considered as the fourth pillar of
democracy, correct and accurate ffirmation helps in creating a nrore rational,
educated and advanced society. Acctrate information is disseminated by
the newspaper helps in building its credibilrty. This credibility is the most
vitalelement ofa newspaper. once a newspaper loses it, it loses everything.
So the stakes are high and therefore so much of stress is put on accuracy.

8. For a news story quotes are an indication of its accuracy. They help
joumalists to be accurate and factual Theybring actual words ofthe qpeakers
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or persons concerned to the readers and thus arouse interest. However,
like too many cooks spoiling the broth, too many quotes spoil a story as

well. They clutter the copy and create confusion. so a proper balance has
to be maintainedinthe copy.

9. A reporter requires many different sources for his stories. People, records
and personal observations are the basic sources. As far as the category
'People" is concerned, it comprises secretaries ofimportant officials and
persons. It also includes their lower level staffincluding peons, clerks,
receptionists, drivers, selants or attendants which maybe cultivated for
information.

10. Since cross-checking is absolutely must for a reporter, it cannot be done if
the information is received from a single sorirce. So a reporter has to possess
a variety o f sources with which he can cro ss-check the ffi rmation received
froma source.

I I . Neutral observation means a detached observation in which the reporter
observes a news event without any personal involvement like a third party.
This is mmt to maintain objectivityw'hich is an important requisite ofnews.
Besides, the reporter should also present all the sides ofa picture in his
story so that the reader gets a complete view ofwhat happened.

1 2. A reporter should have a well-guided news sense, good command over the
ianguage and a deep understanding oflaws goveming the press in tho courtry
concerned.
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2.15 QUESTTONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer Questions

1 . write short notes on 'Accuracy'and 'Attribution' in writing standard news
items.

2. What is pool reporting?

3. What is meant by embargo in the field ofjoumalism?

4. Give a briefnote on the 'follow-up' in the domain ofneu.s.

5. What is meant by the expression'oflthe-record' in joumalistic lingo?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Explainthe elements ofanews story.

2. Discuss the process ofgetting ideas and cultivating sources ofinformation.

3. critically evaluate the importance ofrevision and rewriting in making a
standard copy.

4. Explain the basic traits of a successful reporter.
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3.0 Introduction
3.1 Unit Objectives
3.2 CrimeReporting

3.2.1 ingredients ofa Crime Story
3.2.2 Classification ofCrime Cases

3.3 Crime as News
3.3.1 Fires
3.3.2 Homicide
3.3.3 Accidents

3.4 CourtReporting
3.4.1 Court Reporters and Legal Correspondents
3.4.2 Hierurchy, Procedures and Jurisdictions of Courts
3.4.3 Sources ofNews rn Legal Reporting
3.4.4 ContemptofCourt

3.5 Healthcare Reporting
3.6 CivilAdministration Reporting

3.6.1 Reporting Civil Disorde,r

3.7 CivicAffairs Reporting
3.8 CultureReporting
3.9 EducationReporting

3.10 Political Reporting
3.11 Summary
3.12 Key Terms
3.13 Answers to 'Check Your Progress'
3.14 Questions and Exercises
3.i5 Further Reading

3.0 INTRODUCTION

In the earlier units, we dealt with dillerent aspects ofnews. In this unit we shall
discuss different types ofreporting. In fact, these are known as the 'beats' of a
reporter. Areporter's beat is the area which is assigned to him for reporting. The
term 'beat' has been defined as 'the exclusive territory assigned to a reporter or a
series ofplaces visited by a reporter to gather news'. Or you can call it as 'a
particular subject or area covered by a reporter for gathering news' . Police, courts,
municipalcorporation, collector's office, hospitals, universitycarnpuses, etc., are

the examples ofbeats.

In crime reporting we shall learn how a reporter should take very systematic

and calculated steps to present the facts. In court reporting we shall discuss the
legal aspects a reporter should be aware ofand the rnain features ofcourt reporting.
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Apart fromthis, the areas ofhealth, civil administration, civic affairs, culture and

education are very critical for our social systens. Reporting about these important
issues definitelyhelps in improving the situation at many levels. Hence it is befitting
in the scheme of things to discuss these interesting and challenging aspects of
reporting.

3.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

Aft er going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Understand different aspects ofreporting for various areas

o Explain the basic features of reporting for crime, courts, health, civil
administration, civic society, culture, political and education beats

s Discuss the precautionary measures to be taken while reporting on very
critical issues

3.2 CRIME REPORTING

What constitutes crime? The dictionary meaning says crime is 'a wrong act that is

against the law' or 'a violation oflaw' and it is also defined as an act or omission
punishable by law.

Crime is an important beat in big, medium and small newspapers because it
is the inseparable part ofcity coverage. The reason is that people take considerable

interest inthern Sex and crime have the highest rating points in media interms of
sale. The mass media cannot afford to paddle sex for the fear ofmoralpolice in
India, but theydo carry crime stories to a considerable extent. Crime stories are

widely read and add to the circulation of a newspaper and establish its credibility
aswell.

Crime is the dark side ofhuman society and is associated with negative
manifestations ofhumannature and behaviour. Despite its dark connotations it
hoids a tremendous attraction for the common man and that is why stories related
to crime are taken very seriously by the readers. Like other news stories, it is
imperative for a newspaper to inform its readers about the incidents ofcrime that
are happening in the city, state, country or the world. Crime reporting is one of
highly responsible and a specialized job, though mostly it is assigned to a junior
reporter or a cub reporter.

Fortunately, the police beat is considered as the best training ground for
future investigative and diplomatic correspondents. As Richard Critchfield writes
n The Indian Reporter's Guide,

'While speech reporting fiains the ear and sports reporting the eye,

crime coverage gives the new reporter a broad range of events on

which to exercise his talents, usually providing action stories with
narrative as well as humandrama.'



The point canbe driven home with the heS ofan exanple. The crime reporter
of a local newspaper got a tip-off that two children aged 12 and 8 years,
respectively,, had drowned in a pond. The police simply registered a case of
accident. Whenthe reporter visited the accident spot, he spoke to severalpeople
some ofwhom claimed to be the eyewitnesses. There was so much variation in
their statements that he began to suspect a foulplay. Then he asked for a long
bamboo which he inserted in the pond and was shocked to discover that the pond
was onlythree feet deep!Autopsyreportofthe children indicatedthat therewas
mud in the nails ofdeceased children When he reported the matter in his newspaper

in all its sordid details, the police had to change the case from accident to murder.

Crime stories seemto be more of a staple diet in evening papers than the
morning dailies. At any given day, you find screaming headlines in evening papers

selling at traffic intersections or outside local train stations or metro stations. Since

evening papers are published mostly fromthe major cities, it is easyto infer that
the crime is largelyurban innature and is ofmajor interest to urbanites. During the
yesteryears, dacoity in Chambal area constituted a major part ofcrime stories
throughout the country and you know verywell that it is a rural crime.

3.2.1 Ingredients of a Crime Story

How does one report crime cases? Here a partial list ofquestions to be asked by
areporteris given:

Casualties: Was anyone killed? Ifso, how? Similarly, was anyone injured?
How? What were the weapons used? What happened to the dead? Was a well-
knownpersonkilled?

Property Loss: What was the value ofproperty lost or damaged? What
exactlywas stolen, defaced or destroyed?

Method of Crime;How was the crime committed? What weapons, ifany,
were used? How were the victims treated by the criminals? Was this a repetition
ofanysimilar crime?

Motive:What moved the criminal to commit the crime? What did the victims
report? What did the police or other witnesses have to say?

Arrest; State the names of arrested people, along with their age and
occupation. What formalcharge was preferred? How didthe police apprehend
the criminals? Where were they taken to?

Clues: Did the criminal leave behind him any clues? What clues did the
witnesses provide? What clues are the police investigating? Is a description ofthe
criminals available?

3.2.2 Classification of Crime Cases

A crime reporter has to build-up good contacts in police. Besides he should have

a good knowledge of relevant sections of IPC that the police commonly uses
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against the accusedpersons. Some ofthe more coflrmon crimes maybe classified
as follows:l

(1) 'Abetment' means assisting and aiding, facilitating or instigating a crime.
usually, the punishment inthis case isthe same as forthe offence itself

(2) When there is an agreement betweentwo or more individuals to commit an
offence, it counts as a criminalconspiracy. It involves some actionbesides
the agreernent inpursuance ofthe plan by one or more parties to the scheme.

(3) Offences against the state comprise anti-national activities like sedition and
assaulting state officers among others.

(4) offences concemed with the naly and anny comprise desertion, mutiny,
giving shelter to a deserter, insubordination and pretending to be a military
personnel.

(5) Offences which spoil the social order and public tranquility are rioting and
arson, taking part in an unlawful gathering, hiring and encouraging people to
get involved in an unlawful assembly, attacking public servants and abetting
animosity between classes or communities.

(6) Offences concemed with public servants include comrptio4 illegal financial
indulgence and impersonating as a public servant. Other offences that can
ftrd a public sewant in the dock are: nonconpliance with law w{th an intention
to cause some fraud, forging incorrect documents, buyingpropertyillegally
or getting involved in unethical trade.

(7) In the domain ofelections the offences comprise false statements, bribery
and not keeping electionaccounts.

(8) Showing contempt for the lawful exercise ofpowers by the public servants,
for example, absconding to escape a sunmon.

(9) Rape is an offence by a man with his own wife aged below r 2 years and in
any other case involving unnatural sexual offences against the consent ofa
woman

(10) Following are the offences against property:
(a) Theft: Ifan individual, having an intention to dishonestlygrab any

movable property, takes its possession from the legal orvner without
his consent, it comprises a theft.

(b) Extortion: It involves blackrnailing to obtain illegalcompensation.
(c) Offences related to dacoity and robbery involve simple robbery

robbery on a highway at night or becoming the member of a gang
involved inthe act ofcommitting theft and dacorty.

(d) The act ofcriminal misappropriation ofproperty.
(e) A servant, clerlg banker, merchant or agent indulging in criminal b,reach

oftrust.
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(f) Getting possession of stolen property or becoming apart of ascheme
meant to concealor dispose it.

' (g) The acts ofcheating through impersonation or fraudulently inducing
delivery ofproperty or by changing or destroying a securitypossessing
some monetaryvalue.

(h) Falsified concealment or removal ofproperty or executing a filse deed.

(i) The acts of mischief resulting in damage to a sum of fifty rupees or
more, or tlrough indulging in purposeless maiming or killing an animal
of value, or causing obstruction to a public drainage resulting in
reduction ofin ater supply to farm lands, destroying bridges and public
roads, darnaging landmarks, mischiefthrough explosives and fire, etc.

O The illegal and irmnoral acts counting as criminaltrespass, e.g. lurking
with an intention to intimidate or in pursuance of any other illegal
scheme, trespassing ahouse at night or deceitfullybreaking open any
closed container or any other vessel containing property.

(k) The acts ofoffences relatedto docunrents andtrade orproperfymarks,
e.g. forgery and counterfeiting plates or seals with an intention to
effectuate a forgery destroying or defacing a document of will,
falsification and manipulation ofaccounts. It further involves the use of
fake trademarks and cotxrterfeiting the national currency.

( I 1) Following are the acts of offences concerned with human body:

(a) The offences that affect life:

(i) Committing a murder or putting up an attempt to commit a
murder.

@ An act born ofnegligence but which may cause death, with or
without the realintention ofconrnitting it.

(iif Causing injury or death through a blind, rash or negligent act.

(iv) An offence amounting to abetment of suicide by insane, child,
idiot, intoxicated, delirious person or someone not in his proper
frameofmind.

(v) Atternptto commit suicide.

(b) Offences related to injuring unborn children, causing miscarriages,
abandoning infints and cover up a newborn's birthby secretly disposing
the dead body.

(c) Offences related to intentionally injuring someone with dangerous
weapons or drugs, wrongfirl confinement tluough assault and criminal
force to stop a public seryant from performing his duties, outrage a

woman's modesty, dishonour a person, etc.

(d) Offences related to kidnapping, aMuction, slaveryand forced labour:

(i) Kidnapping withtheintentionto get ransom.

(if Abductfurg someone withthe motive to kill.
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(iif Kidnapping a woman to force her into marriage or ruining her
modesty.

(iv) The evil practices ofprocuring a minor girl or irportation ofgirl
from a foreign country bulng and getting possession ofa minor
for prostitution.

(v) Kidnapping an individualwith an intention to slavery or hurt. It
. also involves aMucting a child to grab its property.

(12) Giving filse evidence and committing offences against public justice system
such as destroying documents, providing false evidence, sheltering capital
offenders, resisting lawful apprehension and questioning, insulting public
servants performing theirjudicial duties, etc.

(13) There are certain offences concerning coins, currency and government
stanps. These conprise forgery cotnrterfeiting, possessing counterfeit nnney
and fabricated stamps, etc.

( 14) Otrences in the area of weights and measures involve the deceitful use of
false tools and instruments for the purpose ofweighing and measuring. It
further involves the manufacture ofsuch instruments.

( I 5) The law mentions certain offences that affect the public healtl1 convenience,
safety, morals and decency. These comprise intentionally spreading diseases,

adulterating eatables and medicine, harnpering public water supplies, careless

dri riog on public roads to put human life at riSk, using fire and explosives to
harm hunran life and properly, not taking sufficient measures to avert possible
dangen by the frll of a building over which the individual possesses the right
to renovation and repair, engaging in a public nuisance, selling obscene
books and literature, wlgar songs or running unauthorized lottery office.

( 1 6) The law provides for certain cognizable offences conceming religion. These
include darnaging or defiling a religious place, spitefully insuhing the religious
beliefs of a community, disturbing a religious gathering or congregation,
disturbing a firneral procession with wrong intentions, hurting religious feelings
ttrough verbal or behavioural gesfires.

( 1 7) There are certain pturishable offences related to the institution ofmarriage.
For example, by deceit a man may cause a woman, not his legal wife, to
think that he will marry her and share an accofl]modation with her on the
basis ofthis false belief Further, it is counted as adultery an offence, if
somebody entices a married woman with criminal intent.

( 1 8) Defamation is an offence. It is prohibited to sell the printed matter which is
defamatorybynature.

(19) Insult, criminalintimidationandirritations like qpreadingafalserumourwith
the intention ofdisturbing public peace, or coercion through unidentified
conrnunication, or making an individual believe that he will become an object
ofdivine anger, or insulting the modesty of a woman through behaviour and
words, or visiting a public place while drunk thus causing annoyance to
fellow humanbeings.
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This is aprettyexhaustive list ofcriminal acts and areporter covering crime

must frmiliarize himselfwith it. It is equally important that he is familiar with the

processes of dispensation ofjustice.

Apart fromthis, a crime reporter shouldhave a sharp news sense, a nose

for news and he should be able to separate chafffrom the grain, i.e. the truth from
lies. Besides, he must follow the code of ethics and should be as objective as

humanly possible and refrain from cheap gimmicks and sensationalism. Further,

reports that glorify the activities of criminals should be discouraged and

sensationalism shouldbe boycotted at anygivenpoint oftime. The standards of
decency and good taste should be maintained.

3.3 CRIME AS NEWS

The crime news comprises many types. It may range from rape, kidnapping,

blackmail, fraud, burglaries, robberies, accidents, fires and murders.

3.3.L Fires

Fires are commonoccurrences throughout lndia. The numberoffire incidents

mysteriously goes up during sumlners, particularly in slums. While reporting a fire

incident, the reporter should take care to get the essential elements like number of
persons kilted or injured, the quantum of damage to the property, the loss of
valuables, etc. He should also find out the response time ofthe fire brigade and the

swiftness offirefighting operations and the adequacy ofwater supply. He should

talk to eyewitnesses and look for some act ofbravery or cowardice'

The following is a sample.

Four major fire incidents in Delhi2

New Delhi Apr 2.

Four major fire incidents were reported from the national capital

today; including one at former Union minister Ram Vilas Paswan's

residence and another at the lncome Tax office. Four persons,

including a three-year-old girl, were injured and two expensive cars

and various items in a saree shop were gutted in the incidents, fire

brigade and police officials said. The incidents came a day after

Comptroller and auditor general (CAG) pointed out in its
performance audit of the fire brigade that fire safety and prevention

measures were not adequately enforced in many buildings in the

capital. A fire broke out in Mr. Paswan's 1 2 Janpath residence here

this afternoon, inwhichtwo expensive cars were gutted. Theblaze

2 'Four major fire incidents in Delhi.' Daily News & Analysis. Api,l2,2010.
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was reported from the garage at around 3:15 pm and three fire
tenders were rushed to the spot to douse the flarnes, fire brigade
officials said. They said the fire broke out in the fibre sheet apparently

due to a short circuit. Two cars-anAudi and a HondaAccord-
were gutted in the incident but no one was injured. The LJP chief
was in Patra when the incident took place. Last year on May 1 3, a

fire broke out in the same house due to a short circuit in which
several household items, including cupboards, antrque statues, sofa

sets and chairs were desfroyed. Another incident was reported from
Income Tax Office here in which a labourer suffered minor burn
injuries. Seven labourers were trapped inside the fourth floor ofthe
building at ITO crossing after the fire broke out when they were
engaged in woodwork there. Sixteen fire tenders were rushed to
douse the flames and the labourers were rescued, fire officials said,

adding one ofthem received minor injuries. The reason behind the

fire is yet to be ascertained. In the third incident, a fire broke out in
a shop in a busy market in cenftal Delhi but no one was injured.The
blaze was reported from the saree shop onAjmal Khan Road in
Karol Bagh at around 2 pm. Eight fire tenders were rushed to the

spot to douse the flames. The fire broke out due to an electrical
short-circuit. The officials said no one was injured in the incident
and theywere ascertaining the loss. In the fourth incident, a three-
year-old girl and her parents were injured when a fire broke out in
a slum cluster in south Delhi's Kishangarh early this morning. The

three were identified as Pappu and Seema, both 26, and their three-

lear-old daughter Priyanka. They were rushed to Safdarjung
hospital w-here they were undergoing teatment. "The fire may have

been caused because ofa carelesslythrown bidi"..but we are yet to
ascertain thecause," officials said. PTI SJY

3.3.2Itromicide

Murders, being sensational in nature, car$/ more news value. So they are considered
more important in crime reporting. The more high profile and sensational a murder
is, the more qpace it will get in the newspapers and will be qplashed with prominence.
Murders like Shivani Bhatnagar murder, or, for thatmatter,murder ofJessica Lal
that even inspired a movie hogged headlines for weeks to come. Arushi murder
case is still in the news even after the CBI recommended its closure. For reporting
a murder case, the reporter should ideally conduct hiVher own investigations. This
is possible to some extent in smalltowns and state capitals, but in metropolitan
cities like Delhi Mumbai, Kolkata or Chennai, the press depends onpolice for
information and normally there is a big time gap between their own investigations
and the police version. Ideally, a crirne reporter should rush to the scene of crime
as soon as possible after receiving the tip-offfrom his/her sources and gather all
the relevant facts. The dependence ofpress onpolice in such serious matters like



murder always hampers the search for the truth. If you can groomyourself to
investigate the murders independently, your investigative shlls will sharpen and the

experience ofreporting crimes like murder will be a ttrilling and exciting one.

Besides, you will also be able to see for yoursefi how attempts are made to hush

up such cases. The experience will be useful for you in the due course of your

career.

The following is a sample.

Teenage girl taken to Dwarka apartment, killed; one

arrested3

Shalini Narayan New Delhi, November 18. A man was arrested

for murderin ga l6-year-old girl at his rented apartrnent in Dwarka

early on Saturday morning. The victim, a resident ofWest Delhi's

Vikaspuri area, was reported missing on Thursday, when she didn't

retum from her tuition class. According to the police, the victim and

the accused were well-acquainted.According to the police, the victim,

a resident of Hastasal village in Vikaspuri had left for her tuition

class at 3.30 pm on Thursday. At 6.30 pm, she reportedly told a

friend ofhers to go home, stating that she would come home later

by bus. But the girl never returned." She left with the accused to

his rented apartment in Dwarka," said a senior police offrcer. The

accrsed identified as OmYadav (28), a construction material vendor

residing in Vikaspuri, allegedly took the girl to his Janata flat no

1481 in Sector 16, Dwarka. Meanwhile, the family---clueless about

the victim's whereabouts-registered a case of kidnapping with
the Vikaspuri police station the following day. The victim's elder

sister reportedly told the police that she received a call from an

unknown number around 8.46 am on Friday. "It was my sister. All
she said rvas didi, and started crying," she mentioned in an FIR.

Investigators are currentlytryurg to identifythe source ofthe call.

People residing in the victim's neighbourhood disclosed that the girl

and the accused had been seen together on several occasions. Yadav

was detained for questioning, following which he disclosed that he

had rented an apartment in Dwarka 15 days ago. Deputy
Commissioner of Police (West) V Renganathan said, "We found

the victim's body with her throat slit at the apartment this morning.

Her body has been taken for a post-mortem examination." When

Newsline reached the flat, located in pocket B of Dwarka, it was

found locked. However, through an open window ofthe one-bedroom

apartment, one could see a single bed, a television set placed in a

corner, bottles of water and soft drinks arranged a top a small

3 'Gort hospitals to get corporate makeover: DL.' Times of India, December 4,2010'
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refrigerator. tn the backyard, the police found four bottles of corex
cough syrup and a few used contraceptives.,,'We are waiting for
the medical examination report to check ifthe victim was raped or
not," the officer said, adding that a dagger has been recovered.
The accused has admitted his guilt, the police said, adding that nobody
else was involved in the crime. Renganathan said, "we have arrested
the accused. Earlier, we had filed a case ofkidnapping under Section
363 ofthe IPC. Now we have registered a case under Section 302
of the IPC (murder)." The victim, a class XI student, was living
with her parents and two siblings in Vikaspuri. Her father was a
hawaldar in the Army. Caution, however. should be taken and the
reporter has to refrain from leveling uncorroborated statements
against one party or the other. There are always vested interests
out to take the reporter for a ride. so a crime reporter has to get
hisArer facts right bytalking to the IO (Investigating Officer) and
the eyewitnesses or relatives of the victim(s) and sare should do
proper cross-checking before including any fact in his/trer report.

3.3.3 Accidents

Newqpapers report cases ofaccidents on the basis ofpolice bulletins or information
given by the police spokesman only. Reporters are sent only to cover major cases
of accidents like building collapse or landslide. However, our suggestion is that as
acrimereporteryou shouldrushto the scene ofamajoraccidentto give authenticity
to the story. The following is a storyfromthe Indian Express of 16 November
2010.

30 killed, dozens injured as building collapses in East Delhia

Express News ServiceNew Delhi, November 15.

At least 30 people were killed and nearly 50 others injured when a
four-storeyresidential building collapsed in east Delhi tonigh! police
and hospital authorities said.

Some 60 people were rescued from the building in Lalita park area
oflaxmi Nagar, but scores of others are still feared to be trapped,
a seniorpolice official said.

Doctors and officials at Lok Nayak Jai prakash Hospital and Lal
Bahadur Shastri Hospital said 13 dead people were brought to the
two centres.

RAGautam, Medical Superintendent ofLBS, said 20 injured were
brought to the hospital, ofwhich four are in a critical condition.



Fire brigade, police and MCD officials were engaged in the rescue

operation and removal ofdebris with the help of local residents.

Finance Minister A K Walia, who rushed to the spot, said the

foundation ofthe old building could have weakened due to the heavy

rains in the Monsoon season when water ofthe Yamuna river flooded

the area. Locals said some water was still there in the basement of
the building. Some eyewitnesses also claimed that construction of
an extra floor was going on when the incident took place. Many of
the injured were labourers." Such a large building just went down

in minutes," an eyewitness said.People gathered in large numbers

in the area. Locals complained that initially there were no power

and no cranes to help in the rescue efforts. Ambulances and PCR
jeeps were seen rushing the injured persons to hospitals. For a better

understanding ofthe subject, the same accident we are producing

from Times of India, 1 5 November 20 1 0.
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3.4 COURT REPORTING

There are courts of law in most ofthe Indian cities. They exist even in srnall towns.

Inanydemocraticcountythat abidesbylaw, there are severalcourtswithdifferent
jurisdictions. In places where there are few courts, new ones are being

established.You maywonder why it matters. How a large number of courts are

related to court reporting? Well, it does have a bearing on it. Earlier what mattered

in India were only the criminal cases and newsworthy hearings and orders ofhigh
courts andthe Supreme Court. It was for the simple reasonthat no newspaper

could aford covering all the courts during the initial days. However, in the age of
judicial actil,ism and public interest litigation, the coverage of courts has definitely
gone up in the newspapers. The newspapers have no optionbut to tum a blind eye

towards civil courts where endless number ofcases are pending which keep lying

dusting for years together. Youngsters file the cases and they grow older, in some
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cases litigants have passed away but the cases are yet to be resolved. So it is
obvious that when even the litigants lose the interest, we cannot expect more from
the readers?

3.4.1 Court Reporters and Legal Correspondents

These days aknost allthenewspapers that matterhave full-time correspondents
for their court beat. Normally, these are law graduates who have fair knowledge
of law and legal proceedings. In case of papers coming out of state capital-s,
nonnally stringers do thejob ofreporting court cases. In rnany cases, these stringers
are professional advocates. Correspondents in the districts and smaller towns-
cornrnonly called mofussil correspondents in newspaper parlance-also cover
court stories in their respective areas. Stringer means a parttime reporter and
these part timers belong to other professions like teaching, law or in some cases
business too. In some cases, the regular staffreport"r. ririt the court and cover
important cases.

3.4.2Hierarchy, Procedures and Jurisdictions of courts

According to the code ofcriminal procedure, 1973 (chapter 2, constitution of
Criminal Courts and Offices), in India there are following classes ofcriminal courts.
We shall begin from the lowest:

Magistrates of the Third crass; He maypass a sentence ofinrprisonment
not exceeding one month and a fine not exceeding { 50.

Magistrates of the second crass: He maypass a sentence ofimprisonment
not exceeding 6 months, including solitary confinement and a fine not exceeding T
200.

Presidency Magistrates and Magistrates of the First class: He may
pass a sentence of imprisonment not exceeding two years, including solitary
confinement and a fine not exceeding { 1,000.

courts of session (sessions Judge or Additional sessions Judge): He
may pass any sentence, but a death sentence is subject to confirmation by the
HighCourt.

High courts: They maypass any sentence, authorized by law. Above all of
therrl ofcourse, is the Supreme Court oftndia.

when a person is arrested and charged with crime, he is first taken to the
police station where he is held until he is produced before a magistrate. Arrests
mayh made with or without a warrant, depending on the crime. For example, if
someone is accused ofbuying or selling ofanyperson as a slave, Ipc 370lays
down that he may not be arrested without warrant but ifthe crime is habitually
dealing in slavery IPC 371 permits arrest without a warrant.

A wanant is a written authorization from a magistrate to the police giving
them the right to carryr out an arrest.



An offence can be either cognizable or non-cognizable. In the case ofthe
former no warrant is necessary. In the latter case, a warrant will be necessary.

There is a further classification of cases. Warrant cases (for offences

punishable with death or imprisonment or a term exceeding a year) and summons

cases (for offences punishable with imprisonment for a termnot exceeding one

year and fine).

A res t : If a person complains against another demanding the latter's arrest

he must affirm under oath that he has reasonable grounds for belief in the guilt of
the accused . Asearch wan'ant permits the search of a premise where there is

reason to believe that the evidence ofa crime maybe found. However, in certain

specific circumstances, the police have the power to search without a warrant.

A person has a constitutional right to be brought into court promptly to be

confronted with the charges agains hirn S/he cannot be held in custody for longer

tl:rrn24 hours without a special order from a Magistrate (who can authorize the

detention ofthe accused for not more than 15 days at a time).

Information relating to the commission ofa cognizable offence ifmade by a

witness or informant is recorded in writing, read over to the informant, signed by
him and entered into a book. This is called First Information Report. Anyone

acquainted with the circumstances ofa case and whose statements are recorded

by the po lice become s witne s s for the pro secution.

An investigation is carried out by the police starting with their first
knowledge of an offence committed; this can go on until the police officer is
satisfied that he has all the information necessary to form an opinion as to whether

the offence has been commiffed or not.

An inquiry is begrur after the police officer has sent the case to a Magistrate.

\f no primafocle (on the face ofit) case is made out, the Magistrate dismisses the

complaint anddischarges the accused. Ifonthe contrar-v, theMagistrate is satisfied

that aprimafacie case has been made out, he frames a charge. Hemaythentry
the case himself or commit itlbr trial to the session court.

lnhis charge .qheet or completion report that a police officer submits to
the Magistrate he m$st state (a) thenames ofthe parties (b) the nature ofthe crime

(c) thenafires ofpersons who are acquainted with the criminal case and (d) whether

the accused has been sent into custody or released on his bond with or without
sureties. This is thefinal report ofthe police officer after the completion ofhis
investigation.

A police officer making an investigation has the following duties to perform

on a day-to-daybasis:

( 1 ) He must set forth the time when the information reached him.

(2) I{e must lay down the time when he began and closed his investigation.

(3) He must name the places he has visited.

(a) He must record the circumstances.
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In a summons case, the accused appears before a Magistrate. He is told
the particulars ofthe offence charged against him and is asked to explain the cause
why he should not be convicted. In case the accused admits the offencg his
admission is recorded in his own words. He may be convicted, ifhe fails to show
sufficient cause or convince the court ofhis innocence.

If the Magistrate does not convict the accused or the accused does not
odmil the offence, the Magistrate shallhear the conrplaint (ifany) except where
the complaint has been brought by the court itself The Magistrate will then take
evidence produced by the parties or examine the accused and if he finds the
accused not guilty, he shalLacquithim Ifhe finds the accused guilty, he shallpass
sentence on himprovided he does not ask a higher court for an enhanced sentence,
or release the prisoner on probation with an admonition. The Magistrate's finding
is not limitedbytheoffence specified in the complaint or surlmons.

Ifthe complainant fails to appear, the Magistrate shall acquit the accused
unless he adjoums the hearing ofthe case to another day. However, the complainant
may, before the final order is passed, withdraw the complaint with the permission
ofthe Magistrate in which case the Magistrate then acquits the accused.

ln a case not instituted upon a complaint, any Magistrate with the sanction
ofa District Magistrate may stop proceedings at any stage without pronouncing a
judgement andrelease the accused.

Trials of Worrant Cases: In these cases the Magistrate hears the accused
and the evidence produced for his prosecution. Ifthe Magistrate finds no case can
be formulated againstthe accused, he discharges him. Ifhe decidesthere is ground
for presuming the accused has committed an offence, he will frame in writing a
charge against the accused. This shall be read to the accused who is asked to
plead guilty or not guilty and whether he has any defense to make.

Ifthe accusedpleads guilty, he maybe convictedbythe Magistrate. Ifhe
refuses to plead or does not plead, he is asked to state whether he wishes to
cross-examine any ofthe witnesses for the prosecution already examined. Thus
the accused is called upon to enter on his defense and produce evidence. Ifthe
accused is found not guilty, he is acquitted. In the opposite scenario, the case is
referred to the Court of Sessions to trythe accused for a sentence legally rnatching
withthe offence.

Trials before High court and court of sessions: In the High court all
trials are byjury, though in the court of Sessions the jury may be substituted by
the assessors. The accused is brought before the court, the charge is read and
explained to him and he is asked whether he pleads guilty or claims to be tried.

Ifhe pleads guilty, the plea is recorded and the accused can be convicted.
Ifhe refuses to plead or does not plead guifu or claims to be tried, the Court shall
choose jurors. These are chosen by lot and their number is nine. Ajuror may be
objected to byeither the prosecutor or the accused, though the Judge's decision is
final. In the I{igh Court, the judge is bound bythe uranimous verdict ofthe jury. In
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the Court ofSessions, the Judge, ifhe disagrees with the unanimous verdict, can

submit the matter to the High Court, giving the grounds ofhis disagreement.

3.4.3 Sources of News in Legal Reporting

As we have discussed in the last units that the success of a reporter in any kind of
coverage depends on hiVher contacts and sources. The capability of accessing

the records is also equally important. So these parameters ofsuccess are applicable

to court reporting as well. For a court reporter or a iegal correspondent, the key

source to be cultivated is the clerk ofthe court, who is responsible for maintaining

the court records. It is he who makes the copies ofcourt proceedings available for

a fee. Checking and re-checking of records is of primary concern for a court

reporter and that is anuphill task for himwithout inside he$. Besides, the reporter

can also contact the judge in case the case is too high profile. Thoughjudges are

hardly the sources of news, yet some of them are definitely publicity minded.

Further, the court reporter should also be in contact with the lawyers who are

dealing with the case. In case, there are different lawyers in a single case, the

rryorter should strike a balance between them and get the important ffirmation
from them. Howeveq care should be taken to get a sotrce which is as impartial as

possible. The reporter should be able to jot down notes in a crowded courtroorn

In many cases, it becomes difficult to get a seat in the court room. Besides, he

should be fast in reporting to his newspaper as those who work for afternoon

papers or news agencies have to be faster. In many cases, they are required to
give updates even when the court proceedings are going on. Following is a sample.

This story has been quoted from IndianExpress, New Delhi Edition,

dated 16November2010.

Darbari, Mohindroo remanded in police custody for six days

UtkarshAnand & Neeraj Chauhan

New Delhi, November 16. A day after the CBI arrested former

Commonwealth Games officials T S Darbari and Sanjay Mohindroo

for allegedly subjecting investigators probing the Queen's Baton

Relay to "evasive and non-cooperative behaviour", a Delhi court,

on Tuesday, allowed the agency to keep them in custody for
interrogation over a period of six days."

The order of custodial interrogation is justified in the given

circumstances... Both the accused, who were arrested only
yesterday, are in custody. Further custodial interrogation is required

to unearth the conspiracy to ascertain the involvement of other co-

accused, and find out how the ill-gotten money was used by them.

They have been remanded in poiice custody till November 22,"

Special CBI Judge A S Yadav said.
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The CBI had sought seven da),s' police custody for Darbari, former
Joint Director General, and Sanjay Mahendroo, former Deputy
Director General ofthe Organising Committee (OC), alleging that
the duo had to be arrested as they remained evasive ancl non-
cooperative during questioning.The application stated that "volumes
of incriminating documents rvere recovered from their residential
premises, besides the OC's office." Investigating Officer M R
Kadole further told the court that Darbari and Mohindroo had to be
interrogated together to uncover their alleged collusion with UK-
based AM Films, AM Cars and Van Hire Ltd. lts owner, Ashish
Patel, is the alleged beneficiary ofthe fraud, amounting to 1.46 lakh
pounds. The FIRs registered bythe CBI have also identified OC
Director Raj Singh, Patel and unknown commiffee officials as the
accused. under charges of cheating, forgery and criminal conspiracy,
besides provisions of the Prevention of comrptionAct. countering
the allegations, the counsels for Darbari and Mohindroo submitted
that the duo had always co-operated in the probe. ,.The CBI had
been interrogating him (Darbari) from 7.30 am to I 1 pm on Monday,
and his house was also thoroughly searched. Whatever documents
they wanted to recover, they have already got. Hence, custodial
interrogation in the case - based completely on documentary
evidence - was unnecessary" Deepak Dhingra, Darbari,s counsel,
said. Darbari, howeveq claimed that he was not a part of the
tendering process for the relay and had nothing to do with any
financial transactions. "Thirteen members ofthe oc were invoived
in awarding the contract, and I was never one ofthem. Moreover.
an empowered committee headed by M Jayachandran (sacked OC
official) was constituted to award the contract,,, Darbari told the
judge. Mahendroo's counsel raised a similar plea. To an application
seeking rnedical care during custod,v, the court strongly objected to
Darbari's demands for his own food and ciothes.
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3.4.4 Contempt of Court

A slight twist-voluntary or involuntary---can resuh in contempt ofcourt which is
a serious offence on the part ofa reporter. So you should take utmost precaution
to avoidanyconterrpt ofcourt. You can easilytrace the law relatingto contempt
of court from the Contempt of Court Act, l97l and some other case laws.
Contempt canbe a civil or criminal offence.

Civil Contempt

Civilcontempt signifieswillfirl disobedience to anyjudgement, decree, directiorl
order or other process of a court, of willful breach of an undertaking given by a
person to a court. Ifthere is ignorance ofthe court order leading to unintentional
breach, there willbe no civil contempt.

Criminal Contempt

Criminalcontenpt isapplicablewhenapiece ofwriting orpublishing ofanymaterial
that scandalizes orbrings down the authorityofa court; or interferes or prejudices
with the due course ofjudicial proceedings.

CrmcxYouR PRocRESS

1. In which areas, should the court reporter have proper knowledge and
information?

2. State two qualities that a court reporter should adopt in his writing style?

3. Give one example of an eventuality that could be considered as civil
contempt ofcourt.

4. Give one example ofan eventualitythat could be considered as criminal
contempt ofcourt.
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3.5 HEALTHCARE REPORTING

In India, with the boom in healthcare sector, the health beat has acquired
considerable inportance and become a fuIl-fledged beat. The preventive measures

to check the spread ofdiseases, issues related to public health at large, availability
ofdoctors and medicines in the hospitals, all these issues fallunder the jurisdiction

ofthis beat. Ahealth reporter has to keep an eye on all these issues and report the
developments accordingly to the newspaper.

As far as sources in the health beat are concerned, the reporter has to
maintain contacts with hospital staffand doctors. Sometimes when a MP patient
is admittedtothe hospital thisbeatassumes added inportance aswehavediscussed
in the last units that the people ofprominence have considerable news value.

A health beat reporter has to keep moving in hospitals and keep himself
akeast ofdevelopments. He should also have a rapport withthe inportarit patients

and staffmembers. In case anynews breaks out, he must be in a position to know
the vital facts related to the incident. In majority of cases, victims of crime also
land up in hospitals and that is where health and hospital reporter takes over from
the crime reporter.

Since the hospitals are usually runby the health department ofthe respective

state governments, thejob ofa healthreporter further extends to keep intouch
with the bigwigs ofthis department as well. He has to be aware ofthe major policy
decisions takenby this department and for this he has to be on good tenns with
the biggest policymaker-the health minister. Following is a sample story.

Govt hospitals to get corporate makeover: DL5

HYDERABAD: Healthminister D L RavindraReddy onFriday
said government hospitals will be upgraded onpar with corporate

hospitals to provide medical facilities to patients under theArogyasri

scheme.

Talking to the media soon after taking charge, the minister said

poor infrastructure and medical facilities in government hospitals

had forced the government to allow corporate hospitals to provide

treatment to patients under the scheme. This had given scope for
criticism that the scheme was launched to help corporate hospitals,

he said.

Listing out his plan of actionto erase this "misconception", Reddy
said that the department would take up a 75-day'Arogya Bata'
from January to create awareness among people about the medical
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facilities in government hospitals. All district hospitals would get
high end medical equipmen! he said.

Ravindra Reddy said secondary healthcare will be provided in all
primary health care centres (PHCs) in a phased manner. t 450
crore was allocated to establish 500 sub-health centres, 114 new
PHCs, 100 communityhealth and cluster offices in the villages in a
yeat.

He observed that the state was allocating I .l per cent oftotal GDp
for medical and healthcare as against the 6oh recommended by
the Planning Commission. Reddy said doctor posts, 405 inAP Vidya
VidhanaParishad (APVVP), 989 in Directorate ofHealth and435
in medical education and2,35l staffnurse posts in government
hospitals will be filled during this financial year.
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3.6 CIVI ADMII{ISTRATION REPORTING

Civil adnrinistration basicallymeans the governance at the district headquarters or
divisional headquarters. Areporter whose beat is civil administration has basically
to report onthe firnctioning ofthe Government at district or divisional levels. That
means functioning ofthe Collectorate which is a revenue-minting rnachineryofthe
state govemrnent. The in-charge ofthis revenue-yielding unit ofthe state govemrnent
is the Collector or the District Magistrate who is a representative of the state
govemment responsible for running the district.

The office ofa Collector or District Magistrate has several departments
looked aft er by deputy collectors, t ehsil dars and naib (deputy) tehsil dars.often
the district is divided into different tehsils. The revenue thus collected goes to the
treasury ofthe state govemment. Together the Collector and the Superintendent
ofPolice (SP) form a teamthat looks after the law and order ofthe district.

A reporter that is assigned the civil administration beat has to maintain contact
with all the revenue authorities ofthe district. They are his sources ofinformation.
He has to keep an eye on the activities of civil authorities in the district, on
development (or backwardness) issues and ensure a free and fair reporting of
these matters to his readers, he has to oversee the civilorder. However, reporting
civil administration does not involve covering just tranquil issues. It includes civil
disorder as well.

3.6.1 Reporting Civil Disorder

As a reporter, you have to be cautious when reporting on a communally sensitive
matter. The simple reason behind this is that India is a country with pluralistic
religious and social diversities and various linguistic groups. To be biased towards
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a particular frittU linguistic or social gloup would be unethical. You will have to use

your discretion with due respect for everyone.

The right or wrong depends upon the circumstances and a host of other

things. What one goup mayconsiderright, the other $oupmayconsiderwrong.
The concerned communities may have a conflicting stand about a single issue.

Kashmir still happens to be a communal tinderbox. So the news organizations

have to be extremely careful about reporting the events ofcommunal nature.

when the militancy was at its peak in Punjab during the early eighties,

reportedly a number ofmassacres of innocent people took place. In one case, the

terrorists stopped abus ofHaryana Roadways, singled out passengers belonging

to a particular community and opened indiscriminate fire on them. However, the

papers did not mention the community in their reports.

The same procedure is followed while reporting communalriots. The idea

behind this is to prevent any further tersion building up between the communities.

This is the reason why places ofworship affected in riots are not referred by their

ffUIleS.
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3.7 CIVTC AFFAIRS REPORTING

The reporter assigned to local bodies such as a municipal corporation or urban

authority is responsible for reporting the meetings of civic bodies. His job also

includes analysis and reporting on matters of local administration, such as

developmentplans, housing schemes, roa$water, slum and sanitation schemes.

What really make stories in this beat are inefficiency, maladministration and

comrption which are rampant in localbodies. The public looks up to them for

getting unbiased information.

In smaller towns, it is the municrpahty that deserves the media attention for

the coverage oflocal affairs. In district headquarters and state capitals it is the

municipal corporation that should be the focus ofmedia. Inbigger cities like Delhi

and Mumbai, it is the metropolitan cotmcil as well as greater municipal corporations

that must be in the priority list of the reporter. In Delhi, there are Municipal

corporation of Delhi (MCD) and New Delhi Municipal corporation (NDMC)

which serve as the news sources for civic affairs matters. There are a lot ofstories

that are available in civic affairs beat. Suchbeats are known as 'newsy' beats as

they are full of news stories.

The civic affair reporting is a good training ground for those reporters who

later develop their skills in legislature reporting. The coverage ofmeetings oflocal

municipal corporation enables the reporters to cover the proceedings of state

assembly or Parliament. Following is a sample story.



Debt-ridden, dengue-hit MCD had a tough year
The Times of lndia News Service

New Delhi, Dec 29 .Year 20 I 0 brought some successes and lots of
miseries to the Municipal Corporation ofDelhi. The civic agency's

work largely involved Games related projects, including
streetscaping, sheetlighting and creating parking space near JN
Stadium, but it failed to complete the projects on time.

Some work like the Chandni Chowk redevelopment project was

not taken up at all while at least three projects - upgrade of
streetlights, Kushak Nullah bus parking bay and road underpass at

Sewa Nagar - came under the CVC scanner. MCD workers were
also deployed to carry-out some last-minute damage control by
cleaning up the Games Village following criticism by athletes over
sanitation standards - mentioned by the ruling BJP several times
to claim credit for the "good work' done. Rising incidence ofdengue
ahead ofthe Games also gave MCD a tough time.

MCD completed the construction of its much-awaited new
headquarters at the city's tallest building, named Dr Shyama Prasad

Mukherjee Civic Centre. The 'green building' will house all offices
and wings of MCD. The 2S-storey, 112m-tall building was
inaugurated onApril22 byUnion home minister P Chidarnbaram but
the civic agency has been unable to shift all its offices there.

The Games projects and failure to tap more revenue sources made

it difiicult for MCD to release arrears ofthe sixthpaypanel ontime
to most of its employees or make payment to contractors. The
contractors staged a tool-down strike, which was withdrawn only
after MCD released apart of their payment. Sanitation workers
also held protests demanding timely wages.

In MCD's 20ll-12 budget unveiled in December, municipal
commissioner K S Mehra proposed a 5% hike in propertytax citing
the { 2,800-crore debt. BJP, the ruling party in MCD House, and

opposition Congress said theywould oppose this.

Towards the year-end, the corporation faced criticism over its failure
to check unauthorized construction after a multi-storey building with
two illegal floors collapsed in east Delhi killing 71 people. MCD
conducted a survey in the area and issued notices to 63 8 buildings
while some were demolished. Four officials of the civic bodywere
suspended after an intemal vigilance probe into the building collapse.
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3.8 CULTURE REPORTING

Every town, city or metro in India possesses a cultural life of its own. There are

theatres, cultural activities and fimctions. Different activities related to art and culture

are organized in every city. There is a dedicated audience for such activities. Many
people want to update themselves about the events and happenings on the culfiral
front. This is the reason why art and culture is a full-fledged beat in a newspaper.

The reporter who is assigned this beat must have a good knowledge of
these activities. For example, ifhe has to report on a play that is being staged in the

city, he should know the inside out of elements that constitute a drama. In many

cases, the reporters go through the script in advance and then evaluate the
performance ofthe actors whether they did justice to their roles or not. Same is

applicable in case of dance performances and music. The reporters that have a

background in art and culture are usually assigned this beat.

3.9 EDUCATION REPORTTNG

The education beat has assumed considerable importance presently. It has all the
possibilities of giving good stories to a reporter. With the rapid expansion in the

education sector-government education department, sc ientifi c and re search

institutes, universities, academic and other learned bodies and school systern--
education is now an important beat that has considerable interest for the readers.

Since halfoflndianpopulation corrprises youngsters, their educational institutions

have acquiredpossibilities ofgiving goodnews stories. Usually, the students and

teachers organization always come up with their set ofissues and problems leading

to discussions, protests and agitations. Research sfudies and their resuhs, conducted
in various subjects by the departments in universities, are a potential source of a
number ofnews items. Parents also want the problems like increase in school fees

and inproving quality of education to be higtrlighted in the newspapers.

What is expected of the reporter working on this beat is to be alert and
aware ofthe developrnents in this sector. In many cases, students or student leaders

are appointed stringers who cover the campuses and get published in the
newspapers. Following is a sample story.

HRD ministry to give UGC event a miss

AkshayaMukul

Times NewsNetwork

New Delhi, November 13. Despite the University Grants
Commission's contention that everything is hunky dory with the

ongoing conference ofvice-chancellors - jointly organised with the



Association of Indian Universities (AIU) - the HRD minis(v will
give the event amiss.

Two senior officials - higher education secretaryVibha Puri Das
and joint secretaryAmit Khare - who were to speak at the event
have decided to playtruant.

Sources said, the secretary is very upset with the news of a grant
of t 1 crore to a private institution for the event from non-plan
fund. The ministry is likely to seek explanation from the UGC.
"Expenditure from non-plan fund is scrutinised by the expenditure
department ofthe frnance ministry," a source said.

The UGC, on its part, clarified that the event is organised with
the AIU to avoid duplication of efforts on higher education.
According to the UGC, all financial rules and austerity norms of
government have been followed.

The UGe chimed that in the past, too, it has given a grant ofmore
than T I crore for academic activity without specifying the exact
nature for which the sum was sanctioned.

The UGC maintained that { 13 crore was given to the North-East
HillUniversity, Shillong, to organise the Indian Science Congress
and { 5 crore to the Punjab University for an international
conference. The UGC said on number of occasions it has given
financial assistance to private deemed universities for "such tlpe
ofacademic activities". For instance, funds have been disbursed to
the Kalinga Institute of Information Technology, Bhubaneswar and
SRM Institute of Science and Technology, Chennai, even though
the UGC did not speci$z academic activities.
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3.10 POLITICAL REPORTING

Political reporting is considered to be one of the most important beats in a
newspaper. It includes reporting activities, conferences and events concerning
political parties. Major political parties at the national level and even in the states,
generally have party spokespersons who regularly briefreporters about the point
ofview ofthe party on issues ofthe moment. Mind you, it is absolutely imperative
for the political parties to remain alive in the newspapers. So they keep doing
something or the other to make their presence felt in the mass media

In any news organization, political reporting is considered very important.
Particularly in India, reporting politics has been a major focus ofthe press-a
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legacy from the pre-independence period. Please remernber that press in India

has ahistoryofbeing aparticipant inthe freedom struggle.

As a political corespondent or political reporter you should know the leaders

ofmajor political parties; it willbe yourjob to know them inside out. You will also

have accessto the ministers and seniorpoliticians. Youwouldnot onlybe reporting

political events but in several cases analyzing and anticipating them as well. In this

era of coalition politics, even the regional parties are playng an important role at

the nationallevel. Hence political reporting from state capitals has become equally

inportant.

However, here is a major pitfall. As a political correspondent, the distance

between the reporter and the politician gets minimized. When Rajiv Gandhi was

the Prime Minister, the well knownjournalist M.J. Akbar had become friendly

with him. It was because both ofthembelonged to the same age group. Besides,

whenAkbar interviewed Rajiv Gandhi for his newspaper, The Telegrapft, he was

impressed with Rajiv and what many people say took a 'personal liking for the

young Prime Minister'. Critics point out that due to this personal factor even a

journalist ofthis calibre lost his objectivityand impartiality. Later,during 1989

parliamentaryelections, whichproved Rajiv Gandhi's waterloo,Akbarevenfought

election from Bihar on a Congress seat.

Politicalreporting sometimes tends to take the shape ofpolitical activism.

Several joumalists tend to become closely associated with a particular political

party so much so that their vision becomes blurred. Their writings become

persuasions primarily based on self-interest.

On the eve of elections, the parties hold press conferences to release their

manifestos, explaintheir policies and strategies for the election. Ever since electoral

politics hastssumed prominence, political reporting has come into its own' The

party manifestoes arrive with a bang comprising best possible postulate on social

justice, fighting conrnunalisrq ruraldevelopment, healttU educatiorq in short issues

which would go down well with the electorate. The very same are publicized

through various means such as press conferences, distribution tkough otganaed

outlets throughout the country and election speeches. This takes the shape of
unpaid political advertisement.

A reporter must not be seen as being the part of a political propaganda of a

particular party. To keep the sanctity ofhis profession his name should not come

to be closely associated with a particular party.

Politicalreporting is the most complex ofgenres ofreporting, requiring the

joumalist to go for detailed preparation and deep understanding ofparties and

personalities, socio-economic factors andtheirinterplay.The dependablerule for

the reporter in all events is to be non-partisan and to guard himself against being

drawn into controversy.

While covering a national meeting ofa political party, the reporter will have

to explain not onlywhat decisions are reached at the meeting but also whether



they represent any variation from the party's past policy, what effect these decisions

are likely to have on the party's future and their likely impact on other parties. The

reportermustbe dispassionate and strictlyadhereto the rulesofobjectivitywithout

attempting to project his own preferences.

A senior joumalist S. Nihal Singh says:

It is not a reporter's job to further his own political philosophy or

bias by tilting to one party of politician or the other. It is his job to

assess a situation as objectively as he can, draw his conclusions

frorn a rigorous examination of the often contradictory assertions

he has gathered and, based upon his experience and study and

present an honest picture ofthe trend.

The most difficult aspect ofpolitical reporting is to strike a balance in a

reporters' relationship withapolitician. Bythe nature ofhis job, he must cultivate

acquaintances withpoliticians and be privyto their confidences. Politicians, on the

other hand, naturally try to further their own or their parties' interests and are not

too scrupulous about the methods ofachieving their objectives. Following is a

sample of political reporting.

Doors for talks with extremists must be kept open: Sonia6

Voicing concern over spiraling extremist violence, Congress chief

Sonia Gandhi on Sunday said while such elements need to be

combated, the doors for dialogue must remain open and the prospect

of "political accommodation ' should be kept alive'

She also made it clear that the efforts of forces operating from

across the border to spread terror in the country would be fought

with determination including in Jammu and Kashmir, where the

government has appointed interlocutors to give o'new energy and

focus" to the political process.

"We are confronted with terrorist groups in Jammu and Kashmir.

In a number of states, Naxalites are using violent methods to

undermine the basis of the democratic system. In parts of northeast,

militant groups disturb peace," the Congress President said

addressing the party plenary in Burari here.

While these elements have to be combated with "all the means at

our command, the door of dialogue has to be kept open and the

prospect ofpolitical accommodation kept alive in the fioubled spots,"

Gandhi said.

6 .Doo.s fortalks with extremists must be kept open: Sonia.' Indian Express, December 19' 2010.
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7 'sonia had close association with Quattrocchi: Advani.' Times of India. January g , zolr .

In J&K, there was a need to address "the alienation of the whole
new generation of youth that has known nothing but conflict,,. At
the same time, Gandhi said security forces were facing a difficult
situation with courage and fortitude.

"The political process must get new energy and focus. That is what
our govemment has sought to do by appointing interlocutors,,, she
said.

Citing the recent bomb blast in Varanasi, Gandhi said this has
reminded that the vigil cannot be relaxed. "Let there be absolutely
no doubt about our determination to confront those elements and
organisations who operate from across the border to spread terror,
to destroy our social fabric and weaken us economically''.

In the Naxal-affected areas, the Congress President emphasised
the need to resolve issues of daily concern to tribal communities,
particularlythe loss of land and livelihood and the absence of even
the minimum basic services.

"This must go on hand-in-hand with upgrading police capabilities
and effectiveness," she said.

Sonia had close association with Quattrocchi: AdvaniT

Veteran BJP leader said Congress president Sonia Gandhi had a
close association with Italian businessman Ottavio euattrocchi, who
was a 'regular'at her house.

"Congress president Sonia Gandhi had close association with
Quattrocchi, who was a regular at her house. Though I am not
making an allegation against any person, but people should know
the details as our image has been internationallytarnished (due to
Bofors pay-offscam)," Advani told an NDA rally at the conclusion
ofthe BJP national executive meet.

"It is common knowledge that the Bofors issue was suppressed by
the government. Even the Income Tax Tribunal had pointed out
Quattrocchi had taken commission from Bofors and be taxed
accordingly, but the CBI suppressed it,"Advani alleged.

"Our image has been tarnished. I appeal to the prime Minister to
either protest or order further investigation," he said.



On comrption in Congress-ruledAssam, Advani said he was told

byrights activistAkhil Gogoi that ChiefMinister Thrun Gogoi had

acquired five houses in the USA. "Ifthis is wrong, Gogoi should

take actionand ifhe does not, thenthepublic has fullrightto accept

thatthis afact;'

On the illegal migration to Assam, he demanded the Congress

government to implement in letter and spirit the Supreme Court

directive that illegal influx should be viewed as aggression on the

country.

CrmcxYoun PnocnEss

5. How would you, as a responsible reporter, seek to restore peace in times

ofcommunaltension?

6. Whyispoliticalreporting considered as one ofthe most inrportant beats

in newspaper industrf
7. Why has education reporting acquired importance of late?

3.11 SUMMARY

o News gathering is the core ofreporting. Areport is a news itemwhich gives

information about something that has just happened. Every reporter is

allotted a beat which is the area that is assigned to him for reporting, i.e., a

particular subject or area covered by a reporter for gathering news.

o We have discussed in the last unit that proximityto the place ofoccurrence

ofnews has a good news value. So in atnost all the newspapers the news

belonging to the city ofthe place ofnewqpaper's publication is very inportant.

In a city, there are various beats for a local reporter. For exanple, he may

have to cover local crime. For this, he will have to be in touch with police

officers andother characters alike.

o To be successful a reporter will have to build up a chain ofinformers on the

basis ofhis beat which may be police, court, hospitals, civil administration,

civic bodies and civic authorities, or, for that matter, education or even

politics.

o A reporter will have to be on constant surveillance ofhis beat, so that he

never misses a single story. Amiss is considered bad for the reputation of a

reporter and is considered his inefficiency.
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3.12 KEY TERMS

Police reporter: Ajournalist who is assigned to cover news about crime
andpolice work

Cover: To have the job ofreporting on an event or a particular class of
events fbr a newspaper or a broadcasting company

Blanket coverage: Advertising to the general public with no particular
target audience inmind

Court circular: Areport ofthe official duties ofa cormtry's monarch and
other members ofthe royal family, published in a national newspaper

Legal: To send a story to a lawyer to check that it is safe to publish it

Civil society: The institutions, social relationships and organizations that
function under the rule of the state but are not necessarily aligned with it

3.13 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1 . A court reporter must be familiar with court jurisdictions, legal procedures
and the jargon. He should pay special attention to the jargon because he

will have to interpret this jargon for his readers. Besides, he should also be

adept at procuring the information from a variety of sources in and around
the court which he should be able ta translate into news. He should also

know the limit ofhis writing so that he doesn't involvehimselfincontempt
ofcourt.

2. The reporter must write the comments and staternents made in the courts in
the inverted commas. That means quote andunquote.No defendant should
be addressed as the guilty one. In case ofmatters that are sub-judice, the
term' allegedly' or'reportedly' should be used.

3. Failure ofa defendant to complywith a court's order to paya punitive sum
ofmoneytowards a fine.

4. A news item casting aspersions, by implication, on the character ofa sitting
judge inthe court.

5. As a reporter you must be aware of the urgent necessity of restoring
peace. You should carefully choose your words while reporting the
communal conflict. You will have to be discreet in phrasing the reports.
In case a temple has been defaced by people belonging to a particular
cornrnunity, you willhave to write a 'place ofworship'inplace of 'terrple'.
You will talk to some secular people in the area and highlight their impartial
comments.

6. Political reporting is considered to be one ofthe most important beats in a
newspaper. It includes reporting activities, conferences and events

o

a



concerning political parties. Major political parties at the national level and

even in the states have party spokespersons who regularly briefreporters

about the point ofview ofthepartyoncritical issues ofthe moment.

7. The educationbeat has assumed considerable irnportance today. It has all

the possibilities ofgiving good stories to a reporter. With the rapid expansion

in the education sector-government education department, scientific and

research institutes, universities, academic and other leamedbodies and school

systern--education is now an inrportant beat that has considerable interest

for the readers.

3.14 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Write a short note on crime reporting.

2. What are the special precautions taken by court reporters?

3. Givethe sources ofnews inlegalreporting.

4. What is contempt ofcourt?

5. What is the difference between healthcare reporting and civil administration

reporting?

6. Write abriefnote onculture reporting.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Give a classification of the crime cases. Also provide the ingredients of a

crime story.

2. Ct'rtically evaluate different aspects of court reporting.

3. Examine the important issues related to civic affairs reporting.

4.'Education reporting is emerging as a very influential domain inthe reporting

scenario.' Elaborate.

5. How can politicalreporting be a double-edged rveapon? Discuss.

3.15 FURTHER READING

Frost, Chris. 20 1 0. Reportingfor Journalisls. New York: Routledge'

Lorenz, Alfr ed Lawrence and John Viv ian. 200 6 - News : Rep o fi in g an d Wri t in g.

New Delhi: Pearson Education.

Mencher, Melvin. 1997. News Reporting and Writing. Madison, Wisconsin:

Brown & Benchmark Publishers.

Sharma, Seema. 2005. Journalism Reparting.New Delhi: Arunol Publications.

Singer, Eleanor and Phyllis Mildred Endreny. 1993. Reporting on Risft. New

York: Russell Sage Foundation.
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UNIT 4 INTERVIEWING

Structure

4.0 Introduction
4.1 Unit Objectives
4.2 Significance of an Interview

4.2.1 Categories of an Interview
4.2.2 TTpes of Interview

4.3 Preparation for an Interview
4.3.1 Research
4.3.2 Modus Operandi
4.3.3 Outcome of the Interview
4.3.4 Cautiousness
4.3.5 PhysicalPreparation

4.4 How to Land an Interview
4.5 Do's and Don'ts for an Interview
4.6 Interview:An Example of Interpersonal Communication Skills

4.6.1 Editingthelnterview
4.7 Things to Mind during an Interview

4.7.1 Sensitivity
4.7.2 Pros and Cons of Tape/Digital Recorder
4.7.3 Listening Tips
4.7.4 TakingNotes

4.8 Tips for lnterviewers
4.8.1 Framing of Questions for an Interview

4.9 Interpretative Reporting
4.10 Investigative Reporting
4.11 Summary
4.12 Key Terms
4.13 Answers to 'Check Your Progress'
4.14 Questions and Exercises
4.15 Further Reading

4.0 INTRODUCTION

So far we have discussed various aspects ofreporting like news, news values and
others. We have also discussed the qualities that a reporter is required to possess

to succeed in the profession.

In this unit we shall discuss the subject of interviews. An interview is a very
authentic way of gathering facts, figures and opinions on various issues from the
person concemed. We shall discuss the importance of interviews in reporting. We
will also discuss the skills that are required to master the art of conducting an
interview Conducting an interview is just involves walking on dangerous grounds.

Utmost care needs to be taken to wade through the critical tinre spent in talking to
an important person. It is a great dutyto help the truth come out ofthe mouth of
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someone who really matters. We will also discuss two types ofspecialized reporting:

interpretative reporting and investigative reporting.
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4.I UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Understand the role and significance ofthe art ofinterviewing

o Know the types and categories of interviews

o Discuss the skills and techniques required for conducting a successful

interview

o Explain different parameters of interpretative and investigative reporting

4.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF AN INTERVIEW

An interview is very important for media as it gives the real insight into a persona.

In frct, an interviewer presents an interviewee before his readers in totality. Besides,

an interview is considered as the best way ofgathering information for the media.

An interview is a very special input for a newspaper. It is equalh so for the electronic

media as well An interview canbe the basis ofan article, a feature or a cornrnentary.

Further, the excerpts from an interview can be used to substantiate an argument or

a point in an article.

4.2.1 Categories of an Interview

Interviews canbe classified ato the following categories:

o On-the-record interviews: Such interviews are directly attributedto the

interviewee. In these inten iews the interviewees are not supposed to hide

anything fromthe interviewer. Normallythese interviews are issue based.

The entire interview in verbatim or its excerpts can be used anytime. Further,

part ofthe interview canbe savedto be used at some later stage.

o Off-the-record interviews: In these interviews the interviewee parts with
the informatioq but refuses to be attributedit to hirn The interviewer is also

barred from identiffing the interviewee. In such cases, the interviewee's

identity is concealed by terming him as a 'source'. Or his designation is

revealed 'requesting anonyrnity' or 'on the condition ofnot being named'.

ln certain cases, vague indications regarding his designation like 'highly placed

sources'is given.

It may also be possible that an interview can be both---on the record or off
the record. Some ofthe information givenbythe interviewee canbe attributed to

him and the other one-usuallyofsensitive nature----can be attributed to a source.

Presumably you must have written a lot ofthings in your life, be it a letter, an

application, an article or a poern In accordance with human nature-the quest for



perfection-you may not have been satisfied with the fust draft ofwhatever you

have produced. Subsequently, you must have attempted rewriting it by changing

sentences, addingordeletingparagraplx orusing synonylns ofsomeofthewords
which might have been repetitive or monotonous. The process might go on two,
three, four or morr times till you are satisfied with what you have written.

One can think ofthis as a preliminary stage. To interview someone is also

like doing some original work in which you are credited with creating something.

An interview is meant to draw out some original information from a creditable

source. To acconplish this significant task, it is essential that you do your homework

right. An interview makes a certain impact only if it is conducted after proper

preparation.

It is no secret that a five-minute speech on radio requires a preparation of
five hours. So aproper preparation is an absolutelyunavoidable task.

4.2.2 Types of Interview

An interview is an open-ended dialogue and discussion between two or more
per'sons for a specific purpose. Based on the pu{pose, the interview may be

classified as a personality interview, news interview, business interview, job interview,

exit interview, exploratoryinterview, investigative interview, quantitative interview

(sample survey) and so on.

o Personality interview: It is designed to focus onthe intellectual, artistic

and emotional life of a celebriry whom people crave to know more about.

His/her deep conviction, personality traits, accomplishments and failures,

and private life are the readers' curiosity shop. It is impolite to dominate or
intimidate the interviewee who should be in limelight and ifas an interviewer

you try to proclaim your smartness to the whole world, you will end up

doing only that-and not your job. Awarm and syrnpathetic understanding

ofthe interviewee real$ frcilitates the process ofconducting a good interview.

o News interview: It is meant to dig out news from a person often unwilling
to part with it. It could be a state secret, a department programme being

finalized, or something someone is trying to hide to save embarrassment for
oneself or others. What everyone would gladly talk about is not news but
publicity. News, like gold, lies burierl deep, mixed with sand and rock.

Spotting it andrefining it is the fine art ofjournalisrn

o Business interview: Business information ofreallysignificant nature conrcs

out fromthe mouths ofbusiness executives, probablyover a multi-course

dinner acconpanied by scotch. The media person has no business in such

interview s, except when they become major corporate news like mergers

and takeovers.

o Job interview: It is planned to select the right candidate for the right job.

o Exit interview: It is meant to make pleasant the unpleasant task ofthe
retrenchment ofan employee or a group of employees.
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Exploratory interview: It is normally conducted by investigative agencies
like the CBI or the police crfune branch, with or without the use oftorhre.
An investigatire joumalist conducting an investigative interviewhas no power
to force someone to come out with the truth. He has to adopt the
psychological techniques ofcoaxing, cajoling, laying traps or outwitting.

Quantitative interview: It is conducted by market and opinion research
organizations and the media takes cognizance of it when it makes news,
e.g. popularity or pre-poll survey. Some media textbooks broadly divide
interviews into the qualitative and quantitative types; and what is not
quantitative becomes qualitatile.

It

the below given interview and note down vouro
:1I**llthinkitwas a historic blunder, Because such an
'[&csmePM] does not come often'

$roti Basu, last ofthe long nrarchers in Indian politics, in an interview
Indian Express Editor-in-Chief Shekhar Gupta on NDTV 24x7's

ffi E'orPts: (IE, MaY 3, 2oM)

ij,!1.$!gkhar Gupta: My guest today is the last of the long
" our politics, in fact, perhaps the last of the great Cor
;t .t l: comra&s anywhere in the world. Welcome to Walk the Talk
:1:-. . :.

r Indian politics betterthan you. You've been in puHi':i':: t.: : r: ! ,

Iift for 64 vears now? So today, forget exit polls, forget opinion
do ),ou see a Congress-led coalition in power, three weet s fnonr

: ::,, :::i.rrii_.,.,ll i3qsu: ?hat is what we are hoping for, we arc rtror ihg fur,.Br*f;H.d*

i:@nd on us only, but the smaller parties, aad rminbr,an:!&Cong!s*.:
one good thing has happened. We've been telling the Congress that yon i

. 
have a singk party majo.ity, .u.r. At least in ttre near futuri, *. a*l o

S.i| : So you must think about a coalition, which,t${ lt

tiiil;i : ?."hal's right' correct'

i{i $toffiarGuptalAnd that will be the direction furffi
'

i,i:,lfi8r&@-rrphan-Singh$,howastheFinancel\dini$tsr,Hestartd



su: No, this is capitalist globalisation, you see. lt helps onlya few: '

n $igliA grat eteninAmeric4 the numbers ofpoor pEppk i
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o Shekhar Gupta: But when your govenrment here or your successor

invites MNCs, or gets Japanese invesfment, Mitsubishi...or gets

DFID money to close down loss-making companies, is that a good
thingora bad thing?

,;,,,.;1",;,,Jyoti Ba$U: No, no, Mitsubishi was alreadythere. During fl,rytirne;1t&*y:

came. When Haldia Petrochemical (came up). I had to wait 13 years to
get permission from the Central Covernment. Rajiv was there, he went
along with me and then laid the foundation stone. So this is just one

exanple. In Salt Lake, where you are questioning me, Bidhan Nagm we
call it, there is the electronic sector where i7,000 boys and girls are

.r,r,,,, , working weryday. And Indira Gandhi, havrng promisecl tb heb,npi:did.
not help me. We helped ourselves.

o Shekhar Gupta: But the kind of reform that your successoris now
doing, you see that as good reform?

r: ,t:JyrltiBasu: Ofcourse. That is withincurpolic.v. lnlgg4,Iplaced onthe

.l:iir:i!.1,

floor oftheAssembly our industrial policyas asked by the...

ShekharGupta: Would you say that the argument in Indian potitics
today is notwhether there should be refonn or not butwhat kind or
direction of reform should take place?

Jyoti Basu: Reform has to be there. there is no doubt about ttmt. But the
point is you must not forget 70 per cent ofthe people ilr the villages.

Shekhar Gupta: Your own CM in the state is selling a lot of public
sector industries. In fact, he is selling a lot of public sector industries
withthe DFID money.

Jloti Basu: Yes, that's right. With British aid. They hare earlier also hebed
us ineducation.

o ShekharGupta: So you approve ofthat?

Jyoti Basu: I have no objection. No conditionaliry should be there. And
they come evelyyear to see what is happening, on the grormd.

r Shekhar Gupta: So you don't mind investment...

Jyoti Basu: Ifthere are mutual interests, I don't mind.

o Shekhar Gupta; The question that tr knorv you expect to be asked
every time somebody speaks with 1'om.'Ihe division in your parfy

, :.. :AIid, 
wtat you deseribed as the' historic lllund*r'.

Jyoti Basu: Yes, I still think it was a historic bfunder. Why historic? Because

.,,,,,.m.r&*noppo{untffdoes not conre" History does not give mch opportunily.

{,nowing who I am - a Marxist. a Cornrnunist, in the partyhere" for so

nmnyyears ['ve been in politics, they invited me because they had no

otherprime nrinister in view. So we thought that even ifwe last for one



:it,,thgn pespl$ woutrd understand baskward,soetion*, In.m4 ,nkffiii
they don't even know what we are all about. 

,:

$hel&ar Gupta: Tell me, one last word. The otherseni,Br:fo,Ff! $;i
in oursystem besides you isMrAtal Bihari Vajpayee.You'velmown
himfrraIongtime.\ilhatisyourviewonhim?'...:;.
J1rytl ge*u, I know atrl ofthem. Advani I know. V.P. Singhisefl.t ,.fo.hi*,
bebre the break-upofthe government {saynrg) pleasepte@, 

ii

!, Stre*har Gupta: But you've said uncomplimentary tltins *b$XGffi;'
I thinkyou've called the BJP barbarians and you said you will never

speak with MrAdl'ami again"

Jyoti Basu: Yes, yes. But he asked me. After a meeting here four years

,,i, .ba*lq hercalled rne to Raj tshawan (and said) that rl told,the cro\ild that

.1:' .'I'tl ask yoU whyyou caltr us barbarja*s and unciviliSed'. I saidl am naming

ooUoAy but three ofyour ministers were there whenBabri Masjid was

. ',, ing brought down, And I'm talking about what Srou've done' T}rat tiryq,

the Christian killings hart not started. Later on. that happned.

,:;-, $hekhar Gupta: And you call Mr Vajpayee a mask in the cor.f$x!

this rath yatra. I went to his house, I sat there, argued with him He would
not agree, And again, he's started this rath yatra. And
killedatthettinne.

of Gujarat. But overall, what's your view on him, as a pertrun,

politician, statesman?

Jyoti Basu: As a persog he's quite a gentleman. An educated pgryq, all
tt$t t trrew:tor * long time. And when he was, I thilkt fsieigU tffil
that tirne fu he behaved. But he himseHsaSr he's RSSI Hed so[1r

thel/ishwaHindufarishad,theBajrangDal. Rut,trml hs,nilw&
fortunately, before the elections. I amhappyabout that.

r' Shekhar Gupta: S/etf IvIr., Basu, I know you are . eqqltg- i tAint< you
',:''*re looking at very intereiting politics in the weeksto:come. Arrd I know
' 
','* opporrt *ity is ever lost fo**r, I know you are around. And you uever

,'..Ieiow u&at may happen. S&ll, ws are optitpil ic{laugls).

...............:..
t: -,::.!,::i ,: ::::r' ',:.

i,. Ji;11:,t1.r, ','il''".-"".' ':""t"'::'-.'" """, ' 'l', "',:' 
,

"""":"'""'
:.:itt:.t rt;: it,:.:, :,.:

.. . ..:...ii
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4.3 PREPARATION FOR AN INTERVIEW

First ofall, it is an absolute must for you to know your subject in totality. your
interviewee may be a vIP, a senior bur eavcrat,an eminent artist from the world of
art and culture or an entrepreneur fromthe corporate sector. Sometimes it may
just be an ordinary c ituen. The fost step in preparing yourselffor the interview is to
read all the available material about the person. This will enable you to find out
what you exactlywant from him. For this, you should also have all the published
material on the interviewee. using all the sources you must tryto get information
like his personal details, hobbies, interests, etc. This will help you to build an
instant rapport with hirn/her. After this positive start, rest ofthe job will become
easier foryou.

4.3.1 Research

You will have to research your subject matter thoroughly. It is as important as
researching the inten'iewee himself. It ispossible that the subject onwhichyou
have to conduct the interv'iew maybe such that you neither have any interest in it,
nor adequ,ate knowledge about it. So you will have to acquire the basic or inportant
information through books, newspapers, journals andmagaznes articles. only
thenyouwillbe more comfortable in interviewing him thus ensuring that youi
venture becomes successflrl For example, ifyou are required to interview a minister,
you should know more about his department and ministry, the laws that govern his
ministry his rapport with his bureaucrats, how his decisions have affected people
atlarge,etc. This willhelp youextract the required information. youmust know
your subject matter as well as the person whom you intend to talk to about the
subject matter. The more the information with you, the more you will be in a
position to engage him at a level where the realthings come out ofthe veil.

4.3.2 Modus Operandi

You should establish contact with the interviewee much ahead ofthe interview.
Either you meet him in person or call him on phone. In case your interviewee is a
MP, you might have to penetrate through a layer ofhis personal staffor his family
mernbers. These are known as 'protectors ofthe interviewee,.

So, first of all you have to gain the confldence of the protector. To get to
your subject matter or the person, you should leave no stone unturned in order to
defeat allthe barriers erected bythe protectors.

4.3.3 Outcome of the Interview

Ifthe first step in the preparation is to establish contact and gain confidence, the
most importantpartis to decidewhat youwant to get out ofthe interview. It could
be the substantiation ofan important fact, or contradiction ofsomething, or malbe
you want the interviewee's views on some irnportant issue that is currentlyinnews.



It is possible that the interview may lead you to a different direction. The
whole controversy maytake a new turn or the interviewee may drop subtle hints
towards something which could be ofvital importance. You should think it over
repeatedly and be prepared of such a possibility.

4.3.4 Cautiousness

It is absolutely unavoidable to deeply study the individual you plan to interview.
For example, suppose the person in question--your interviewee-is particularly
fond of chewing tobacco. when you go to interview him, it will be fatal to talk
about how you hate tobacco or how dirty the habit is. As the interviewer, you
cannot afford to conveyyour general dislike about tobacco-neither through words,
nor through body language.

Alwala remember that the information you seek to exlract fromthe interview
will have nothing to do with your dislike for the person. However, ifyou corrrnitted
the fatal mistake of beginning at the wrong note, the person may remain
uncommunicative through the rest ofthe interview just to express hisher reaction.
While dealing with people you will have to pay attention to such insignificant but
minute matters. This really helps in conducting the interview smoothly. Ifyou are
able to strike a personal chord at the beginning, you will sail through the interview
smoothly.

4.3.5 Physical Preparation

Physicalpreparationofthe interview assumes equal significance at parwiththe
mental preparation or homework. If the interview is for the print media or radio,
your tape recorder or digital recorder should be ready. There should be a complete
set ofspare batteries and spare tapes ifyou are using a tape recorder. Ifyou are
using a digital recorder, it should be tried and tested long before the event. Ifthe
interview is going on at its peak and you suddenlyrun out ofbatteries or tapes,
then you are done for. Some radio organizations use mini discs for the sake of
quality digital broadcast recording. In such cases you should properly test your
mini disc recorder and microphone in advance so that nothing goes wrong at the
time ofrecording. In case of slightest ofdoubt, you should change the equipment
and starl testing a new one.

In the electronic media, there are two ways of interviewing. First, you can
conduct the interview at the interviewee's place. This is particularlyuseful when
you want to catch the interviewee in action. For example, you can idterview a
sculptor at his workshop; that wayyou will be able to show him in action to your
viewers. You will need a lapel mike here to interview him as its recording quality is
remarkable. Second, you can conduct the interview in your studio where all the
equipments are usually available along with complete sound proofing. In numy
cases, the settings are also pre-affanged in the studio.

In radio and TV interviews, it is important for the interviewer and interviewee
to discusswhat theyrespectivelywant out ofit. As a normal course ofpractice, a
miniinterviewisheld untilafew seconds before the recordingdevices are switched
OII
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4.4 HOW TO LAND AN INTERVIEW

Getting somebodyto agree for an interview is considered dfficuh because newsmen

are usuallyregarded with suspicion. There are ample examples where politicians
have blamed the media for being misquoted or quoted out of context. Media
persons often get the blame for distorting the ficts. So it is no more an easy task to
getaninterview.

The interviewerhas to use his imaginationto overcome this handicap. The

interviewer hangs between two competing factors. One, it is his job to do the

interview that is at stake. Two, he legally cannot force anybody into talking. So it
becomes anuphill task and, at times, very frustrating.

Remember that a reporter would, inmost cases, need to get information,
facts and opinions fromthe interviewee. Therefore, it is veryinrportant that one's

participation in the interview is secondary. One must let the interviewee do most of
thetalking.

A number ofskills and techniques have been prescnbed to make this happen

smoothly so that you get your feet inside long before the door is slammed. These

skills are listedhere:

(i) Approach directly: Callup and tell the interviewee what.vou want.

(i} In many cases, a secretary or some other stafftries to scuttle your
approach while the real interviewee renrains totallyunaware ofthis.
So you should be able to recognize and convince this middleman and

try to be friendly with him. What you should keep in mind that this is
just the habit ofthe secretaries to impose their importance by saying

that their boss has no time. So ifyou are friendlywiththe secretary
you willovercome the obstacle.

(ii) When repeated failure stares at you, find out the person's hide-out
and try your look by straightaway walking in with an overdose of
apology. One should never forget that humility reallypays. Even such

transgressions come to be pardoned ifyou carryyourselfwith humility.

(iv) It pays to use Himalayan patience byjust sitting in and waiting till the

subject of interview shows up in spite ofsecretaries and protectors
sal,ing that 'the boss has no time to see you'. Ifyou keep waiting in his

office for the time till he shows up, he is bound to be impressed with
your determination.

(v) Take a book to read along with lunch or dinner packet with you to
underline your resolve.

(vi) The moment you get a glimpse ofthe reluctant interviewee, make
your appeal as quickly and strongly as possible. For example, you
can say, 'We have some information that you are to be shifted from
your department/office' or sornething which will capture the attention

ofthe object ofyour interview.



(uD It really helps to be courteous and polite. Tell the interviewee that

there are two sides of every storyand you want to knowhis side of
the story. Thus, you arouse the interviewee's curiosity and attention.

He may not know what the other side ofthe story is. S/he may want

youto tellthe other side.

4.5 DO's AND DON'Ts FOR AN INTERVIEW

(i) Punctuality is very important. In most of the cases, interviewees have a

pressing schedule and they squeeze some time out for the interview. Besides,

your punctuality shows the importance ofthe interviewee and that he has

not been taken lightly. You must be ready in time to start the interview.

Being punctual is good in most cases, for one has to do things like setting up

the camera, or recording devices before the interview. One should arrive at

least 30 minutes in advance so that you canhave a good start'

(u) Keep mentioning your reasons for being there. Unless you are working on

something very sensitive, ifyou do not outline your reasons, it may create

problems.

(iif Begin the interview with a general question. This puts the interviewee at

ease and enables you to collect your thoughts. It also helps to receive

information you may not have anticipated and to chart out your course of
actiorr-a correct direction that the interview should take.

(iv) Let the interviewee speak, even ifwhat he is talking sounds a bit irrelevant

to you. Make himrelax. Do not intemrpt. Do not make himuncomfortable
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in the beginning. It may prove counterproductive. An interviewee kept at
complete ease can be an asset.

(v) Allow him to go to at length on his favourite topic/achievement/escapade/
fete. This will give you bits ofinformation. You can ahvals edit the irrelevant
facts. Express your inquisitiveness, even enthusiasm about his achieveme,nts.
This will loosen him up and he will be willing to come to the subject you
want to discuss at length.

(vi) Nod, grunt and chuckle in between. Show him that you are attentive.

(vii) Stay on your subject.

(vii| Keep egging him onto talk more. Most ofthe time only his voice should be
heard. The interviewee should do most ofthe talking. This makes the person
feel good and wise.

(ix) Let the interview go on till you have the basics-how does he spell his
name, official title, age, etc. even ifyou know these things. preferably get
these details fromhis staffandthen get it confirmedbyhim

(x) The interviewer should show understanding and be sensitive. S/he will
remember that you were nice to hirn Make the interviewee feel important.
Relax and double check the contents. Keep the interviewee at ease.

(xi) Send and receive messages accurately. Choose words that the interviewee
will rmderstand. Avoid showing your knowledge ofthe subject. use sinple
words.

1.

CrmcrYouR PRocRESS

The editor ofa local dailyhas interviewed you for ajob. Everything went
well He wants to try you out for an interview and at the same time he also
wants to see your writing skill. So he asks you to interview a friend about
his early childhood memories and the atmosphere in which he has grown
up. How would you prepare for this interview? List the steps and then
prepare aflow chart.

what are the most important things needed to be kept in mind for an
interview?

we have discussed in the above sub-topic that the interviewer should
begin the interview with a question ofgeneral nature. can you think ofany
other reason than the one we have given you? can you think ofany other
opening question? Give your reasons inthree lines.

what is theuse ofnotetaking during an interview?How doesit help the
interviewer?

2.

1J.

4.



4.6 INTERVIEW: AN EXAMPLE OF
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Interview is a good example ofthe interviewee's interpersonal communication
skills. It requires that s/he must not only be knowledgeable about the subject
matter ofthe interview but must also be a good communicator. All the capabilities

of interpersonal communication have to be exhibited in an interview In a face to
frce meeting, the emphasis is on both the verbal and non-verbal communication.
However, in atelephonic interview, the tone and inflexion givento the words are

emphasized. We shall now discuss the salient points to be kept in mind when
conducting an interview in person.

Many times you may not get time to plan or rehearse the interview before it
actuallytakes place. There are, ofcourse, a few flmdamental rules for any interview.
Preparing oneselfto interview a personality, a celebrity or even the person-on-
the-street, is actuallyanon-going long termprocess. This is because one must be
a well-rounded interviewer, skilled in the art ofhandling a variety of topics and

areas as well as a range of idiosyncrasies that are inherent in people in general.
The interviewer must be prepared for any turn ofevents and still be able to take it
all in his stride with e You cannot acquire these skills overnight but you
must nurhre them over a period oftime. A great deal of deep study ofpersons and

happenings is necessary. The would-be interviewermust yeamto learn.

4.6.1 Editing the Interview

As a reporter, you must remernber two basic factors. First, all interviews are

subject to editing. So it is always better to get more information thanyou canuse.
The inforrnation that you need to strengthen an argument or to refute another or to
make a point, can be used at the appropriate point. The rest can be stored for use
infuhre.

Second, you should not use any statement made in the interview out of
context. For example, ifany clash happens in Kashmir and you are interviewing a

Govemment officialwho stresses that there were no human rights violations in that
particular clash, you cannot use this statement to show that there were never any
human violations in any clash that occurred in Kashmir.

4.7 THINGS TO MIND DURING AN INTERVIEW

Conducting interviews is a sophisticated thing. It requires manythings to keep in
mind while talking to an established personality.

4.7.1 Sensitivity

The way you deal with interviewees can differ, depending on whether they are
public orprivate individuals. Since, public officials are used to dealwith the media,
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youcanalwa)6 expectthemto communicatewithyouregardingsome issue. Further,

private individuals normally do not deal with the media, so you are required to

show more sensitivitywhile interviewing them. Sometimes a public official comes

out with a controversial quote; however, his position and authority defend him to

an extent in such cases. However, if a private individual does the same, you are

supposed to recall him that it is going to be published and also ensure that the

source is goingto standbythe statement. Eventhoughmanyreporters afe ofthe

opinionthat once theyhave acknowledgedthemselvesto be members ofthe media,

the responsibilities inthe interview become an open-ended game. Normally, the

reporters showing extra sensitivity are able to draw out more ffirmation fromthe

interviewee.

All interviewees, public or private, want to be portrayed well in the media'

Many sources, especially public officials, may try to manipulate reporters by

revealing only such information that furthers their cause. As a result, reporters

need to be aware ofthe source's bias and ask probing questions that go beyond

what the source wants to reveal. It is also crucialto checkthe information and

seek alternative point ofview

4.7.2 Pros and Cons of Tape/Digital Recorder

Atape recorder is not a substitute for good notes. Tapes canbreak, and machines

can fril you when you need them most. They can inhibit a source as well. They can

also prevent you from taking good notes if you rely on them too much. Further,

tape recorders cannot pick up observations-a smile, a nervous tic, an interviewee's

appearance and mannerisms.

As more online news organizations add audio or video to their websites,

reporters willneedto tape interviews, meetings, speeches and other events to

provide sound bites. With the growth ofmedia websites, reporters are expected

to provide information in many forms of delivery.

In addition, if you want to get the exact wordings or quotes, or ifyou are

interviewing someone about a controversial subject. a tape recorder is beneficial.

However, you will have to play back the entire tape and transcribe it before you

write your story. That is too time-consuming. The tape has to be scanned first to

find out what exactly you want to carry in the interview.

Some etiquette has to be followed before you begin taping yotr interview.

Start it with basic introductions-who -vou are and why you are there--and some

opening conversation. To put the interviewee at ease, you might ask a question or

two before you ask the interviewee ifhe or she would object to the tape recorder.

Then if s/he agrees to allow the recorder, don't place the machine directly in front

ofher or his face. Put it offto the side ofthe desk or table w-here it is not intrusive.

Ifit has to be a telephone interview, the most ethical approach is to let the

interviewee know that you are recording it on tape, except in a few situations.



Most editors consider the use ofdeception or other undercover technique a last

resort.

4.7.3 Listening TiPs

As a reporter, developing the listening skills is equally important. They are as

follows:

(\ Focus on 'here'and 'now".You have to fbcus on what the source is telling

at present, instead of what you are going to ask next. One of the major

obstacles to good listening is poor concenffation caused by worrying about

what you will say instead offocussing on what the interview is saying. Definitely

the next question is going to be better ifyou focused on the answerto your

last question.

(t\ Practice conversationql listening:Thenext question should be based on

the last sentence or thought expressed by the interviewee. It should come

as naturally as ifyou are having a conversation with yotr friend. Ifyou want

to rnove to another topic, you can do so either with a transition----onto

another subject-or just asking the question. However, ifyou are really

paying attention, the sequence of your questions is going to be in parallel

with the interviewee's thought pattern.

(ifi Practice critical listening: Whlehearing, the interviewer must assess what

the interviewee is saying. Listening should come at manylevels, e.g. one

level for facts, another for attractive quotes and still another level for

substantiation and elaboration. You have to evaluate whether the source is

making apoint clearlywith sufficient arguments to support it. Whether you

are able to understand the points? In case you are not able to understand

his take cln the subject, you are supposed to ask the source to elaborate,

repeat or define the meaning. Ifyou listen for meaning, you can direct the

interview instead of letting the source control it.

(w) Be quiel: One must have a definite answer to the questiorl 'Whose interview

is it anywaf ' One rnust not tryto impress the source withhis knowledge.

The inten'ie\\,Lrr can't quote himself. So it is better to let the source explain

his point, evea if you clearly understand it. It is always better to get the

inforrnation in the interviewee's words.

(v) Be responsive: It is advisable to make frequent eye contact so that the

interviewee is arvare ofyour attentive listening. One is supposedto nod,

smile ancl sayyes! speak so{tly'uh-huh'or eventryto lookconfusedto egg

him onto further elaborate on the topic. Through behaviour and expressions

one must tryto let the source know that he is getting attention. In case you

are not ahle to understand something, politely say so. '\\/hy, How? I don't

understand' and'Please explain' are good follow-up reporting questions

based on good listening.

(i) Listenfor what is not said: The interviewee might try to avoid a topic?

Just try to find out who or w'hat isn't the interviewee talking about-a family
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member (in a personar profile), a close official, a crucial part ofhis or her
background? It is necessary because sometimes the omitted things are more
revealing and important than what is expressed.

(vn) Listen with your eyes: one should try to find out what kind ofbody language
the Interviewee is displaying? Is the interviewee fidgeting or showing sigis
ofneryousness at some point in the interview? Is the Intervi"*". ,iriuig,
frowning or exhibiting discomfort when you ask certain questions?Are these
the telltalesignsthat the intervieweemaybe lying orwittrholdinginforrnation?
Observation can be a good listening tool.

(vn\ Be polire: Sometimes the interviewee may start rambling or giving irrelevant
ffirmation. under such cases don't intemrpt him. It is beuer to wait for the
interviewee to pause for a briefmoment; onlythen one should go for changing
the subject.

(x) Block out personal intrusions: There can be circumstances when you had
a bad day, your car broke down, you failed a test or you have some
emotional concerns. Make a willful effort to block ouithese personal
thoughts. They intrude on your concentration while you are trying to listen.
Your problems will still be there when the interview is over. The interviewee
willnot.

(x) Develop listening curiosih': It is better not to go to the interview with a
rigidly defined set of questions. Although you may start with prepared
questions, allow yourselfto be surprised when the interview goes in another
direction and follow the course if it is interesting. Listen for irrtrat you want
to know and what you didn,t expect to know.

4.7.4 Tal<tng Notes

Detail is differentiates good and bad notes. Detailed notes give you this advantage:
when you begin writing your story you may need more information than you
anticipated during the reporting process.

At what moments you take notes can be as important as how you take
them. Note{aking can make some interveiwees nervous. Ifyou are dealing with
people who are not accustomed to being interviewed, start your interview slowly
by asking a few non-threatening questions. After you have established some rapport
with the interviewee, take out your notebook.

Here are some tips to help you take good notes:
(i) Be prepared: one should bring extra pens or pencirs. you mayrun out

of ink, or your pencils may break. In addition, take both pens and
pencils. Ifyou do an interview in the rain, you may find pencirs handy.

(tl Concentrate:rncase you come to hear an interesting quote, it should
be written immediatery. Focus on what the source is iarking about and
just block out everything erse tillyou have finishea writing ttre quote.
Even ifyou are concentrating on a previous thought, you will still hear



what is being said. So ifthe person says something better than the last
quote, you can switch your concentration to the new information.
Thinking ofyour next question while you are trying to write down a
complete quote will interfere with your concentration.

(tl Use keywords: Ifyour source is speaking a direct quote, it is better
to jot down key words only to recall facts and statements later. A
sound memory really helps because the extent ofnotes comes down.

(w) Develop shorthand: One must abbreviate as manywords as possible.

The word governmenr might become govt and you could be

abbreviated as el. Some type of shorthand is especiallyimportant when
you are trying to write complete quotes.

(v) Slow the pace: If you are required to take notes for a quote, it is
advisable to slow down the interview's pace. It can be done bypausing
before starting the next question so that you get time to finish writing
the quote. Ifyou find that you are required to pause for too long, put
up a question that does not need a crucial answer. Or you can even
ask the source to firther elaborate on the previous statement. Ifyour
source is not speaking too fast, politely ask him or her to slow down.

(i) Reques t rep etition: Do not be afraid to ask your interviewee to repeat

a quote or fact that you missed. Although the quote may not be worded
exactly as before, it will be close enough. In fict, the repeated statement

maybe evenbetter. Usually, whenpeople get a chance to think and
reflect a bit, they express things more clear manner.

(vn) Make eye contact: One should not keep his eyes glued to the notes.

The interviewer must ensure that he frequently looks at the interviewee

even during taking notes. It is better to practice note-taking without
looking at the notebook.

(vn\ Markyour margins or notebook covers: Whenyou hear something
that prompts another question in your mind-a fact you want to oheck
or the name ofanother source you want to contact--jot it in the margin
as soon as you think of it. Don't depend on your memory to think of
it later. Some reporters use the covers oftheir notebooks to write
questions that come to mind during the interview so that theycan find
them easilywithout flippi"g through notebook pages. Furthermore,
don't forget to take notes on your observations, either in the margins
or elsewhere.

(x) Verfy vital information: Make sure you get the exact spelling of
your interviewee's name and his or her title dwing or at the end ofthe
interview. Don't go by a nameplate on a door or desk. That could be
a nickname. Ask the interviewee the name he or she prefers to use,

and ask for the spelling even ifyou are sure of it. A simple name could
be spelled differently. Ifyou get this information at the end ofyour
interview, you could also ask for a horne telephone number and an

e-mail address at this time.
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(x) Double check: Ifyotr interviewee says s/he has three main points or
reasons for running for office, make sure you get all three. Write three

reasons in the margin number them as you hear them and check before

your conclude the interview.

(i) Be open-minded You may have one idea for the story when you

begin taking notes. However, don't limit your notes to one concept.

Your story angle could change anytime during the interview. You can't

always envision how you will write the story. When you do, you may

be sorryyou didnl take betternotes, especiallyifyou decide to change

the focus during the nriting process.

(xii) Use a s1'mbol system;trnorder to save time while writing the story-
while you are taking notes-put some symbol or a star over the

information or quotes that are important. Develop your own system.

(xlirfi Stand and deliver: Practice taking notes while you are standing. You

wili not have luxury of sit-down reporting, especially at the scene of
fires, accidents, disasters and most the otherbreaking news stories.

(xw) Save your notes: Ybu should save your notes before and after the

story is published. How long you should save them is debatable.

Lawyers disagree whether notes are helpflll or harmful in court cases

ifyou are sued for libel or any other reasons. However, most editors

advise saving the notes at least for a few weeks after the story is

published, in case any questions about it arise. For this reason it is

helpfulto date your notebooks.

(xv) Transcribe notes onlv-for major stor"ies.' Should one transcribe his

notes in the computer hfore r.witing a story'? Definitely not, ify'ou are

on deadline. Some reporters find it helpful to rewrite their notes before

they r,wite a major story because it refreshes their memory especially

ifa story involves many sources and maybe written over a period of
dap. Ifyouhaven't mastered the art ofwriting clear notes, it may also

help,vou to transcribe your notes immediately aft er your interviews.

Se lf- I nstrucli ona I Materi al

4.8 TIPS FOR INTERVTEWERS

Here are some tips to help.l'ou becolne a good interviewer. However, before you

even start, consider your mission. You are a reporter, not a stenographer who just

receives information and transcribes it. A reporter is supposed to evaluate the

information for its faimess, accuracli potential and nervsworthiness to create a

readable story. During the reporting process, you will look for facts, good quotes,

substantiation and answers to the five W's-who, lvhat, when, where and why--
and also 'how' and 'so what'. One question should lead to another untiiyou have

the information you need.



An interview with one source is just the beginning ofreporting for most

stories. For credibilily and fairness, you need other sources-human and writterF-
for differing points ofview and accuracy checks.

4.8.1 Framing of Questions for an Interview

Interview questions canbe classified as two types: close-ended andopen-ended.

You need both types.

Close-ended questions are designed to elicit brief, specific answers that are

factual. They are good for getting basic informatioru such as name and title, yes or
no answers and answers to some ofthe who, where, when questions. For exanple,

close-ended questions are: How long have you worked here? Who was at the

meeting? How manypeople were at the rally? When did the accident occur?

Open-ended questions are designed to elicit quotes, elaboration or longer

responses. The questions that will elicit the most quotes and anecdotes are:

o What (What happened? What is your reaction? What do you mean by
that? Can you elaborate?)

. Why (Why did you do that. . ...? Why do you believe. . . ?)

o How (How did something happen? How didyou accomplishthat?)

o Give me an exanple (a follow-up question to explain how the interviewee

felt, thought, acted in a specific situation)

Keep your questions brief. A long lead-in question can confuse the

interviewee. Slow the pace between questions so that you can take notes. Ask
unimportant questions or ask for elaborationwhile you are writing down quotes.

Remember to be responsive---smile, nod or react appropriately-and rnake

eye contact frequentlyduring the interview.

At the beginning of their careers, the reporters usually worrythat they may

look dumb and dullto the interviewees. However, one has no reason to worry
about what he/she doesn't know. The interviewer is there to learn and listen; not

to become an expert in the field. The most important thing is to get the most

appropriate information fromthe interviewee. In fact, acting dumb can get you an

advantage. Evenifyouknowthe answerto a questiott, you shouldask it anyway,

so that you can get the information in the interviewee's words. If you think a
questionistoo sirrple, youmight apologize fornot knowingmore about the subject.

You might say, 'I am sorry I don't understand this. Could you explain so I can

write it ctrearlyfor myreaders?'Most sourceVinterviewecs enjoytakingtheteaching

role or showing off what they know.

Acting dumb does not mean forgetting about the preliminarybackground

work. It is dumb ifyou can't tell your readers something because you were afraid

to ask. It is better to feel dumb during the interview than afterwards, when you
read it in a newspaper.
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Given below are some suggestions to hold the interview and some questions

to be asked. However, all ofthese techniques and questions do not applyto allthe
stories

Q) St art out by u s ing ic e bre akers: Introduce yourself and briefly state
your purpose. Be friendly. Establish rapport with some general

conversation. Don't pull out your notebook immediatelyor switch on
your recorder. Try to sit at an angle to your source so that you are not
staring directly at her or himin a confrontational manner Adesk might
serve as a barrier and provide enough distance so that you don't
appear threatening.

Observe the surroundings. Do you notice something you can mention

as an icebreaker, a wayto establish rapport? Don't be artificial. If an

officialhas apicture ofhis familyonhis desk, don't get overlyfamiliar.
Use goodjudgement, then explain a little more about what you are

seeking inyour story.

($ Put your questions in nonthreatening order: You should put your
questions in such a way that the inten iewee or the source should not
feel threatened. Nonetheless, all this depends on how much time do
you have at your disposal. However, ifyou have only five minutes for
the job, you may have to ask your toughest question first or whichever

one will yield you the most crucial information for your story.

(fl Askthe basic questioms: Themost basic thingsto find out are: who,
what, when, where, why and how. Afterwards add the 'so what'
element as well. It is necess ary to ask the significance of the main
issue. Ask the question, 'Who will be affected and how?' In fact, this
question will provide the information for the 'impact and scope
paragraphs'.

(w) Askfollow-up questions: These are the questions that will give you
quotes and anecdotes. It is better to use a conversational style. The

interview must flow naturally. As the source answers the questions,

the interviewer must foilow the thought pattems through asking how
and why and questioning the source to elaborate with examples. It
helps to frame the next question on the basis ofinformation available

from the key words in the previous answer. If you are required to
change the subject, do it by asking some unrelated question or using a

transitional talk such as: 'Moving onto another topic. . .' or 'It willbe
befitting to go back to something you told earlier. Could you please

elaborate....'? The use of follow-up questions is veryconvenient to
move from general to specific. If the source /interviewee makes a

vague statement, askfor specific examples.

You mayhave a long list ofquestions, but don't let the interviewee see

thern Along list can make him watch the clock. An enthusiastic cub

reporter took out a press release during air interview. When the
interviewee saw it, he told him to use the comments in the release and



terminated the interview It would be better to write your questions on

the front or back ofyour notebook so that you can refer to them

easily without turning pages fr equently.

(v) Control the intervieu' There might be instances when the source

rambles orprolongs his answers. Ifyou want to shift the interview in

another direction, it is advisable not to intemrpt. The reporter should

wait for a natural pause and ask the next question. It is done by using

follow-up question metho d.

(v\ Repeat questions: You've asked an important or sensitive questiorl

and the source/interviewee has given you an evasive or incomplete

answer. Even a request to elaborate does not produce a satisfactory

response. What course of action you should adopt? The best plan is

to leave the question and proceed with the interview. Once you are

through with some other points, it is better to repeat the very same

question whose answer you really need. However, this time it should

be stated in a different mallner. In fact, a source mayrecall more on

the second occasion when the question is repeated.

(vil Ask background questions: Knowing the historicalbackground of
the issue is really helpful. For example, it really helps to know how

and when the problem or programme started and why.

(vn\ Ask about development: Go from the present to the past and to the

future. What arethe current concerns anddevelopments? How did

the issue evolve? What is likely to happen in the future? The answer to

the question regarding future developments mayprovide you with a

good ending foryour story. Insome cases, it maygiveyoualead and

a new focus for your story as well. The next step is often the most

newsworthy angle. Many newspapers prefer this approach, which is

called'advancing the story'.

(x) Construct a chronologt: This tip is somewhat relatedto the previous

point. Ifsuitable, the reporter must ask such questions that rnay establish

a series ofevents. It is appropriate to develop the story in chronological

order. However, you must understand the order ofevents.

(x) Role play: Visualize yourself in the reader's place, and try to assess

how you will use the ffirmation available. Suppose you need to apply

for a loan, then you have to find out what are the steps that need to be

taken andwhere to go to availthe same?

(r$ Ask about pros and cons: The interviewer should ask the source to
dwell on both sides ofthe issue. Who agrees or disagrees with her or

his point ofview? What are her or his responses to the opposition?

(xfl Askfor definitions: Your job is to translate jargon for readers' So

always get your source to define any bureaucratic or technical terms

in language that you and your readers willunderstand. Don't accept

or write any inforrnation that you can't explain. To clarify, you might
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restate the information inyour ownwords and ask the source ifyou
have the correct interpretation. For example, you might ask, .Do you
mean that. . . . ?' or 'Are you saying that. . .?' .

(xtr\ Verify: Ask questions even ifyou know the answers. you need to
quote or attribute information to your source, not yourself
Ahvays checkthe spelling ofyour source's narne-frst and last names
and middle initial. Check the person's title and the dates ofcrucial
events. Check the accuracy ofthe information on a resume or press
release. You don't have to repeat everything, but you should ask the
source ifthe informationreleased is correct. Thenask some questions
that expand on the basic information. Also rernember that ifthe source
tells you something about anotherperson, you must check it withthat
person.

(xiv) Use the silent treatment: One should take a pause for a moment
between questions. This is done to allow the source to elaborate on
the issue. Ifthe pause seerts uncomfortable, the source may break
the silence first. One reporter was writing the profile of a nun. He
asked her ifshe missed having a sex life and how she coped without
one. She gave a brief expected answer that she had made a conscious
choice ofabstinence when she took vows ofcelibacy. The reporter
was disappointed withthe answer. He said nothing. Both were slightly
uncomfortable. Then she bnoke the silence and began elaborating about
how difficult celibacy was for her at times. Sometimes the best follow-
up question is no question!

(xv) LIse the 'blame others' technique: When you have to ask tough
questions, blame someone else. 'Youropponent saysyou cheatedon
your income taxes. How would you respond to t}mtt?'

Reporters and editors have mixed feelings about warning the source
that atough question is coming. Don't do it, they say, in confrontational
interviews when you are trying to get the source reveal information
that could be controversial in nature. It puts the source on notice and
gives him or her a few seconds to become defensive and evasive.
However, do warn the source or apologize ifit is going to be a touglr,
emotional questiorl especially ifyou are interviewing grieving people.

(xi) Handle emotional questions with tact: Emotional questions will be
difficult. Ask your source/interviewee to recall how he or she was
thinking or feeling at the time some serious incident happened. 'were
you frightened when the train lost power? What were you thinking at
that time?'Also it is better to avoid insensitive questions. There is a
saying injournalismthat there are no stupid questions, only stupid
answers. That's not exactlytrue. 'How do you feel about death of
your three children?' is not only a stupid question, it is insensitive as
well Instead ofasking zuch emotionally loaded questiorl ask the person
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to recall specific memories about his or her children, or ask how s/he

is coping with such a tragedy.

(>cvii) ls#summary questions: Restate information or ask the source to
clarifythe keypoints he or she is making. For example: 'Of all the

goals you have e><pressd which would you say are the most irrportant
to you?' or 'What do you think are three major issues you face?'

(xviii) Use the 'matchmaker'technique: Askif anyone else is involved in
the issue or ifthere are otherpeople the source would suggest you to
get in touch with. Remember that you will want more than only one

source for your story so that you can strive for fairness and balance.

(xar.) Askfree-choice questions: One should ask the interviewee ifthere is

anything qpecial he or she may have to add to the information provided

so far.

(w) End on a positive note:Whenyou have finished the interview, politely

thank your source. Also seek the permission to call back ifthere be

anyneed for further questions. At this point, you could also ask for a
home telephone number or another wayto reach the source, such as

mobilenumber.
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4.9 INTERPRETATIVE REPORTING

Theterminterpretative reportingmears thatthe reporter seeks to findthe inplications

ofan event. S/he puts the event in the perspective and tries to bring the story in the

stream of events. S/he explains, interprets and analyses the event, which goes

beyond the stereotlpe ofhis duty as a reporter.

As the word'interpretative' suggests, facts and interpretation are stitched

together in this kind ofreporting. It leaves a wide scope for the ficts to be interpreted

in accordance withthe perception ofthe reporter. It digs deeper into the reasons

and meanings ofa development.

It is the interpretative reporter's task to give the ffirmationalong with an

interpretation of its significance. He has to seek shelter in his knorn'ledge and

experience to give the reader an idea ofthe background ofan evert and explain

the consequences it could lead to. Apart fromhis own knowledge and research in

the subject, he often has to seek the opinions of specialists to incorporate in his

story. Interpretative reporting goes behind the news, brings out the hidden

significance ofan event and separates truth from falsehood.

Curtis D. MacDougall was the first person to give important inputs to
interpretative reporting in the USA. He writes in his book 1n terpretative Reporting
that the First World War tookAmericans by surprise. They were totally in the

dark about its causes. This brought changes in the style ofreporting. The result

was that whenin 1939 the SecondWorld War broke out, a considerable majority
oftheAmericans expected it or least knew it was possible.
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MacDougall sa)4s that a successfuljoumalist is usually more than a thoroughly
educated person. He knows that anews item is not an isolated incident but it links
an entire chain ofimportant events.

With his reading ofdifferent subjects including history economics, sociology,
political science and other academic streams, an interpretative reporter presents a
report which benefits the reader thus enabling him to visualize the shape ofthings
to come. An interpretative reporter should leave no stone unturned to avoid
prejudices and stereotyped attitudes, which would bias his perception ofhuman
affairs. Following is a sample story.

Bill on comrption likely in Budget session: Moily

Express News Service

Mumbai, January22.

Battling a string ofscams, theUPAgovemment is likelyto intoduce
a bill in the Budget session of Parliament to rein in comrption.

"We are bringing a separate bill on comrption in accordance with
the UN conventiorl" Law Minister M Veerappa Moily told reporters

here.

He said the govemment intended to bring the legislation in the next
session itself. "In that direction, we are proceeding," he said.

"We have agreed to the convention but it was not ratified. The
NDA govemment did not take any stand. Now, a couple of days
back, a Group ofMinisters (GoM) considered the UN convention
and mooted the ratification. Thereafter, we will be bound by it," he

said.

Maintaining that the govemment would like to fast-track comrption
cases, Moily said the GoM is expected to submit its report to the
prime ministerwithin 60 days.

On black money stashed abroad, Moily said, "You know there are

treaties between countries. They are done mutuallyby each country.
We have to abide by the treaty. The Finance Minister has made it
clear that this is meant for evasion of tax...only to the extent of
taxation. Disclosure of names, unfortunately, the treaty doesn't
permit.

'oWe don't want to hide anything. But the question is, there are

certain binding principles ofthe teatywhich inhibit us from disclosing
it (the names)," he said.

*******



Chill to spill over into the Budget session?

Times NewsNetwork

NEW DELHI: Parliament's budget session will begin on February

21 and end onApril2l, an official announcement said on Monday,

even as indications emerge that it could be stormy.

The Lok Sabha secretariat said in a statement that the seventh

session of the 15th Lok Sabha will begin on February 2 I and carry

on until April 2 1 "subj ect to exigencies of government bus ine s s".

The President will address both houses of Parliament on February

2l at ll am. The House will adjourn on March 1 6 to meet again on

April4.

Indications emerging from various quarters indicate that the budget

session too may not witness much peaceful proceedings, The

opposition and ruling front continue their stand-off over the demand

for a Joint Parliamentary Committee to investigate the 2G scam,

whichpushedthe winter session into turmoil.

The opposition continues with its demand for a JPC, while the

government believes that the Public Accounts Committee headed

by senior BJP leader Murli Manohar Joshi is sufficientlyempowered

to look at all aspects ofallegations. The prime minister has formally
offered to appear before PAC, comprising of members from both

sides, for questioning on the allocation of 2G spectrum at throwaway
prices by then telecom ministerA Raja.

Clear indications are emerging that fresh trouble could break out
for the govemment during the coming session. The Comptroller
andAuditor General is now running against time to complete its

report onthe Commonwealth Games and activities sunounding it.

The audit covers Organising Committee for the games, Delhi
government, sports ministry, CPWD, DDAandothers. While CAG
officials maintain a steady silence, indications emerging from various

departments show that the final audit report could be a ringing
indictment of all the departments over the way they went about

spending hundreds of thousands of crores.

Most departrnents have replied to the CAG memos that have raised

questions over the way contracts were awarded, tenders violated

and firms favoured. The misdeeds ofthe OC are mostlywellknown
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and CAG has graphically captured outrageous acts such as the

exaggerated overlays contract, if the memos are anything to go by.

But what is not so well known is the severe audit indictment of
central agencies such as CPWD besides the sports ministry
and Delhigoverffnent.

Indications are that the CAG would try and be ready with the final
report in time for placing it before Parliament during the budget
session. If the report is tabled as projected then the government

would have another front to fight on.

ll4 SeU:lnstructiotul Material

4.10 INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING

The work ofa newqpaper reporter always involves certain amount ofinvestigation,
enquiry or examination of facts and details. He has to explore and get into various
aspects ofan incident or occurrerce. More often than not, reporting and researching

become synonymous.

William Randolph Hearst has defined investigative journalism as 'a news

is what somebody, somewhere is trying to suppress. Everything else is
advertising'.

However, the job of an investigative reporter is to dig deeplybeyond the
facts stated in the hard news. Manyjournalism students like you have an ambition
to become 'investigative'reporters. An 'investigative'journalist sees himselfas the
conscience ofthe society, pursuing comrption in high places without fear or favour.

In his book Pres s and Law, Justice A.N. Grover has quoted from the forward of
Investigative Reporting by Clark R. Mollevhogg. According to the forward,
investigative reporting has three elernents:

o It has to be the original work of reporter. Under no circumstances should
it be ofothers.

. The subject ofthe reporting should be such that it is ofimportance for
the readers to know or afllects all ofthem in some way or other.

o There must not be any attempt made to hide the truth frompeople.

Investigative reporting has grown by leaps and bounds in Westem countries.

In India, it is still in the womb. Most Indian newspapers despite having all the
resources to their disposal do not spare the manpower and spend money for a
first-rate investigative job.

Attempts at investigative reporting, to quote an eminent Indian editor, are

iike drilling for oil. Afair amount of effort gets wasted and it has to be taken into
stride. However, when finallythe oilis extracted and made marketable, the sense

of achievement is usually more than any other sector ofjoumalistic enterprise.



The best example of investigative reporting is the Watergate scandal of
the seventies. Such was the impact of the scandal when it appeared in black
golden print that it led to the disgrace and downfall of the then U.S. President
Richard Nixon. The two young reporters of rhe woshington post, Bob
woodward and carl Bernstein, started digging into the arrest of four men for
a burglary at watergate, the Democratic Party's national headquarters on 17
hxte 1972. They had no idea that their inq.riry would lead to such an expose
of events with devastating impact.

The duo kept their investigationto the highest standards ofprofessional
jourmlhrn Tlre reportos did not start gunning for Nixon fromthe beginning. They
merelypursuedtheburglaryattenpt 4nd only later came up with startling facts
linking the white House with it. 'we did not go after the President, we went after
the story' they explained.

In India, investigative reporting started rnaking a rnark after the end ofthe
hternalEnrrgerrcynl9TT,particular$ttroughthereportspublistred ntbelndian
Express. Since then investigative reporters have brought to light a number of
scandals-the Bhagalpur blinding incident by the police, Kamala case, A.R.
Antulay's private trusts, Kuo oil deal, the securities scam involving Indian and
foreign banks and stock brokers, etc. An enterprising reporterAshwini Sarin once
got himselfarrested so that he coutd give a first-hand account oflife in Delhi's
Tftarjait

With successive govemments increasing$ becoming secretive and comrytion
spreading its tentacles far and wide, the need for investigative reporting cannot be
overemphasized. Yet we must remember that investigative reporting is not
everybody's cup oftea. It requires hard and sustained work. The investigative
reporter shouldbe a combination ofa crusader, super-detective andblood hound.
He should have the necessarycourage, integrity, time and finance to carryout his
work.

Thebestkindofinvestigative reporting is that whichkeepsthepublic interest
in mind. It mayhighlight an injustice, expose corupt practices onrnrnask dishonest
politicians and bueaucrats.

Experience has shown that unless an investigative reporter or a crusading
reporter gets the support ofjudiciary the executive or legislature cannot bring his
reports to logical ends. The Bhagalpurblinding report would have ended like any
other report ifpublic interest litigation would not have been filed against the police.
In the USA" the Watergate stories would not have produced any result iftlrcy had
not received the support of legislature which threatened the impeachment of
Pre sident Richard Nixon.
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CrmcxYoun Pnocnuss

5. Why are some people opposed to the concept ofinvestigative reporting?

6. Name the US and Indian newspapers which gave a big thrust to

investigative reporting in their respective countries.

7 . Car aninvestigative reporter be objective?

t I Yes [ ]No
8. Can an investigative reporter be interpretativc?

[ ]Yes [ ]No

4.I1 SUMMARY

o Interviewing is one of the key inputs in reporting for the media, both print

and electronics. It can be on-the-record and oflthe-record.

o Interviewing is aimed at eliciting specific urformation. It is not a fishing

expedition where you get what you net.

o There should be a detailed preparation for the interview. Research on the

person and the issues involved, and the physical preparation like audio-

video recording, etc. is halfthe battle won.

o It pays to discuss with the interviewee what you want fromthe intervieu'

and what use you want to make to the information.

o It is the proper tactic to make the interviewee do most ofthe talking. The

interviewer shouid be a good listener most ofthe time but skillfully direct an

interview to the area about which he wants to discuss.

o The personal credibility of the interviewer should be appreciated. That is,

the interviewer shouldbe sure that confidences willbe kept and onlythat

information will be published which is meant to be published.

o The interriewer must take notes of import points and questions. This rvill

help the inten'iewer from making any distortion.

4.I2 \{EY TERMS

. Cross-check: To verify a statement made by one Source from another

independent source

o Editing: Deciding which parts ofan interview should or should not be used

o Equanimity: Evenness oftemper; composrlre

o ldiosyncrasies: Modes ofbehaviour peculiar to a person(s)



o Interview: Aface to face or telephonic conv-ersationbetween a reporter Intervieving

wanting informationonaparticularissue and apersonwho can give it

o Interoiewee: Ttre person fomwh,cm the information is sought by a reporter

tlnoughaninterview

o Interviewer: The reporter or media person seeking information through

anintenriew

o Pedantic: Flaunting bookish learning or technical knowledge

4.13 ANSWE,RS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1 . Dates, facts, figures ofinrportant landmarks in the life ofan individual (birth,

schooling, college and flrther studies, marriage, family, background, other

details ofachievements and highpoints in life).

Friend, philosopher and guide

Life'sphilosophy

Aptitudes

R.easons for Success (Hard work, inspiration, enterprise)

Principles/Guiding factors to motivate (advise)

Conclusion with probing questions on future plans

2. The most important things needed for an interview are:

o Call up and tell hirn directly what you want.

. Approach the 'protector'first and convince him/her to reach the

interviewee.

o Turn up at the office and express the urgency ofthe interview.

. Wait and insist on the interview to show your determination.

o Shoot the questions impromptu and invite replies"

o Courteously request the person for his/her viewpoint.

3 . Reasons for opening an interview with a broad question can be as follows:

o Make the interviewee comfortable to enable him to answer tkre first

question at ease; this will set the trend for the rest of the irtterview.

o To help iead the readers/viewers into the substance ofthe interview, to

elicit a general statement which attracts and holds the attention of the

target audience.

Besides, this is an accepted method for taking the audience fromknown

tounknown.

4. In case the recording equipment develops a snag, note-taking comes handy.

Otherwise, the whole interview couldbe spoiled. Besides, this also helps

concentrate on the ansrvers ofthe interviewee and is a srre-shot step against

anykindofdistortion.
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5. The opposition to the concept of investigative reporting is because ofthe
fact that such reporting does involve some kind ofinvestigation into critical
issues and rnaygive rise to a trailofunexpected events.

6. Washington Post and Indian Express

7. Yes

8. Yes

4.14 QUESTTONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What are the categories of interviews?

2. Whyis it inportant to prepare for an interview?

3. What are the physical parameters ofpreparing for an interview?

4. Write a shortnote onthe art ofinterviewing fromthe angle ofinterpersonal
comnnrnication skills.

5. Provide a briefoverview ofnote-taking tips for a prospective interviewer.

Long-Answer Questions

1 . critically evaluate different tools to conduct a successful interview.

2 . E>plain the techniques o f convincing a prominent pemonality for an irte,ryiew.

3. V/rite a detailednote on what to do and not to do for a successful interview.

4. Elaborate on the things to be kept in mind dwing an interview.

5. what is interpretative reporting? write a detailed note on its roie and
significance.

6. Describe the art and techniques ofinvestigative reporting.
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